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iAbstractThis thesis examines the eect that functional heads have on the interpretation of argu-ments. It focuses on the functional head Agr, which is implicated in predicate-argumentagreement relations; the import that other functional heads have on interpretation is asubsidiary concern. The argument of the thesis goes as follows: rstly, reference mustbe made to both an independently projecting functional head Agr and to a level ofdiscourse representation in order to adequately analyse the phenomenon of predicateargument agreement. This theory sheds light on an unusual complementarity betwenagreement and overt arguments in Celtic because it provides a natural constraint onmorphological feature checking mechanisms. Secondly, some aspects of the semanticsof argument DPs are also best explained by reference to a level of discourse represen-tation; specically weak DPs (Milsark 1977) are contextually disambiguated and strongDPs are characterised by the property of familiarity at this level. Empirical evidencethen shows that there is a close tie between familiarity and Agr, and this is implementedby a reformulation of Heim 1982's Novelty Familiarity Condition, obviating any needfor special statements regulating the mapping between syntactic structure and interpre-tation. Puzzling cross-linguistic variation in this arena is explained by appeal to generaleconomy considerations (Chomsky 1991). A logical corollary of the Novelty FamiliarityCondition is that necessarily unfamiliar arguments may not enter into a structural rela-tionship with Agr. Measure phrases provide the conrmation of this prediction. Finallythe implications that functional heads have for syntactic licensing is considered, andTense and Aspect are shown to be necessary, as well as Agr. The thesis shows thatfunctional heads are therefore implicated in the interpretation of arguments.
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe structure of this thesis is the inverse of its intellectual history. I was originally inte-rested in exploring the question as to what distinguishes adjuncts from arguments. Myinitial methodology was then to look at phenomena which involved elements that seemedhalfway between adjuncts and arguments, given the usual criteria. The phenomenonthat I rst looked at was measure phrases, such as the following:(1.1) Anson weighed seventy kilosMeasure phrases seem to act like canonical arguments, in that they are obligatory:(1.2) *Anson weighedbut they seem to act like canonical adjuncts, in that they are not extractable from weakislands induced by factives etc (see Rizzi 1990, Cinque 1990):(1.3) a. Whati did Anson regret that David ate ti?b. *Howi did Anson regret that David ate the cake ti?c. *What did Anson regret that David weighed tiThis dual nature suggested to me that measure phrases appeared to be a good place tobegin to look to explore the dierences between adjuncts and arguments.As I began to look at the syntax of measure phrases in more detail, I noticed twothings. The rst was something that arose from an earlier interest of mine which hadto do with the syntax of Scottish Gaelic (SG). SG has an interesting object preposingconstruction where the object of the verb comes preverbally, rather than postverbally, aswould be expected, and a particle a appears. I had presented some arguments that thispreposing operation was to be analysed as overt movement to the specier position of anAgr projection associated with the non-nite verb in these constructions (Adger 1991),where the particle a was the morphological realisation of a neutralised Agr head. In amoment of idle curiosity, I presented an informant with a pair of sentences containingmeasure phrases, preposed and in situ. To my surprise the measure phrase did notprepose. I then began to look around at other phenomena which would appear toreceive a plausible analysis as movement to the spec of AgrP, and I tested how measurephrases behaved in these constructions; as I suspected they always remained in situ.1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2The other thing that I noticed early on about measure phrases was that they appea-red to have some kind of deniteness eect operating on them, barring such examplesas:(1.4) *Anson weighed every kiloI spent some eort trying to tie together these three aspects of the syntax of measurephrases|weak island phenomena, movement to spec AgrP and deniteness eects|(Adger 1993b), but was always left with an uneasy feeling that I had missed a simplerexplanation. Partly, I was blinded by my initial research question: what is the theore-tical dierence between complements and adjuncts? I was trying to nd that dierencein terms of modes of licensing, and was pushed into looking at measure phrases as sel-ected DPs that were licensed in a dierent way from canonical arguments (I assumedthat they were licensed by coindexation with Tense). Crucially, this made me ignorethe dierences between indenites and measure phrases, which I thought of as beingtreated in the same way.As I presented this work in various venues, a recurring question came from theaudiences: what is the semantic eect of being licensed by Tense? Thinking that thiswas too chaotic and dark territory, I began to try to answer what I thought was aneasier question: what is the semantic eect of being licensed by Agr? This then becamethe focus of my research, and is the subject of this thesis.The moment I asked this question a ood of data appeared before me in the guise ofDiesing's work (Diesing 1992) and various extensions or alternatives to this (Runner 1993and de Hoop 1992). Diesing appeared to have an answer to the question of what semanticeects were relevant in a number of the cases that I was interested in. She constructed atheory which tried to explain why certain readings of canonically ambiguous indeniteswere blocked in certain syntactic environments. The crucial cases are to be found inscrambling phenomena in Germanic. For example in Dutch, a DP like veel mensen `manymen' is ambiguous in its VP-internal (base) position: it can be given an interpretationwhere the quantier veel `many' is read as a cardinality predicate (the cardinality of theset of men is many) or as a generalised quantier (where many relates two sets, one ofwhich is restricted to the set of men):(1.5) : : :dat: : : that TonjesTonjes gisterenyesterday veelmany mensenmen gezienseen heefthas`: : : that Tonjes saw many men yesterday.'However, when the object is scrambled across the adverb, only the generalised quantierreading remains:(1.6) : : :dat: : : that TonjesTonjes veelmany mensenmen gisterenyesterday gezienseen heefthas`: : : that Tonjes saw many men yesterday.'Diesing's explanation for this eect is given in her Mapping Hypothesis, which deri-ves that quantied arguments that are external to VP and internal to IP receive aninterpretation as generalised quantiers. This hypothesis explains the Germanic data,
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3but obviously runs into problems with indenites in subject position in English, whichare VP-external but still ambiguous. Diesing deals with this by allowing the subjectto lower back into its VP-internal base position by LF. Since the Mapping Hypothesisapplies at LF, the generalisation can be maintained.Now measure phrases, I had already noticed, do not scramble, and I had proposedthat this received an explanation if scrambling was movement to the spec of an Agrprojection, since measure phrases do not undergo this type of movement. If Diesing'sgeneral idea was correct, then the inability of measure phrases to scramble might beexplained by some semantic factor.However, there were a number of problems that I had with Diesing's theory. Thesewere problems that arose because I was focusing on the position of an argument DP withrespect to Agr, rather than its more general position in the phrase marker, and becauseit was uppermost in my mind that I wanted a unied explanation for the aspects of thesyntax of measure phrases that I had noticed. The main questions then were: what isthe precise characterisation of the VP external position that the Mapping Hypothesisapplies to? why are indenite DPs always ambiguous in situ? Why do some languagesallow lowering operations at LF, and others don't (this last was a problem recurrentlypointed out to me by Elisabet Engdahl)?My hypothesis about the characterisation of Diesing's VP external position wasobviously that it was spec AgrP. As Je Runner pointed out (Runner 1993), this coveredall of Diesing's data. Furthermore, it covered the data that I had garnered during mysearch for relationships between measure phrases and agreement (data from French andSpanish). The question then arose whether Diesing's Mapping Hypothesis should bereformulated so that it takes account of Agr, rather than the more global position of anelement in a phrase marker. That is, does the functional head Agr have a semantic eecton its own, or is the phenomenon merely derivative of the fact that AgrP is external toVP. The crucial test case would be an argument which was in a VP external positionwhich did not have the possibility of a generalised quantier type reading. Such a casecame to my notice after a presentation by Enric Vallduv, where he built on earlierobservations by Josep Quer that Catalan contained a position internal to IP whichshowed deniteness eects. That is, where a generalised quantier type reading of theargument was not available. This case allowed me to strengthen the Mapping Hypothesisso that it made direct mention of the structural relationship between an argument andthe functional head Agr that the argument was associated with. It seemed then that thefunctional head Agr had a direct eect on the interpretation of an associated argument.The next question was why indenite DPs in situ are always ambiguous (controllingfor deniteness eects). At rst, in fact I did not control for deniteness eects andpresumed that indenites in situ could not have a generalised quantier interpretation,that is they were always treated as cardinality predicates. This is what is directlypredicted by the Mapping Hypothesis. Unfortunately it does not actually appear to betrue. Deniteness eects seem to be something extra to the provisions of the MappingHypothesis. Given this fact, indenites in situ are always ambiguous, something whichis not explained in Diesing's theory. What then is the nature of the ambiguity?The literature on this question answers this question in one of two ways: the am-biguity is lexical (Enc 1991, Partee 1988), or syntactic (Diesing 1992, de Hoop 1992).Enc's proposal seemed to me to be the most interesting. She claimed that a lexicalambiguity leads to an ambiguity at the level of discourse structure (Heim 1982, Kamp1981). As I tried to work out what this meant, I realised that a crucial fact about
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4discourse representation theory seemed to have been ignored, and that this provided analternative characterisation of the ambiguity. The fact was something noted in earlywork by Kartunnen: denites behave alike with respect to anaphora and deixis. That iscontextually supplied information is admissible in a discourse structure. Given this, itis possible to eliminate the lexical ambiguity in Enc's system in favour of a contextualambiguity, and this in turn explains why indenites in situ are always ambiguous.Given this view of the semantics of DPs in terms of their discourse representationproperties, it became clear that the Mapping Hypothesis was simply a subpart of amore general scheme for the interpretation of DPs. This scheme is formulated by Heimas her Novelty Familiarity Condition (NFC), and is essentially a reworking of old ideasabout the contribution of deniteness to the semantics of arguments given the extrarepresentational level of discourse structure (or le structure as Heim terms it). TheNFC traditionally makes reference to features of deniteness on a DP, but there was noreason to restrict the NFC to this kind of information. Accordingly I reformulated itso that it made direct reference to Agr and a DP in a particular structural relationshipwith Agr. This meant that the Mapping Hypothesis could be jettisoned in favour ofan independently motivated, more generally required condition on the interpretation ofarguments.The nal question, prompted by Elisabet Engdahl, did not receive a resolution un-til almost the end of the thesis, and was a recurrent worry. Why in some languagesare elements in spec AgrP still ambiguous, after I had spent so much eort in makingsure that they were interpreted as generalised quantiers (actually, after the work onin situ DPs, it became clear that the proper characterisation of the interpretation ofelements in spec AgrP was that they were associated with a pre-established discoursereferent, and this derived their apparently generalised quantier semantics)? This wasa problem that Diesing, de Hoop and myself shared (see also Enc 1991). The clue wasElisabet's insistence that I should pay attention to the parametric variation in theseconstructions. So I sat down and tried to work out the correlations; it was the ScottishGaelic preposing construction that again provided the initial insight. So convinced wasI that this construction involved preposing the object to spec AgrP, that I refused torenounce this, even though such preposed objects did not display the kind of semantics Ipredicted for them. In fact they could not, since the preposing construction was obliga-tory, and hence would circumscribe the semantic descriptive potential of the language.This was the crucial point: a fact about language design seemed to force such objects tobe ambiguous, otherwise there would be no way of conveying the cardinality predicatereading of the quantier. If this more general idea held true, then it would have to bethe case that obligatory movement to spec AgrP would always have to be ambiguous.In fact this is exactly the case. All of the constructions that I had analysed as move-ment to spec AgrP where an in situ variant was possible only had one reading for thederived case. All of the constructions where the movement was obligatory (SG objects,English subjects etc) allowed the moved element to have two interpretations. A strikingcase of this was in French, where movement to spec AgrP is optional in A-movementconstructions and obligatory (because of the constraints of relativized minimality) in A-movement constructions. The correlation held across all the data I knew of, and it wasa small step to show how it derived from general principles of economy of representationand derivation.While working on these problems, I was also trying to give an account of someinteresting agreement facts in the Celtic languages that had puzzled me for some time.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5I thought I had isolated the right descriptive generalisation but was at a loss as to howto derive it from the theory. I felt Chomsky's recent checking theory might give someinsight (Chomsky 1992) but this theory appeared to me to be completely unconstrained.Many analyses down the line, it occured to me that the kinds of ideas that were relevantfor the rest of my work might hold in this domain too, and that natural constraints onthe possible interpretations of discourse referents might have a trickle down eect tothe mechanics of the checking theory. I was already fairly convinced that Agr wasimplicated in some way in referring to or being associated with a discourse referent (therelevant arguments being well known in the HPSG literature), and it therefore followedthat the constraints on discourse referents would therefore apply to Agr. This gives thekind of checking theory that does make predictions, and much of the Celtic data owedeasily from this premise.Reading the thesis, it comes in almost directly the opposite order from this briefhistory of the ideas involved. Firstly the HPSG arguments that agreement is at leastpartly semantic are explored and then the eect that this has on checking theory and theempirical results that follow for Celtic. The thesis then tries to explain the semanticsof DPs in a discourse referent based (DRT) framework, and uses the results to explorethe semantic eect that Agr has on associated DPs. Diesing's work is assessed and thefalsifying data from Catalan given. A discussion of the LF lowering problem follows,with my solution and the consequences. Diesing's Mapping Hypothesis is replaced witha revised formulation of Heim's Novelty Familiarity Condition (Heim 1982), which hasmore appropriate empirical coverage. A direct contraposition of this condition is shownto have consequences for measure phrases, resulting in an account of their syntacticand semantic properties. Finally some issues in the syntactic licensing of DPs andmeasure phrases is discussed, with the preposing data from SG serving as a diagnostic ofmovement to spec AgrP. This nal section discusses the interpretation of the functionalheads T(ense) and Asp(ect), justifying the rather broader title of the thesis.Unfortunately, the original aim of the research project, to give some theoreticalunderpinnings to the argument/adjunct distinction is still some way o. I hope thatthe resulting thesis, however, has taken one tiny step in the right direction.
Chapter 2The Syntax and Semantics ofAgreement2.1 IntroductionTheories of Agreement generally distinguish two types: agreement of a modier with amodied element and agreement of a predicate with one or more of its arguments. Anexample of the rst type of agreement is provided by French:(2.1) J'aiI have vuseen dessome-pl piecesplay-pl interessantesinteresting-fem-pl`I have seen some interesing plays'Here the head noun pieces is feminine plural and the adjective agrees with it in thesefeatures. We shall term such agreement Modier-Head-agreement (MH-agreement).The second type of agreement is seen in English, where the verb agrees with itssubject in number:(2.2) The scuba-divers were/*was leaping from the shipIn English the verbal predicate only agrees with one of its arguments. Other languagesallow verbs to agree with all of their arguments, and prepositions to agree with theirarguments also. This can be exemplied by the following examples from Abkhaz (takenfrom Lehmann 1988):a. (sara)I a-xec'-kaArt-child-pl a-sq'-ka'Art-book-pl 0-re-s-to-yt'Abs3-Dat3Pl-Erg1sg-give-Dyn/Fin`I gave the books to the children'b. (sara)I s-q'e+n+t'Obl1sg-from`from me'Here we see the verb agreeing with its ergative, absolutive and dative arguments anda preposition agreeing with its oblique argument. We will term this type of agreement6
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 7Predicate-Argument-agreement (PA-agreement). It is this second type of agreementthat we will be mainly concerned with in this chapter.Evidence from languages with a more robust agreement system than English showsthat MH-agreement involves the features of number, gender and case, while PA-agreementinvolves number, gender and person, crucially not case. Person agreement, then, ap-pears to be a property of DP, not of N or D, while (morphological) case appears tobe a property of D and N, rather than DP (see Lehmann 1988 for diachronic argu-ments that NP internal agreement evolves from reduced demonstrative heads (ie X0elements), while predicate argument agreement evolves from reduced pronominal (ieXP) elements). This view is defended at length in Balari 19921.2.2 Syntactic Analyses of Agreement2.2.1 Components of AnalysisThe most obvious type of analysis for agreement is that particular features of one ofthe agreeing elements are copied onto the other element. In early work the agreeingfeatures are represented as an abstract ax which is generated as part of a noun bythe base rules. A transformational rule then copies this ax onto whatever elementsin the structure agree with the noun. This is the type of analysis advocated by Postal1964 for MH-agreement and adopted by Chomsky 1965. The idea is that an agreementformative is generated by phrase structure rules and that there is a transformationalrule that copies this formative to the agreeing elements. One can imagine extending thistype of analysis to PA-agreement by generating an agreement formative independentlyand then copying it to the predicate and the argument. We will address below whetherthis is indeed possible.An alternative analysis which does not make use of transformations would involveessentially passing features through the structural description generated by the baserules. Ungrammatical sentences with incompatible agreement features would then notbe generated because there are no appropriate rules (see Lyons 1968 for a treatmentalong these lines). Postal's motivation for prefering the transformational analysis wasthe standard one at the time: the feature based analysis essentially has to make moretheoretical statements and misses high-level generalisations.Note that both of these analyses are couched in terms of syntactic features. Thetransformational analysis actualises these features as an independent formative whichthen acts as an input to a transformation. The non-transformational analysis positsno separate formative but rather species the features on all formatives, depending ontheir lexical properties.To choose between these analyses we could nd independent evidence for the agree-ment formative or independent evidence that features are lexically specied on agreeingelements, as well as on the governing head. We could also try to show that the copyingtransformation (or however it turns out to be best to formulate the appropriate struc-ture changing operation) is either required anyway in the grammar, or that its existenceleads to contradictions or to empirical problems.1This formulation of the properties of MH- and PA-agreement is not without problems. As TeunHoekstra has pointed out (pc) French past participle agreement might be seen semantically as PA-agreement but it does not involve person features
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 8Note that the two analyses are actually not exclusive. That is, if we nd evidencefor an independent agreement formative and for base-specication of features, then wecould construct a theory in which transformations applied to lexical items and their pro-jections to bring them into the appropriate structural conguration with the agreementformative. It would be at this point that the lexically specied features of the predicateand its argument have to be compatible. Such a theory would not be minimal in that itwould require an independent agreement formative, a transformation, lexically speciedfeatures and a feature checking mechanism. The following arguments indicate, however,that all of these components are required (see also Chomsky 1992).2.2.2 Exploration of these ComponentsAgreement as a morphemeIt is standard to posit as the head of the sentence a functional element In (Chomsky1986a). Conceptual motivation for this comes from the extension of X-bar theory tonon-lexical heads, thus bringing the phrase structure of the sentence into line withthe phrase structure of the VP. X-bar theory states that the following structures arepossible:(2.3) a. X' = X YPb. XP = ZP X'where X is the head of XP; YP is the complement of X, and ZP is the specier ofX. X-bar theory allows the rules of the base to be eliminated in favour of stipulationson lexical items as to their featural content (including head features for category andselectional features for the category/semantic type of the complement). We can thenassume that the structure of the VP complement of a perception verb like see is:(2.4) I saw Anson eat bagels(2.5) [VP Anson [V 0 [V eat] bagels ]]This allows us to make the theoretically attractive claim that all of the arguments ofthe verb are generated within the maximal projection of the verb (the Lexical ClauseHypothesis (or VP-Internal Subject Hypothesis) of Sportiche 1988 and Koopman andSportiche 1989).Now consider:(2.6) Anson may eat bagelsAssuming that this sentence has the category S, how may we incorporate it into X-bartheory? Chomsky 1986a suggests that S is headed by a category I(n), which projectsin the same way as V2:2Chomsky base generates the subject in spec IP. This issue is tangential to the matter underconsideration.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 9(2.7) [IP Ansoni [I 0 may [VP ti [V 0 eat bagels]]]]Here VP is the complement of I in the same way as NP is the complement of V. S isnow of category IP and crucially is a headed structure, meaning that we can generalisethe endocentricity of lexical categories to all categories, another theoretically attractiveproposal. In fact Chomsky takes matters further and proposes that the complementiseris actually the head of an extended S (S'), which now becomes CP, the projection of thecomplementiser C. The surface word order can be derived by moving the VP internalsubject to the specier of I position, a transformation that is well-motivated by raisingstructures (again see Koopman and Sportiche 1989 for arguments to this eect).Let us now turn to the sentence Anson eats bagels. We would like to assume thatthis is of category IP. How is it derived? There are four possibilities, assuming that theVP internal subject moves into the specier of I position as above: eat is generated asthe head of VP and then it moves to the I position where it picks up the appropriateinection to turn it into eats; eat remains in situ and the inectional features in I lowerto derive eats; eats is generated fully inected and remains in situ; eats is generatedfully inected and raises to I. Only the third of these possibilities makes no referenceto I, and it is compatible with the structure in IP being empty. However, agreement isnever triggered in a bare VP structure. Hence:(2.8) * I saw Anson eats bagelsThis suggests that there must be some relation between I and the subject and betweenV and I, to account for the contrast between (2.4) and (2.8). If there is independentevidence that the kind of features that trigger agreement are specied lexically then thelast possibility is the most well motivated.One piece of evidence that the features are not generated in I and picked up bythe verb comes from some dierences between English and French noticed by Emonds1978 and explored in detail by Pollock 1989 and Chomsky 1991. Emonds noticed thatthe position of adverbials and negation diered systematically in the two languages andargued that in French V raised to I but in English I lowered to V. This explains whyadverbials can intervene between a verb and its object in French but not in English:(2.9) a. JeI mangeeat souventoften desthe bagelsbagels`I often eat bagels'b. *Anson eats often bagelsOn the assumption that VP adverbials adjoin to VP, the French data show that the verbhas raised out of VP. In English, on the other hand, the verb remains in situ and hencean intervening adverbial will block Case assignment to the object (cf Stowell 1981).Chomsky 1992 has pointed out that this analysis leads to two very dierent struc-tures for the two languages with respect to the relationship between I and V. In FrenchV has raised to adjoin to I giving the structure:(2.10) [I V I]
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 10while in English I has lowered to adjoin to V giving:(2.11) [V V I]On the account where the features of V are specied lexically, we have structures whereV raises to I in both languages, overtly in French and covertly in English. This meansthat both languages will have LF structures like (2.11), rather than having dierentstructures at LF.Finally, note that there is no agreement when there is no I. So agreement neveroccurs on V when I is lled by a modal:(2.12) *Anson may eats bagelsIt seems then that we have evidence that an independent formative is required andthat this formative is implicated in the agreement relation. We also have preliminaryevidence that the features that are involved in agreement are specied lexically.The arguments presented above made crucial use of a transformation that movedone head (V) to another (I). Is there independent motivation that such a transformationis needed?There are two ways to answer this question. One involves a fairly profound explora-tion of whether transformations are necessary at all, which we shall not undertake. Theother merely asks whether the transformation of head movement is necessary within thegamut of transformational operations.Note that it would be dicult to exclude such a transformation. Transformations arearbitrary structure changing operations that apply to structural descriptions: deletion,copying, movement and insertion. Structural descriptions are given by the projectionof lexical items via X-bar theory which means that they consist of heads, phrases andintermediate projections of heads. To rule out head movement as a transformation wehave to make an explicit statement in the grammar to the eect that a head is not apossible imput to a transformation. If there is empirical evidence that this is the casethen this is the route that we should take. In the absence of such empirical evidence,head movement needs no independent justication.In fact there is a wide range of empirical evidence that head movement is requiredin the grammar (see eg Baker 1988). Assuming that it is not means that we mustnd alternative explanations for a whole range of phenomena involving complementarydistribution between heads (eg V2 languages) and the morphology/syntax boundary(incorporation, applicatives, causatives etc). Of course all of these phenomena havebeen analysed non-transformationally (see Di Sciullo and Williams 1987, for example)but given transformations at all, head movement is required.The agreement transformationThe agreement transformation proposed by Postal mentioned above copied an inde-pendent formative containing agreement features from the head to the modier to dealwith MH-agreement. To deal with our example sentence in (2.1), repeated here, Postal'sanalysis would assume the following D-structure for the DP object:
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 11(2.13) J'aiI have vuseen dessome-pl piecesplay-pl interessantesinteresting-fem-pl`I have seen some interesing plays'(2.14) [NP det piece Agr-fem.Pl interessant]The independent agreement formative is generated as an X0 sister to a head N. Thisformative is then copied as an X0 sister to the determiner and to the adjective.Can we extend this account of DP internal agreement to predicate subject agreementby assuming that this formative is also copied as an X0 sister to I? This does not seem tobe a sensible approach. As we already noted MH-agreement seems to involve dierentsets of features from PA-agreement and has a dierent diachronic source. A furtherargument against this proposal is that it would involve structures where the agreementformative that is the progenitor of the transformational copying relation (as sister toN0) would not c-command the copied element. Thus:(2.15) [IP [DP D [NP N Agri]] [I 0 [I Agri]]]From all we know about locality restrictions on the output of transformational operati-ons, this does not seem likely.An alternative then would be to generate the agreement formative as an X0 sisterto DP, and then copy it to I:(2.16) [DP [DP D [NP N]] Agr] I ! [DP [DP D [NP N]] Agr] I+AgrThis option involves a violation of X-bar theory since we would have an X0 adjunct toan XP; however, the existence of phrasal clitics which seem to have this property is wellknown. A more pressing problem is the source of the formative and how to capturethe agreement relationship between the formative and the head of the XP it adjoinsto. There are two avenues we could take: either the formative is generated lexicallyso that the [N0 Agr] structure is inserted into the syntax directly from the lexicon andthe relationship between N0 and Agr is specied lexically; or the formative is insertedsyntactically and the relationship between N0 and Agr is dened syntactically. Thisgives us respectively the following two structures at the level of lexical insertion:(2.17) a. [DP [DP D [NP Ni]] Agri] Ib. [DP [DP D [NP N Agri]] Agri] IBut the second of these options, if we admit no other means of syntactically encodingagreement, leads to an innite regress, since the output of the transformation is a possi-ble input to it. To stop the recursion we would need a further stipulation along the linesthat an N0 category can only receive agreement information once during a derivation.The rst option entails rather a serious violation of the lexical integrity hypothesis sincewe have lexical insertion of an element with a couple of phrasal boundaries intervening.Furthermore, we never see agreement marked DP-externally, which would mean a fur-ther stipulation to the eect that DP external agreement must be deleted at PF. Itseems then that we must admit some other means of syntactically encoding agreementrelationships rather than just by means of transformational copying.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 12To sum up: a transformational account of agreement that relies on the copying ofsuch a non-lexical formative from one head to another raises rather serious theoreticalproblems, at least when applied to predicate argument agreement. We suggested thata dierent means of syntactically encoding agreement was necessary.Feature ManipulationIn fact such a means is already in principle available to us in the grammar. We in-troduced the notion of X-bar theory above. X-bar theory crucially involves passingup categorial features from lexical items through the projection of those items. Thereis substantial motivation for such a view (see Chomsky 1965 and Chomsky 1970). Inorder to deal with MH-agreement we need only extend this view to incorporate certainnon-categorial features, specically agreement features. We then automatically expecta head to agree with its phrasal projections in agreement features3.This device will give us MH-agreement with determiners with no further stipulation,if all the heads within the projection of N are part of a single projection (see Grimshaw1991 for a mainly theoretical defense of this idea of Extended Projection, and Roberts1993 for empirical applications of this idea to restructuring constructions in Romance).However, this still will not give us the predicate argument agreement relationship, since,by denition, speciers and complements do not comprise part of the projection of thehead. Nor will it give us those cases of MH-agreement with adjoined elements such asAPs, which were easily handled by the agreement transformation discussed above.Keenan 1974 proposed the generalisation that functors agree with their arguments4.Essentially the idea is that arguments come specied with certain types of agreementfeatures and the functor in the structure agrees with those features. This generalisationwas exploited by Gazdar et al. 1985 in their account of control and agreement relations.However, this account suers from a number of problems, most notably it leads tomassive duplication and redundancy in the lexicon, as noted by Barlow 1988.Barlow provides a number of cases where there is a mismatch in how specic thefeatures on the argument and the functor are. This means that a theory which stipulatesthat agreement is a copying relation of features from an argument to a functor willrequire multiple lexical entries, for either the argument or the functor.For example, Barlow gives a case from Onondaga where the subject is not speciedfor plurality, but the verb is:(2.18) a. cihadog kahnya.ha?bark-sing`a dog barks'b. cihadog knihnya.ha?bark-dual`Two dogs bark'c. cihadog kotihnya.ha?bark-pl3Precisely which features are passed up is decided empirically. See Gazdar et al. 1985 for a defenseof a theory that makes extended use of this device.4The notions of functor and argument stem from Categorial Grammar; see Bach's introduction inOehrle, Bach and Wheeler 1988.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 13`Dogs bark'If agreement involved copying features from the argument to the functor, then in caseslike this we would need three distinct lexical entries for the nominal ciha `dog'.Barlow proposes instead that agreement should be seen as a case where informationfrom the predicate and the argument are required to unify (see Shieber 1986).An alternative to viewing agreement relations as holding between functor and argu-ment would be to assume that agreement relations are triggered by particular phrasestructural congurations.Chomsky 1986a proposes that a relation of specier head agreement should be de-ned as a primitive in the grammar to deal with cases of agreement (see also Chomsky1981, p211). No denition of specier head agreement is given by Chomsky, but wemay assume that a head necessarily shares certain features with its specier:(2.19) Specier-Head Agreementin a structure[XP Spec [X 0 Head Complement]]the -features on the spec must be compatible with the -features on the head,where -features include at least person, number and genderCann 1993a outlines a system where speciers and heads both contribute to the catego-rial status of a projection by requiring that the features that go to make up a maximalprojection are the unication of certain features (call them C-features) that appear onthe specier and the head. This will automatically ensure that speciers and headsagree, if agreement features are C-features5. We shall abbreviate this relationship asSHA.The question now arises as to which of Keenan's proposal (appropriately reformu-lated in unication terms to deal with Barlow's objections) or Chomsky's proposal iscorrect. The Abkhaz examples presented above would appear to favour Keenan, sinceall arguments of the predicate induce agreement. However, there may be reasons toassume abstract projections in the syntax, as argued for already, which provide speci-ers for the arguments, thus allowing all agreement to be subsumed under Chomsky'sproposal.In fact there appear to be well-motivated agreement relations which are not predicateargument or modier head agreement and these all appear to take place under SHA.Thus, Rizzi 1991 provides a range of evidence from V2 and residual V2 structures inGermanic and Romance that Wh-movement causes an agreement relationship to be setup between the specier of CP and C, and this is what results in subject auxiliary inver-sion for Wh-questions in root clauses. Haegeman and Zanuttini 1991 have argued thatsimilar considerations hold for the distribution of negative elements and their speciers.There do not appear to be such relations holding under head complement structures.There are a number of reasons to reject Keenan's idea as it stands. Firstly, notethat the examples of SHA we have considered have all been cases where a non-lexicalhead agrees with its specier (I, C, Neg). We also noted above that bare VPs donot allow agreement. This suggests that we should restrict agreement to functional5This idea is easily extendable to AP agreement, especially if a view of speciers and adjuncts asessentially congurationally identical is taken (see Hoekstra 1991 and Kayne 1993).
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 14heads only. Complement agreement would seem to y in the face of this generalisation,suggesting either that the generalisation is incorrect, or that complement agreementis indeed subsumed under SHA at a more abstract level. In fact, we shall see belowthat complement agreement is often associated with movement of the complement to aVP-external position which it seems natural to identify as the specier of an agreementprojection.A strong argument to this eect will be given in Chapter 3, where we show thatobjects in Scottish Gaelic undergo preposing to a position external to VP. This positionis immediately followed by a functional element and the relationship between this func-tional element and the preposed DP can be shown to be governed precisely by the samegeneralisations as govern subject agreement and prepositional agreement. Furthermore,the phrase containing a preposed object can be shown to be categorially dierent froma phrase containing an in situ object and no functional element, clearly signalling thatwe have a syntactically projected case of SHA for objects.If this is the case, and we can get by with only SHA as we would like, then theremust be a functional projection for the agreement of complements in general. Thus wehave further, albeit theory internal, evidence for independent agreement formatives inthe grammar, as well as for a special relationship, SHA, which constrains the possiblefeatural specication of heads and their speciers.Lexically Specied FeaturesThere are, a priori, three possibilities regarding the distribution of agreement featureson words: either the features are specied only lexically, or they are specied onlyas separate formatives in the syntax or they are specied in both ways. We arguedabove that they were at least specied as separate formatives in the syntax. If they arespecied only in this way, then in conjunction with standard views on head movement, aprediction follows: the order of inectional elements will mirror the order of the syntacticderivation, and hence, via the Head Movement Principle (Travis 1984), the hierarchicalorder of the inectional formatives in the syntax.Such a claim is made explicitly by Baker 1985 and is defended both in Baker 1988 andOuhalla 1991. In order to falsify this claim we must nd evidence that the morphologicalorder of a pair of axes does not mirror their syntactic dominance relationship.Speas 1991 provides some interesting evidence that bears on this question. Sheshows that in Navajo head movement appears to be the optimal analysis for the verbalsystem. Yet the properties of the Navajo verbal system are such that a head movementanalysis which picks up morphemes in the syntax requires either lowering operations,long head movement or a dissociation between the phonological form of the verb andits apparent head movement path.Navajo has a verbal inection system that marks subject agreement, tense, aspectand object agreement (the examples are taken from Speas' paper; I am unaware as towhat the correct morphological segmentation here is):(2.20) At'eedgirl ashkiiboy yidoots'os3obj-Asp-NonPast-3subj-will:kiss`The girl will kiss the boy'
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 15Speas argues that the syntactic order of these axes is essentially the same as thatof English: with Subject Agreement highest, dominating Tense which in turn domina-tes Aspect with Object Agreement coming closest to the verb (she assumes, followingPollock 1989 that I should be split into Agreement and Tense, with Tense dominatingAgreement and following Chomsky 1991 that there is a further agreement projectiondominating Tense. See also Giorgi and Pianesi 1992, Drijkoningen and Rutten 1991for evidence that Aspect projects separately from and is dominated by Tense). Herevidence for this is of two sorts: rstly, such an order is well motivated for a range oflanguages and there is nothing about the syntax of Navajo to suggest that it should beotherwise; secondly the interaction of the subject with negation suggests very stronglythat AgrS dominates at least AgrO. It is interesting then that the morphological orderis, however, the opposite. If head movement were to apply then the verb should rstraise to AgrO, and hence AgrO should be closest to the verb stem, but this is patentlynot the case.Speas shows that one possibility would be for the inectional heads to successivelylower, with AgrS lowering and suxing to T, then this complex lowering to Aspect, thenthis lowering to AgrO. Finally, either the whole inectional complex lowers to prex tothe verb stem, or the verb raises to sux to the functional elements.Speas rejects the lowering analysis mainly on theoretical grounds. Lowering as atransformational operation is of course permitted, but the outputs of lowering operati-ons violate well known conditions on representations, specically the Empty CategoryPrinciple6. Furthermore, as we noted above, lowering leads to radically dierent headadjunction structures at LF for the dierent types of languages.She then proposes that another way to deal with the Navajo facts would be to allowviolations of the head movement constraint, whereby the V would raise to an empty Cand then the other inectional morphemes would simply cliticise in their base order.However, in all known cases of long head movement Aspect always counts as a blockinghead (Roberts 1991, Rivero 1991)|this would not be the case for Navajo under suchan analysis.Given these facts, Speas goes on to suggest that what happens in lowering languagesis that the verb has attached axes but has simply failed to raise at S-Structure. Theverb then may raise at LF (see Pesetsky 1985).This view is the standard view in LexicalPhonology and Morphology (Kiparsky 1982) and is motivated there by phonologicaland morphological facts to do with the resolution of bracketing paradoxes. Speas notesthat this view has a number of interesting consequences, not least of which is thatit is incompatible with the view that grammatical function changing operations areessentially syntactic (Baker 1988).Speas' data essentially argues that head-to-head movement in the syntax cannotbe the only way of associating verb stems with agreement and other information andsuggests strongly that lexically specied features are required in addition. Movementcan then be motivated purely by the need to check morphological features (as notedin Chomsky 1992), with certain features requiring to be checked at certain points inthe derivation. Of course such a theory is looser in some sense than the pure headmovement theory, since it does not require a one-to-one mapping between inectionalelements and syntactic positions. Moreover, it does not derive the Mirror Principle but6But note that Chomsky 1991 actually makes a virtue of this fact, allowing it to interact withlanguage specic rules to derive do-support phenomena.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 16rather requires that it be stipulated as a condition governing the relationship betweenmorphology and syntax. However, the Mirror Principle is open to some empirical doubt,and alternative means of expressing (parts of) the generalisation have been proposedin the literature (Grimshaw 1986; Borer 1991;Anderson 1993; Di Sciullo and Williams1987).SummaryWe have argued so far that agreement requires four components in its analysis: anindependent formative realising agreement features; a transformation of head raisingthat brings an agreement-bearing lexical head into an appropriately close relationshipwith an XP bearing agreement features; a primitive stipulation (SHA) that within sucha local domain features must be compatible; lexical specication of agreement featureson lexical heads. We have assumed that agreement is a syntactic phenomenon, to bedealt with syntactically. We will now show that this assumption is only part of thestory.2.3 Separation of Agr and TWe have argued so far for an independent syntactic formative that contains agreementfeatures. But does this formative contain other features as well? The standard Chomsky1981 answer to this is yes; the category In contains agreement features and tensefeatures.However, there has been a recent move to separate out the features in In into theircomponent parts; in fact we assumed this to be the case in our discussion of Speas'argument for lexically specied features. That is to assume independently projectingfunctional heads hosting agreement features and tense features. This proposal is basedon some work of Jean-Yves Pollock. Pollock 1989 argues on the basis of the dierent be-havious of adverbs and negation in tensed and innitival clauses in French and English,that In should be split into two separate heads: Agr and T, and that both these headsshould project according to the X-schemata.I will not discuss Pollock's proposal here. Much has been said about it in theliterature lately (Mitchell 1991, Beletti 1992 and references therein, but see also Iatridou1990 and Ackema, Neeleman and Weerman 1992). I will assume that his programmeof allowing features to project according to X-Theory is essentially correct and assumethe following clause structure (based on Chomsky 1991, Chomsky 1992):




 JJJJAgrPSpec AAAAAAgr'Agr-[Agr] AAAAAVPVloves BBBBBNPJo2.4 The Semantic Nature of AgreementThe standard view that agreement is a syntactic phenomenon has been challenged re-cently, especially in unication based frameworks such as HPSG. We review some of thearguments that agreement is a semantic phenomenon below and then show that in factboth syntactic and semantic aspects of agreement must be taken into account to dealwith the diversity of the data.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 182.4.1 Arguments that Agr is semanticDowty and Jacobson (1988) argue, as part of a general program to minimise syntax,that agreement should be analysed as an essentially semantic phenomenon. There are anumber of advantages to this perspective; these derive from the diculties that syntactictheories of agreement have in accounting for cases where featural mismatches appear toobtain. Pollard and Sag 1993 provide a number of such cases.Reference transfer:Certain registers of English allow the transfer of reference from an entity to anotherentity closely related to the rst in some pragmatically recoverable fashion. One exampleis when a waiter may use the name of the dish that a person is eating to refer to thatperson. In such cases the dish may be syntactically plural, but the agreement on theverb is obligatorily singular:(2.22) The hash browns at table six is/*are getting angryWhat examples like this suggest is that what is being agreed with is not the set ofsyntactic features on the subject, but rather the semantic entity that is denoted by thesubject, in this case the person who is eating the dish. If this is the case, at least somesemantic information must be imported into the statement of how agreement works.Relative pronouns:A similar case is provided by the agreement of relative pronouns. Relative pronounsagree generally in humanness with the noun that they modify. However, when thatnoun is used metaphorically, the pronoun agrees not with the syntactic features of thenoun, but rather with what the noun is used to refer to:(2.23) The volcano which/*who has been dormant for a century erupted(2.24) The volcano who just left the room is Bill's kidSingular plurals:Many languages have nominals whose morphological form is plural, but which triggersingular agreement (or vice versa). the following is a case in point:(2.25) Eggs is my favourite breakfastAgain this suggests that what is agreed with is the semantic denotatum, rather thanthe morphosyntactic features.Collectives:Finally, in British English, the form of verbal agreement distinguishes whether a collec-tive subject is to be interpreted as an aggregate or non-aggregate entity. It would bepossible in this case to have a dual lexical entry specied with both singular and plural
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 19features, but theoretical economy dictates that such a solution should not be appealedto unless there is sucient evidence to the contrary. The evidence already cited suggeststhat the distinction should be made semantically:(2.26) The faculty is/are voting today2.4.2 Problems with this viewAlthough the examples cited above suggest strongly that agreement involves seman-tic properties, a number of problems arise for the Dowty and Jacobson story. Theseproblems stem from the lack of a level of representation in their account. The mostobvious of these involves languages which have grammatical gender. In such languagesthe denotatum does not necessarily dictate the form of the agreement. For example,Chierchia 1989, notes that in Italian the word for \egg" is masculine in the singular butfeminine in the plural: un uovo but due uova. Such distinctions seem to have no onto-logical basis. Similar examples can be found easily cross-linguistically. Cann 1984 notesthat in Classical Greek determiners and adjectives show strict syntactic agreement withneuter plural nouns in number, gender and case, but verbs show singular agreementwith neuter plural subjects:(2.27) kalagood-NomPlNeuter e:nbe-Past-3sg tathe sphagiasacrice-NomPlNeuter`The sacrices were auspicious'and in Arabic non-human plurals take feminine singular adjectives, verbs and pronouns.Dowty and Jacobson propose to deal with such cases in essentially a situation theo-retic way. They argue that there is no direct relationship between syntactic genderspecication and semantic gender but rather that one of the facts about a particularentity is that it is classied in a particular way by the language in question. So, forexample, one of the semantic facts about an egg for a speaker of Italian is that it isreferred to by the language with a particular word that has a particular collection ofsyntactic features. Likewise, more than one egg, an Italian speaker knows, is referredto by another word of which the fact holds that it has a dierent collection of syntacticfeatures. Agreement features on other words in an utterance which involves uovo oruova respect these semantic facts. Dowty and Jacobson point out that deictic pronounsare specied for gender in syntactic gender languages, and that the gender that theyare specied for is that of the most salient word that could be used in the context ofutterance. A similar point is made by Pollard and Sag 1993 who quote Johnson 1984to the eect that the pragmatic presuppositions that hold of an entity enter into theinterpretations of pronouns via a salient word that matches the pronoun for gender.For example, in German a dwelling place could be referred to as das Haus (neuter) ordie Hutte (feminine), where the latter implies that the dwelling place is substandardin some way. Suppose that the context of utterance allows both words to be equallysalient in terms of their potential use. Now suppose that the actual utterance includesthe deictic pronoun sie (feminine), rather than es (neuter), then the implicature arisesthat the speaker regards the dwelling place as substandard. But note that the wordhutte itself has not been used. This is further evidence that it is a semantic fact about
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 20the denotatum (or some representation thereof) that a particular word complete withgender features is most appropriate to describe it.However, as Pollard and Sag 1993 note, this analysis faces a number of problems,which suggest that agreement must have a syntactic component. One point is thatchoice of pronoun, when two or more pronouns are in principle possible, is constrainedsyntactically. In the following example we can have in principle either a singular or aplural pronoun:(2.28) The faculty just voted itself a raise. Most of them are already overpaid.but note that when the verb agrees singularly, the reexive pronoun must also be sin-gular:(2.29) The faculty is voting itself/*themselves a raise(2.30) The faculty are voting themselves/*itself a raiseIn Dowty and Jacobson's theory, it is unclear what would rule out the examples withmismatched pronouns since there is no level of representation which can be appealedto. A similar problem arises for polite forms of pronouns where the same NP (and theentity denoted by that NP) appears to be in two dierent agreement relationships atthe same time. Thus:(2.31) Vousyou-Pol-Pl ^etesare-Pl bellebeautiful-Sing-Fem`You are beautiful'Here we have a singular agreement relationship with the adjective, but a plural ag-reement relationship with the adjective. This suggests that even if one case of theagreement here may be dealt with along the lines that Dowty and Jacobson propose,some level of representation is required where the appropriate information is speciedthat will allow some principle to govern the other case.2.4.3 The HPSG AccountIt seems that the obvious route to take is to integrate the syntactic and semantic ac-counts of agreement. Pollard and Sag 1993 propose to do this by stipulating thatagreement features are specied on an index that is introduced into the semantic re-presentation by an NP. The semantic representation is constructed in tandem with thesyntactic combination of lexical items, which proceeds basically under an extended no-tion of government. In many ways the semantic representation is similar to the GBnotion of LF, in that it is a representational level. In some sense the index is akin to thediscourse referents of DRT (Kamp 1981, Heim 1982). Thus the claim that Pollard andSag make is that agreement features are specied semantically on discourse referentsunder a relationship of government by a head.To make this clearer, let us introduce a little notation. Verbs in HPSG are assumedto be lexically specied for the elements they subcategorise for. We can represent a verblike walk as follows:
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 21(2.32) walk: Vh NP iThis representation means that \walk" is a V and that it subcategorises for an NP.NPs, as we noted earlier, introduce indices. Let us represent these as subscripts.Unlike the indices familiar from GB, HPSG indices have internal structure. In particularthey contain agreement features. We will specify this as follows:(2.33) womeni[fem;pl]Now a verb like walk is related to its inected forms by lexical rules, which essentiallyinstantiate index specications on the NP that the verb subcategorises. Thus:(2.34) walks: Vh NPi[sing] i(2.35) walk: Vh NPi[pl] iThese indices can then be used to construct the semantic representation:(2.36) walk:relationwalker Vhwalki NPi[pl] iHere the index i is specied as the walker. Because i is specied with plural agreementfeatures, the intended interpretation is that the discourse referent that is involved inthe walking relation is plural.When we combine walk with women, a certain HPSG principle requires that the NPspecied as subcategorised by the lexical specication of the verb matches the NP thatoccurs as the argument of the verb. This means that walk will combine with womenbut not woman. The resulting structure will contain a single index specied for bothplurality and gender:(2.37) womenrelationwalker walkwalki[fem, pl]This analysis deals with the problem of transfered reference in the following way:assume that it is the transferred referent that determines the index of the NP thatdenotes it. Then, if verb-subject agreement is sensitive to index rather than to syntacticfeatures, the verb agreement will be with the transferred referent. So in contexts wherehash browns refers to a male person eating the hash browns, the index is masculine andsingular and the verb, which agrees with the index is likewise singular. This approachextends to the other cases of \agreement mismatches". Now, the binding theory Pollardand Sag make use of is couched in terms of coindexation within local domains, wherecoindexation refers to the indices that bear agreement features. Because of this thedata that were problematic for Dowty and Jacobson simply fall out from the interactionbetween the binding theory and agreement as specied on indices.As far as the dierence between grammatical and natural gender languages goes,Pollard and Sag appeal to anchoring conditions on indices. These anchoring conditions
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 22specify certain properties of potential referents that must hold in order for an index tobe able to refer to them. Thus, in English, the pronoun he has as an anchoring conditionon its index that the referent of the index must be male and must be a single entity.For a grammatical gender language, Pollard and Sag make similar claims to Dowty andJacobson: that part of the anchoring conditions involves what the grammatical featuresof the most salient word in the context of use are. Given this distinction, Pollard andSag can account for the problematic cases of polite pronouns in French. The idea is thatthe index introduced lexically for plural NPs contains the specication that the numberof that index is plural. Generally, there is also an anchoring condition which stipulatesthat such plural indices have to refer to plural entities. Exceptions to this, however,include polite forms, where the anchoring condition allows the pronoun to refer to asingular entity. Now, subject verb agreement in French appeals to agreement of indices,hence a plural form of the verb appears. Note, however, that if predicate adjectivesagree only via anchoring conditions, it will still be possible to have singular adjectives,even though the verb is plural.Balari 1992 notes some arguments from Kathol 1991 which suggest that this is thewrong level at which to draw these distinctions. The rst argument is that Pollard andSag's account relies on government, rather than agreement, and hence that it does notreally reect the featural covariation that Pollard and Sag argue that agreement involves.This argument is not particularly convincing, since we at least require governmentanyway in the grammar, so there is no reason that agreement might not be a subpartthereof.Kathol's second argument is that impersonals in German cannot be said to selectproperties of their subject, and so should not assign an index to them, yet they aresystematically third person singular:(2.38) AnIn demthe Abendevening wurdewas vielmuch gelachtlaughed`There was much laughing going on in the evening'A similar case could be made for English examples like:(2.39) Under the bed seems/*seem to be a good place to hideThis argument is more convincing, since there does not seem to be a source for the agre-ement. Kathol suggests that the right account is one where morphosyntactic agreementfeatures are specied on heads and on indices so that agreement becomes two-layered.This essentially just shifts Pollard and Sag's proposal down a level. It is not clear towhat extent the impersonal and raising data given here could choose between thesetheories though, since the problem is that there is no source for the agreement, eithermorphosyntactically, semantically or pragmatically.A more convincing argument for shifting Pollard and Sag's account down a levelis given by Balari 1992. He draws on the distinction between MH-agreement and PA-agreement and argues that the former is best analysed as agreement in terms of morpho-syntactic features, while the latter is best analysed as agreement at the index level (notethat Cann's example above supports this view). Balari shows how possessive pronounsin Spanish require agreement with the possessum in terms of morphosyntactic features,
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 23rather than via indices. His argument is basically that an analysis in terms of indiceswould make subject verb agreement and possessive pronoun possessum agreement thesame mechanism. This would mean that properties of the latter (such as the fact thatthe agreement element on the pronoun is alliterative with the agreement element on thenoun) which do not hold of the former would have no explanation.The arguments given by Kathol and Balari are suggestive, but it appears not suf-cient to establish the case that agreement is both morpho-syntactic and semantic (interms of discourse referents) rather than semantic and pragmatic. To argue for theformer position we should nd a case where the kind of pragmatic explanation given byPollard and Sag fails in favour of either a semantic or syntactic explanation.French provides an interesting example. The noun gens `people' requires that follo-wing adjectives are masculine but preceding adjectives are feminine. Thus:a. lesthe-pl bellesbeautiful-fem-pl genspeople-pl`The beautiful people'b. lesthe-pl genspeople-pl douxquiet-masc-pl`The quiet people'This example dees a pragmatic explanation, since it seems unlikely that what we knowabout the syntactic position of a word is a matter of pragmatics. Equally it seemsunlikely that this is a case of index agreement, since the referent of gens makes nocontribution to the agreement of the adjective, which appears to depend purely onsyntactic position.A further argument to this eect which supports Balari's proposal that agreement ofsyntactic features is involved in MH-agreement, while agreement in features of discoursereferents is involved in PA-agreement comes from the fact that there appear to be nocases of agreement mismatches within head modier structures. Thus note that allthe cases we have seen so far of reference transfer, relative pronoun choice, singularplurals, collectives and predicative adjectives in French involve PA-agreement. In factit is fairly unclear what reference transfer within a DP could mean. Although thehead noun in HPSG provides the index, the conditions on the manipulation of suchindices are generally taken to be a function of the determiner of the DP, which closeso the projection of N. Thus indenite determiners are usually thought to signify theintroduction of a discourse referent, while denites signify that a preexisting discoursereferent is being referred to7. In this sense then, there is no discourse referent availablewithin a DP, so no index features can be manipulated. To argue that MH-agreement isdened in terms of indices is conceptually confused.2.4.4 SummaryWe have argued above that agreement is not simply a matter of the distribution ofmorphosyntactic features, but also involves features on discourse referents, drawing on7In fact we shall argue against this conception below, but the reformulation we propose maintainsenough of the crucial points of the proposal so that this argument still stands.
CHAPTER 2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF AGREEMENT 24recent work in categorial grammar and HPSG. This perspective is motivated by exam-ples where apparent mismatches between the arguments agreement features and thoseof the head appear. Assuming that some agreement is at the level of discourse referentallows us to explain such mismatches. Empirical and conceptual considerations lead usto propose, following Balari 1992, that MH-agreement is agreement of morphosyntacticfeatures only, while PA-agreement at least can be agreement of features at the level ofdiscourse representation. PA-agreement can also be morphosyntactically conditioned;for example subject-verb agreement in French is PA-agreement, but it is agreement ofmorphosyntactic features; predicate adjective agreement is also PA-agreement but itinvolves features specied at the DR level. Presumably the relationship between theseis a subsumption relationship (Shieber 1986) such that more specic information at themorphosyntactic level will win out.2.5 SummaryWe shall now draw together some of the points made in this chapter. We have arguedthat agreement involves an abstract independently projecting syntactic formative Agrand that, for at least predicate argument agreement, it also needs to be captured ata level of semantic representation. We followed Pollard and Sag in claiming that thissemantic representation was one composed of (at least) discourse referents. The idea ofdiscourse referents was originally mooted to explain some facts about the interpretationof denites and indenites (see chapter 4). We will follow standard practice and assumethat the level of discourse representation can be represented by a universe of discoursereferents and a set of constraints on those discourse referents (again see chapter 4 formore detailed motivation). Thus:(2.40) Women walk.(2.41) x[fem; pl]woman(x)walk(x)Here we mark the discourse referent as feminine and plural. We can then follow theremainder of Pollard and Sag's analysis to deal with problems of reference transfer.This view of Agr as something that is associated with a discourse referent will provevery useful in the next chapter, where we show that it provides a natural constraint ona theory of how morphological agreement and arguments relate.
Chapter 3Agreement in Celtic3.1 IntroductionThe aims of this chapter are twofold: rstly we will show that the correct description ofagreement phenomena in Celtic is one which makes reference to the distribution of mor-phological features and we derive this from a theory of morphological feature checkingcoupled with the idea we motivated in Chapter 2 that Agr refers to a discourse referent(DR); secondly we will show that, building on this, an object fronting construction inScottish Gaelic (SG) is best analysed as movement of the object to the specier of anX-projected agreement category.3.2 Complementarity in AgreementIt is well known that the Celtic languages display an agreement phenomenon whereby acomplementarity ensues between overt agreement and overt arguments1. The followingparadigm for objects of prepositions in SG is illustrative:(3.1) a. 's toigh leam/leat/leis/leatha/leinn/leibh/leotha coaidhCOP liking with-1sg/2sg/3sg.m/3sg.f/1pl/2pl/3pl coee`I/you/he/she/we/you/they like coee'b. 's toigh le Mairi coaidhCOP liking with Mary coee`Mary likes coee'c. *'s toigh leatha Mairi coaidhCOP liking with-3sg.f mary coeed. *'s toigh leam mi coaidhCOP liking with-1sg I coeeIn this construction, the experiencer of the \liking" state is marked by the prepositionle `with'. In (3.1a), le inects for the person, number (and gender where appropriate) ofthe experiencer when it is pronominal (i.e has no lexical content). In (3.1b), le appearsin an apparently uninected form with an R-expression. (c) shows that the inected1This does not appear to be the case for Welsh, but see Hendrick 1988 for a reanalysis of the Welshdata which makes it amenable to this generalisation. See also section 4.2 of this chapter.25
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 26form of the preposition is ill-formed with a non-pronominal, even though the agreementfeatures match and (d) shows that overt pronominals are also ill-formed with an agreeingP. The generalisation that we can glean from this data is that agreement and overt DPare in complementary distribution: that is, they cannot cooccur.However, this generalisation does not fully capture the facts. We also need to positsomething to rule out the following case:(3.2) * 'sCOP toighliking lewith miI coaidhcoeeIt appears that not only are agreement and overt DP in complementary distributionbut also that the agreement + non-overt argument construction (as in (3.1a)) is theonly way of expressing a meaning that might also be given by a non-agreeing P + overtpronoun.A similar paradigm occurs for subjects. In SG, the only verbal inection for subjectagreement occurs in the rst person singular in the conditional (the rst person pluralis occasionally found, but is felt to be archaic):(3.3) a. BhuailinnStrike-Cond-1sg anthe catcat`I would strike the cat'b. BhuaileamaidStrike-Cond-1pl anthe catcat`We would strike the cat (archaic/formal)'c. Bhuaileadhstrike-COND tu/e/i/sinn/sibh/iad/am balachyou/he/she/we/you/they/the boy anthe catcat`You/he/she/we/you/they/the boy would strike the cat'However, the same pattern as is found for prepositions occurs here. An overt pronominalis ill-formed with the agreeing verb:(3.4) a. * BhuailinnStrike-Cond-1sg miI anthe catcatb. * BhuaileadhStrike-Cond miI anthe catcatWith rst person plural, this breaks down slightly, since both forms are possible, asthe above paradigm shows. However, there are distinct register restrictions, with theform that has no agreement and a pronominal being preferred in all but formal writtenlanguage; moreover the complementarity between agreement and overt pronoun stillholds:(3.5) *bhuaileamaid sinn an uinneagstrike-COND-Ipl we det window`We would strike the window'
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 27Traditionally the agreeing form that does not allow an overt pronoun is known as thesynthetic form, while the non-agreeing form with overt DP is known as the analyticform.Irish exhibits a similar pattern with subject agreement, but dierent dialects dis-tribute the range of analytic and synthetic forms within a paradigm in dierent ways.Northern dialects exhibit fewer synthetic forms, with SG being the most extreme.However, prepositional and subject agreement both seem to be governed by thesame basic generalisation, with the bare form of the preposition corresponding to theanalytic form of the verb. Of course, since agreeing forms exist for the entire paradigmfor prepositions, the analytic prepositional form only occurs with overt non-pronominalDPs.A number of explanations have been oered for the general pattern of complementa-rity between agreement and overt argument: these generally dier in what the non-overtargument is taken to be. Anderson 1982 for Breton and more recently Rouveret 1991 forWelsh argue that the null element is the trace of an incorporated pronoun or incorpora-ted agreement. Doron 1988 along similar lines proposes for Irish that the phenomenonis explained by incorporation in the morphology. McCloskey and Hale 1984 for Irish,Stump 1984 for Breton and Hendrick 1988 for Welsh and Breton assume that the non-overt argument is pro and the agreement has to be rich enough in some sense to allowits presence. An interesting alternative is oered by Andrews 1990: Andrews claimsthat the correct explanation should be given in terms of features that compete for asingle position at an abstract level of representation. We deal with these accounts inturn, before oering an alternative.3.3 IncorporationIncorporation is a process whereby a lexical formative is projected X-theoretically, andthen the head of that projection undergoes head-movement and adjoins to anotherlexical head (see Baker 1988). This general process can be seen as an instance of move- and is subject to the same kinds of constraints that move- is|particularly the EmptyCategory Principle (ECP), see below. Incorporation is appealed to to explain a diversegroup of phenomena, including causatives, passives, applicatives and noun-incorporation(Baker 1988). We illustrate the process with noun-incorporation.Many languages allow the complement of a verb to be missing syntactically butto appear as a morphologically compounded element. The following examples fromSouthern Tiwa (taken from Allen, Gardiner and Frantz 1984 via Baker 1988) illustrate:(3.6) a. seuan-ideman-su ti-m~u-ban1sS/AO-see-Past`I saw the/a man'b. ti-seuan-m~u-ban1sS/AO-man-see-Past`I saw the/a man'In Southern Tiwa the verb m~u, `see', takes a syntactically separate object as in the (a)example, but this object may also be compounded with the verb, as in (b). Baker 1988
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 28analyses this as a case of incorporation: the object is projected at D-Structure and thenthe N head of that object is moved by X0-movement to adjoin to the verb, to give (b)2:(3.7) VPVNiseuan LLLLLVm~u AAAAANPNtiEvidence that this is correct comes from the fact that subjects generally are un-incorporable. Baker claims that this is due to the fact that incorporation is simplya subcase of move-, and hence is subject to the ECP. The ECP states that a tracemust be properly governed, and object positions are properly governed, while subjectpositions are not. This means that independent factors disallow subject incorporation,under an incorporation analysis3.3.3.1 The Incorporation AccountIt is fairly easy to see how incorporation could be used to explain the agreement patternsin Celtic. Let us assume that the pronominal subject/prepositional object is generatedat D-Structure in its cannonical position (spec VP or complement of P respectively).In the cases where we have subject agreement/preposition agreement, we can just saythat the pronoun has moved by incorporation into the governing head:(3.8) a. leumwith-1sg2In the trees for incorporation structures, I use NP, following Baker, for illustration. Under the DPhypothesis (Abney 1987) questions arise concerning the eect of the Head Movement Constraint onincorporation structures (T. Hoekstra (pc)).3Some subjects actually may incorporate in Southern Tiwa; Baker claims that the only ones thatmay do so are subjects of unaccusatives, which are properly governed at D-structure since they originatein complement position.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 29`with me'b. PPPPle BBBBBNi-um AAAAANPNtiA similar story might be given for the subject agreement. In this case some extrastipulation would have to be made to ensure that the trace of the subject was properlygoverned; perhaps the fact that the V raises to some higher head (C) thus allows thetrace of the subject to be governed by a lexical head at S-Structure and this satisesthe ECP4:(3.9) a. Bhuailinnstrike-Cond-1sg4In the following tree, for reasons of space, I have omitted the structure that shows that V has raisedrst into I and then to C.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 30`I would strike'b. C'CVVBhuail LLLLLNi-inn CCCCCC
 TTTTIPNPNti BBBBBI'We could argue here that V lexicalises C by raising into it and therefore C becomes aproper governor for the subject position.An alternative view of incorporation is that it takes place in the morphology, ratherthan in the syntax. This would mean that certain string adjacent elements could bereplaced by single words if an appropriate suppletive form existed in the lexicon. Thisis the solution argued for by Doron 1988.Doron claims that whenever the grammar generates a form like the ungrammatical:(3.10) * Bhuaileadhstrike-COND miI anthe catcatthe string bhuaileadh mi is replaced by a suppletive form bhuailinn. In a sense theincorporation here is morphophonological.3.3.2 Problems with the Incorporation AccountThe incorporation account suers from the defect that this phenomenon occurs withcoordinated structures. Thus:(3.11) 'sCop toighliking leumwith-1sg fhinEmph isand thuyou fheinEmph coaidhcoee`Me and you like coee'The emphatic particles seen in this example are necessary additions to all pronouns incoordinate structures. Thus:
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 31(3.12) a. BhuailStrike-Past miI fhinEmph isand tuyou fheinEmph anthe catcat`Me and you struck the cat'b. * BhuailStrike-Past miI isand tuyou anthe catcatIncorporation here would violate the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross 1967) whichdisallows a transformational relation between an element of a coordinate structure anda position external to that structure.Doron's solution to this problem, which is based on the idea that adjacent elementsin the syntax may be substituted by a suppletive morphological form, obviates this pro-blem, since her incorporation is not syntactic and thus sidesteps syntactic constraints.For this reason it seems unsatisfactory to me. Moreover, as pointed out by Andrews1990 there seems to be little evidence that this process is suppletive, since it is mor-phologically fairly regular. Furthermore, in SG we nd constructions where Doron'saccount would lead us to expect morphological incorporation (ie replacement of twostring adjacent words by a single suppletive form) but it does not occur. One exampleis the following:(3.13) Tha mi a' feuchainn ri thu fhein a mharbhadhBe-PRES I ASP trying to you EMPH Prt murder`I am trying to murder you'In this example, ri is a preposition that marks the complement of the verb feuchainn`try'. As with most other prepositions it inects, leading us to expect the form riadunder Doron's account. This is ungrammatical.(3.14) *Tha mi a' feuchainn riad fhein a mharbhadhBe-PRES I ASP trying to-2sg EMPH Prt murder`I am trying to murder you'This contrast argues strongly against a morphological replacement account.The coordination data above may be sidestepped in another way. The CoordinateStructure Constraint is motivated on grounds of the impossibility of extraction of phrasalelements from phrasal coordinate structures. There is, a priori, no reason why a headmay not extract, if its trace is properly governed. So we could assume that we have inthese cases head movement of the pronoun head of the Noun Phrase into the dominatingV. We could then ensure that there were no barriers to proper government interveningbetween the trace and its antecedent. We would have to somehow block such extractionfrom the rightmost conjunct, since the following is ungrammatical:(3.15) * 'sCop toighliking leumwith-1sg thuyou fheinEmph isand fhinEmph coaidhcoee`Me and you like coee'Already this solution seems stipulative, and moreover it is undermotivated. Thereare no cases other than agreement structures in SG where an analysis in terms of
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 32head movement is motivated and where the head movement is from one conjunct of acoordinated phrase. Thus it seems plausible that the VSO word order displayed by SGarises from head movement of the V from the VP to a higher node where it dominatesthe VP internal subject (see Koopman and Sportiche 1989 for an analysis of VSO alongthese lines). This head movement is not allowed from inside a coordinated VP:(3.16) *Bhuail Daibhidh mise agus bhreab misestrike-PST David me-Emph and kicked me-Emph`David struck me and kicked me'The putative structure here would be:(3.17) [IP Bhuaili [V P Daibhidh [V 0 [V 0 ti mise agus bhreab mise]]]]Likewise, in English, overt head movement from a coordinated structure is barred.Compare:(3.18) a. I must and shall go.b. *Must I and shall go.(3.19) a. I must go and shall gob. *Must I go and shall goHere we have head movement (I to C) from a conjoined head and from a conjoinedphrase respectively ruled out.This data suggests that the Coordinate Structure Constraint applies not just tomovement of phrasal elements, but to heads as well. The incorporation analysis thenhas no way of dealing with examples like (3.11).3.4 proChomsky 1982 suggests that the features [+/  pronominal] and [+/  anaphoric] couldbe used to characterise the dierent types of empty categories we nd in human lan-guages. He argues that traces of A-movement are [+ anaphoric] and [  pronominal];traces of A-movement have minus values for both features and behave like referring ex-pressions; the empty category that gures in control theory, PRO, can be characterisedas having + values for both features and it follows from this that PRO is ungoverned;nally the last possibility of [+ pronominal] and [  anaphoric] is assigned to an emptypronominal category that behaves just like an overt pronoun, pro.pro gures in the analysis of Null-Subject languages (or more generally null-argumentlanguages|see Jaeggli and Sar 1989 for discussion). The basic idea is that pro islicensed where it can be identied by a category governing it containing agreementfeatures that are \rich" in some sense (see Rizzi 1982, Rizzi 1986 and Chomsky 1981).An example from Italian:(3.20) propro parlaspeak-pres-3sg.m`He is speaking'
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 333.4.1 The pro AnalysisMcCloskey and Hale 1984 supposes that the need for pro to be identied (following Rizzi1986) explains in part the Celtic agreement patterns. McCloskey and Hale use ModernIrish as their language of exemplication, giving the following paradigm for subjects:(3.21) a. chuirnn isteach ar an phost sinput-COND1sg in on that job`I would apply for that job'b. *chuirnn me isteach ar an phost sinput-COND1sg I in on that job`I would apply for that job'(3.22) a. *chuirfeadh isteach ar an phost sinput-COND in on that job`: : :would apply for that job'b. chuirfeadh Eoghan isteach ar an phost sinput-COND Owen in on that job`Owen would apply for that job'As in SG, the agreeing forms of the verbs are possible only with null subjects while thenon-agreeing forms are possible only with overt subjects. However, agreeing forms donot exist for the whole paradigm, so that the non-agreeing form has to be used with anovert pronoun:(3.23) chuirfeadh sibh isteach ar an phost sinput-COND you-pl in on that job`You would apply for that job'and yet still an overt pronoun cannot be used with a non-agreeing form when an agreeingform exists:(3.24) *chuirfeadh me isteach ar an phost sinput-COND I in on that job`I would apply for that job'McCloskey and Hale's analysis is that the null subject is pro and that this must beidentied by agreement:(3.25) *pro[ F] unless governed by AGR[ F], where [ F] is some combination ofperson-number5 featuresThis will rule in (3.21a) and rule out (3.22a). Nothing is said about (3.22b), which istherefore ruled in. We discuss the analysis of (3.21b) and (3.24) below.Hendrick 1988 also proposes a pro-drop analysis of Celtic, focussing on Breton andWelsh. Breton behaves very much like SG and Irish in this regard, displaying the5Presumably gender too, since prepositional agreement is sensitive to gender in Irish as in SG.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 34aforementioned complementarity. The Breton Verbal agreement system, however, isparallel to the prepositional system in that it allows no overt pronouns with the non-agreeing form of the V. This contrasts with SG and Irish, which have patchy paradigmsin this respect:(3.26) BemdezEvery-day ePRT lenn-an/-ez/-0/-omp/-it/-ontread-Pres-1sg/2sg/3sg/1pl/2pl/3pl ula levrbook`I/you/(s)he/we/you/they reads the book every day'(3.27) a. BemdezEvery-day ePRT lennread-Pres Yann/arYann/the vugalechildren ula levrbook`Yann/the children read a book every day'b. * BemdezEvery-day ePRT lennontread-Pres-3pl arthe vugalechildren ula levrbook`The children read a book every day'(3.28) a. * BremanNow ePRT labouranwork-Pres-1sg meIb. * BremanNow ePRT labourezwork-Pres-2sg teyouc. * BremanNow ePRT labourwork-Pres-3sg e~nhed. * BremanNow ePRT labourompwork-Pres-1pl niwee. * BremanNow ePRT labouritwork-Pres-2pl c'hwiyouf. * BremanNow ePRT labourontwork-Pres-3pl inttheyAs this paradigm shows, subject agreement in Breton looks very much like the syntheticpattern of agreement in SG/Irish. Agreement and overt argument are in complementarydistribution. Moreover, as the following examples show, an overt pronoun cannot occurwith a non-agreeing form:(3.29) * BemdezEvery-day ePRT lennread-Pres me/te/e~n/ni/c'hwi/intI/you/he/we/you/they ula levrbookInstead the form with overt agreement and a null-argument must be used.Hendrick's analysis makes use of the Avoid Pronoun Principle (APP) (Chomsky1981) to analyse the Breton facts. He formulates this as:(3.30) 1. Lexical Rules insert the matrix of syntactic features for person, numberand gender into the structure [NP [N |]].2. Lexical rules only optionally insert a phonetic matrix into the structure[NP [N |]].
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 353. Insertion of a phonetic matrix is avoided where possible.Hendrick applies this principle to agreement. The appropriate structures are:(3.31) a. *V [overt AGR] NPb. V [null AGR] NPc. *V [overt AGR] PRONOUNd. *V [null AGR] PRONOUNe. V [overt AGR] prof. *V [null AGR] proEssentially, Hendricks assumes that Agr is subject to the APP and that overt Agr isavoided where possible. \Where possible" here means everywhere except where Agr isrequired to locally identify pro; in this much Hendrick's analysis is similar to McCloskeyand Hale's. All the cases with overt Agr will be ruled out, except (e) where it is requiredto identify pro. All the other cases will be ruled in, except those which involve an overtpronominal (d). In this structure both overt agr and the overt pronoun have to beavoided, but this yields (f), which is ruled out by the identication requirement on pro.3.4.2 Problems with the pro analysisOne problem with McCloskey and Hale's analysis is that it does not directly capturethe complementarity between agreement and overt argument. Thus, although theircondition on the identication of pro explains why the structure with no-agreement andno argument is ill-formed, it says nothing about why structures with agreement andwith an overt argument are impossible ((3.21b), repeated here):(3.32) *chuirnn me isteach ar an phost sinput-COND1sg I in on that job`I would apply for that job'In order to deal with this, McCloskey and Hale propose a further lter (formalised inMcCloskey 1986):(3.33) *[... Agr ... pronoun][ F] [ F]They claim that this lter is operative in Irish (and Breton and SG, presumably), butnot in Welsh, since in Welsh we nd cases where we have agreement plus an overtpronoun.However, it is unclear whether Welsh should be analysed as escaping the generali-sation about the complementarity of agreement and overt argument. Welsh does obeythe prohibition against having agreement with lexical DPs; Hendrick 1988 provides thefollowing examples:
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 36(3.34) a. canoddsing-Past ythe plantchildren bobevery dyddday`The children sang every day'b. * canonsing-Past-3pl ythe plantchildren bobevery dyddday`The children sang every day'(3.35) a. aron ythe walwall`on the wall'b. * arnion-3sg ythe walwall`on the wall'And yet, unlike SG, Breton and Irish, Welsh also seems to allow agreement with pro-nominals:(3.36) a. Canaissing-Past-1sg iI`I sang'b. arnion-3sg.f hishe`on her'This seems to support McCloskey and Hale's case for the special lter applying to Irish,ruling out these cases. The dierence between Irish and Welsh then boils down to theclaim that the former has the lter formulated above, while the latter lacks it.However, Hendrick shows, drawing on work by Williams (Williams 1980), that Welshhas two sets of pronouns: an independent set and a dependent set. Only the dependentpronouns may occur with agreement:(3.37) canaissing-Past-1sg i/*I(dep)/*I(ind)`I sang'Thus the Welsh examples above are analysed as:(3.38) a. [Canaissing-Past-1sg-1sg i]pro pro`I sang'b. [arnion-3sg.f-3sg.f hi]pro pro`on her'
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 37this, as Henricks notes, predicts that the axal pronouns may only be found where promay be found, since agreement is required to license pro and only dependent pronounsoccur with agreement. Now pro is ill-formed in object position of nite verbs in Welsh,leading to the prediction that the axal pronouns are ill-formed here as well. This isthe case:(3.39) Glywochhear-Past-2pl chiyou-pl /*i/*prome(ind)/*me(dep)/*proFurthermore, pro is ill-formed as the second member of a conjunct in Welsh, as are thedependent pronouns:(3.40) a. chwiyou neuor miI(ind)`you or I'b. * chwiyou neuor propro`you or he'c. * chwiyou neuor iI(dep)`you or I'If Hendrick's analysis of Welsh is correct, then Welsh does obey the generalisationthat agreement and argument are in complementary distribution, and the lter thatMcCloskey and Hale propose is ad hoc.In fact McCloskey and Hale must adduce yet another device to their analysis inorder to capture the fact that a non-agreeing V or P is ill-formed with a pronoun forwhich an agreeing form is possible:(3.41) *chuirfeadh me isteach ar an phost sinput-COND I in on that job`I would apply for that job'McCloskey and Hale suggest that it would be appropriate to appeal to a principle ofmorphological blocking at this point, but already the analysis seems too stipulative.Furthermore, as Andrews 1990 points out, it is unclear how to apply such a lexicalprinciple to the syntactic constructions that McCloskey and Hale propose.Hendrick's proposal solves the problem of having to propose a lter to rule out casesof overt agr and overt DP/Pronoun, but it also rules out one of the cases which isprevalent in Irish and SG | null agr with overt pronoun. It is unclear how to extendHendrick's analysis to these cases, except to classify those pronouns that occur withnon-overt Agr as non-pronouns for the APP. This is highly problematic, since the APPis dened in terms of collections of syntactic features, which is precisely what pronounsare. Furthermore, it seems intuitively problematic to count agreement, a morphologicalhead, for the APP, which applies to phrasal elements. This is especially so if themorphological head is incorporated into the verbal head in some fashion by the level atwhich the APP holds, since we then have a violation of the weakest most uncontroversial
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 38version of the lexicalist hypothesis: that sublexical elements qua elements (rather thansubparts of chains) are not subject to syntactic principles.The accounts based on incorporation and pro generally seem to carve up the datain such a way as to require extra stipulations: incorporation seems to capture the com-plementarity between agreement and argument very well, but suers from the problemsinduced by coordination structures, as well as general variation in Celtic; the pro accountdoesn't capture the complementarity, per se, but requires a number of extra statementsto make sure that agreement and overt elements are ruled out from occurring together.What seems to be needed is a general theoretical way of deriving the full range ofthe complementarity from the theory. We turn now to a Lexical Functional Grammartreatment of these phenomena that seeks to do this.3.5 Feature CompetitionAndrews 1990 also argues that both the incorporation analysis and the pro analysis aremisguided. He claims that the correct way to see the complementarity data is in termsof two items competing for a single structural position in an abstract structure.Andrews couches his analysis in Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG|see the pa-pers in Bresnan 1982, especially Kaplan and Bresnan 1982). LFG represents syntacticstructures in a two-fold manner: C-structures, which are tree-like representations, andF-structures, which are feature-value structures like those in HPSG.The theory of F-structures requires that the subject of the structure have an at-tribute that species its lexical content: the attribute is termed PRED and the lexicalcontent of the subject is its value. So for example in the sentence Anson slept, the PREDattribute of the SUBJECT attribute has the value \ANSON". Usually this informationis given by the phrase that actually occurs as the subject (as in this example), but inprinciple it could be given by the verb itself.Andrews claims that, in Irish, synthetic forms of verbs lexically specify the value ofthe PRED attribute of the subject as \PRO" (this value is the value that pronominalsusually have). If a DP occurs in the structure with a synthetic verb then that DPspecies the value of the subject attribute as whatever its lexical content is (\FOX",\PIG" or whatever). The features will then clash, ruling out lexical DPs with syntheticverbs.Turning to pronominals, these have the lexical content \PRO" anyway, so one wouldimagine that they should be ne with synthetic verb forms. To rule them out, Andrewsappeals to a further LFG principle which causes any value of PRED introduced in alexical item to receive a unique index6. This will mean of course that the \PRO" valuesof the PRED attributes in the subject pronoun and in the verb will carry distinct indices.They will therefore not unify and the structure will be ruled out.This means that the only well formed structure with a synthetic verb is one wherethere is no lexically occurring subject. This treatment goes a fair way to capturing thecomplementarity between argument and agreement.However, it does not explain why the non-agreeing form may not occur with apronoun for which an agreeing form exists, such as the following cases:6Andrews admits that the original motivation for this principle in LFG given by Kaplan and Bresnanis weak, but argues that it gives LFG a handle on non-congurational languages, and thus receivesmotivation from this.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 39(3.42) a. * lewith miIb. * bhuaileadhstrike-COND miITo deal with these cases Andrews appeals to a principle that blocks a form being used if amore highly specied form exists anyway. The idea is that leum `with me' and bhuailinn`I would strike' exist independently, so that leum precludes the use of le because it ismore specic.Andrews argues that his account is superior to an incorporational account based onthe fact that the allomorphy of agreement markers in Irish is relevant to determiningdialectal variation, and that this cannot be described in terms of the varying of incorpo-rational rules. In fact this is not actually a strong argument, since the axal status ofan element can be stated as part of its lexical entry and one can imagine giving lexicalentries for the various morphemes involved that would force or rule out incorporation.A more telling argument is based on some data from cases where the complementa-rity eect appears to cease. Andrews gives the following examples from McCloskey andHale:(3.43) a. Taidbe-PRES-3pl nathe bacows agPROG inniltgraze`The cows are grazing'b. Taidbe-PRES-3pl siadthey agPROG inniltgraze`They are grazing'Here we seem to have a case where we have agreement on the verb, and an overt(pronominal or DP) subject. These examples are fromMunster Irish, a southern dialect.Such expressions are only possible with this particular verb form, although Andrewsreports personal communication from McCloskey that there are dialects where thisbehavious extends to all third person verb forms. Andrews claims that McCloskey andHale's analysis and the incorporational analysis have problems with this data, since theyhave to start making explicit exceptions to a general lter. On his account, its just thecase that a few lexical entries are dierent in that their PRED \PRO" specicationsare optional, which seems more plausible. This means that the following structures arealso possible:(3.44) Taidbe-PRES-3pl propro agPROG imeachtleave`They are leaving'Furthermore, Andrews claims that this optionality is tied to the agreement formativeid. In this part of the paradigm, Irish behaves like a canonical null-subject language.I will not discuss the problems with Andrews account in any great detail, since Ithink his underlying point about feature competition is correct. Criticisms would be ofa mainly technical nature. Instead I shall outline an alternative that does not need toappeal to morphological blocking.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 403.6 An AlternativeWe have seen that the kind of treatment Andrews provides for the phenomena in que-stion goes quite a way to capturing the complementarity between argument and ag-reement that is found in the Celtic languages. However, one problem, that Andrewsnotes himself, is that the structural relationship between the agreeing element and theargument seems to play a role and Andrews actually suggests a unication based theorythat incorporates notions of government might be the right way to analyse the problem.In this section we will outline a theory based on Chomsky's recent proposal (Chomsky1992) that movement is driven by morphological requirements.3.6.1 Checking TheoryChomsky 1992 outlines a theory which is intended to capture the intuition that move-ment operations are driven by morphological requirements. This theory is motivatedby the idea that the only relevant levels of structure are the interface levels LF and PF.The mechanics of the theory are fairly straightforward.Lexical items are specied for -features when they are inserted from the lexicon.Thus a noun carries features for number, gender and (possibly) person; a verb carriessimilar features perhaps specied on argument positions, perhaps at some other levelof morphological structure. Recall that we have motivated this idea based on Speas'account of Navajo agreement.The functional head Agr is also specied for -features. However, because Agr isrelational, it is specied for two sets of -features: those associated with the argument,and those associated with the agreeing element: let us terms these A--features and F--features respectively (mnemonics for Argument and Functor). The internal structureof an Agr head will then be something like the following:(3.45) Agr A--features F--featurespers 3 3num s sgend f fAgr will project its X-theoretic structure and phrasal movement will bring the argumentinto the spec Agr position while head movement will bring the agreeing element into aposition adjoined to Agr. Chomsky characterises such positions as the Checking Domainof Agr. The process of checking simply makes sure that the features of the argumentmatch the A--features of Agr and that the features of the agreeing element matchthe F--features of Agr. Only one argument may check one set of features (Chomskyimplements this by stipulating that once a feature has been checked it disappears),ruling out multiple arguments in spec AgrP and multiple agreeing elements adjoined toAgr.Now note that this theory allows a great degree of freedom. There is nothing, forexample, that would prevent a possible structure for Agr that had the following form:
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 41(3.46) Agr A--features F--featurespers 3 2num s pgend f mThis would predict that there was a language where second person masculine pluralverbs agreed with third person singular feminine subjects. Now this might be possibleparadigmatically (for example, if the paradigm does not make enough distinctions torule out such a possibility), but in a rich paradigm with dierent morphological markingsfor these categories, we would not expect such a system to be allowed, and if it was wewould not call it agreement.This is where the arguments that we developed in the last chapter come in. Weshowed there that Agr made reference to an abstract entity that we termed a discoursereferent. Crucially there is only a single discourse referent that is referred to by theargument and the agreeing element. Since we don't expect ontologically to have a refe-rent that is both singular and plural, or second person and rst, independent semanticconsiderations rule out cases where Agr is structured as above.This view, which assumes that a discourse referent is specied for -features, can beseen as a generalisation of standard views on the identication of pro. The referencescited above assume that pro needs to be identied by agreement features to be licensed.An element is licensed, under Chomsky's programme, if it is interpreted. In order for proto be interpreted in the framework outlined here, it must be associated with a discoursereferent. So we can transfer the requirement that pro be identied, to the idea thatevery argument DP must be associated with a discourse referent, and that associationrequires that the discourse referent be identiable given the information specied bythe DP. When the DP is pro, the agreement features on the functor agreeing with promust instead identify the DR. In fact, we will see in Chapter 5 that a discourse referentis always identied by an entity (a chain) comprising an argument DP and Agr itself.The behaviour of pro is simply a subcase of this. To make this work, we must assumethat DRs must be fully specied for -features.This conception of the relationship between agreement and discourse representationmeans that we don't actually have to specify values for the features in Agr in the lexiconat all; Agr's function is just to provide a relational functional head which serves to actas a device whereby the argument and the agreeing element are brought into the ap-propriate conguration so that the -features on each can be ensured to be compatible.The structure of Agr is thus just:(3.47) Agr A--features F--featurespersnumgendwith the semantic considerations already mentioned taking care of the matching.Take for example the case of Italian already mentioned:(3.48) propro parlaspeak-pres-3sg.m`He is speaking'
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 42Here, the V raises into Agr specifying the F--features and pro raises into spec AgrPspecifying the A--features. Agr7 denotes a discourse referent, and the correct interpre-tation is ensured. If we have an overt DP (such as a masculine singular proper name) inspec AgrP, then the same process occurs. If however, we have a pronoun, or a DP, withdierent -features, then we get an Agr which has one set of F--features and anotherset of A--features. There will, of course, be no discourse referent that will be able tobe linked to this Agr, resulting in ill-formedness.Chomsky's motivates the distinction between A--features and F--features (whichhe terms N-features and V-features|we have simply generalised the cases) via an ana-lysis of Verb-raising dierences between English and French, arguing that such a systemmakes possible a restricted typology of languages in terms of whether the features arestrong or weak. He also argues that all movement is driven by the need to check fea-tures. We shall not evaluate these claims here, since we are concerned only with theimplications this theory has for the morphology of Celtic agreement phenomena.Checking Theory allows us access to an important level of structure: the internalmorphological structure of functional categories. Recall that it was the ability to accessabstract levels of lexical structure that characterised the success of Andrews analysis ofthe agreement argument complementarity. In the system outlined here it is clear howCeltic diers from more standard languages: Celtic has coalesced A and F--featuresin Agr so that there is only one set:(3.49) Agr A/F -featurespersnumgendThis means that when an element comes into the checking domain of Agr it attemptsto check its features with the A/F -features of Agr. Under the restriction that afeature may only be checked once, this will immediately capture the complementaritydesired. That is, given the requirement that discourse referents must be fully speciedfor -features to ensure their correct association with a DP, it derives the followinggeneralisation about PA-agreement in Celtic:(3.50) The -feature set of the agreeing element is the complement set of the -featureset of the argument that is agreed with.How do we determine the -features of an element? Since, -features are essentially anabstraction from a paradigm, then, to determine the -features of the noun head of aDP or of the agreeing P or V we inspect its morphological paradigm. Thus in Gaelicwe know that an cat `the cat' is masculine because it contrasts paradigmatically withnon-masculines (such as a' bho `the cow'). Likewise, we know that leum `with me' isrst person singular because this form contrasts with other forms in the paradigm of le.This view makes an interesting prediction. It predicts that the only arguments thatare fully specied for -features are pronouns, because only pronouns mark distinctionsof number, person and gender. Overt DPs paradigmatically contrast only number and7Or rather the chain formed by the structural coindexation of the DP in spec and Agr itself (seeChapter 5).
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 43gender8. If the structure for Agr for Celtic that is given above is correct, then we expectthat P and V will contribute only person features to Agr when their argument is anovert DP, since if they contributed number or gender features, then they would violatethe constraint that features are only checked once.This means that in le Mairi `withMairi', le is specied for only person features. Moreover, we expect that P and V willcontribute no features if their argument is pronominal, since if they did they wouldagain violate this constraint.Furthermore, consider what information we can glean from the morphological para-digm of pro. None, obviously. This means that we expect pro to occur with agreeingforms that mark all the morphological distinctions.Let us consider in a little more detail how this works.3.6.2 Prepositional ObjectsWe assume the following internal structure for Agr in Celtic:(3.51) Agr A/F -featurespersnumgendand the following independently required conditions:(3.52) a. Features can be checked only once (Chomsky 1992)b. Discourse Referents need to be specied for person, number, and possiblygender to be associated with their DP9We also assume that the -feature composition of a linguistic element can be given byinspecting its morphological paradigm (this has obvious advantages in terms of learning).This will predict then that pro should occur with an agreeing element that is fullyspecied:(3.53) 's toigh leam pro coaidhCOP liking with-1sg pro coee`I like coee'And not with one that is only partially specied:(3.54) * 's toigh le pro coaidhCOP liking with-3 pro coee`I like coee'8I ignore case features here which are of course paradigmatically contrasted. I assume that they arenot implicated in the PA-agreement mediated by Agr though, for the reasons given in Chapter 2.9The gender requirement is possibly unnecessary, and seems to depend more on pragmatic knowledgethan on syntactic requirements. Moreover, rst and second person do not inect for gender in thelanguages we are concerned with here.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 44An overt DP like the proper name Mairi inects morphologically for number and gender(for case see the footnote to the text above). This means that a prepositional form thatinects for number or gender should be unable to occur with Mairi, by the requirementthat features are checked only once. As we have noted already, this is the case:(3.55) * 's toigh leatha Mairi coaidhCOP liking with-3sg.f Mary coee(3.56) 's toigh le Mairi coeeCOP liking with-3 Mary coee`Mary likes coee'In (3.56), le contributes only person features, while Mairi contributes number (andgender).Finally, consider pronominals. These inect paradigmatically for number, genderand person. We thus expect them to occur with a form that does not inect for anymorphological features. The only candidate for this is le, but we have already claimedthat le inects for person features. Besides, there is no contrast between le and anyother possible member of the paradigm. This predicts then that le is ruled out with apronominal, with no appeal to morphological blocking:(3.57) * 's toigh le mi coaidhCOP liking with-3 I coeeOvert pronominals with agreeing P's are ruled out by the principle that features arechecked only once:(3.58) * 'sCOP toighliking leumwith-1sg miI coaidhcoee3.6.3 SubjectsThe proposal discussed above gives an account of prepositional agreement across Celtic,and also the subject agreement facts in Breton. However, it doesn't quite seem to workfor subject agreement in Irish and SG. The reason? Pronouns and overt DPs patternsimilarly in certain parts of the paradigm. Thus:(3.59) a. bhuailinn an uinneagstrike-COND-Isg det window`I would strike the window'b. bhuaileamaid an uinneagstrike-COND-Ipl det window`We would strike the window'c. *bhuailinn mi an uinneagstrike-COND-Isg I det window`I would strike the window'
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 45d. *bhuaileamaid sinn an uinneagstrike-COND-Ipl we det window`We would strike the window'(3.60) a. bhuaileadh an duine/sibh/e an uinneagstrike-COND det man/you-Pl/he det window`The man/you/he would strike the window'b. *bhuaileadh an uinneagstrike-COND det windowc. *bhuaileadh mi an uinneagstrike-COND mi det windowThe crucial example is (3.60a). This shows that overt pronouns are allowable with thesame verbal form that occurs with overt DPs. However, where agreeing forms exist(rst person) the generalisation that the features are complementary still holds ((3.59)and (3.60c)).We can give an account of this fact under the system outlined here, but at somecost to the general programme. There are two possibilities: the less interesting one isto allow deletion of the person feature on the agreeing category when the value of thatfeature is third person. This will result in a form with which all pronominals and overtDPs are allowed. The task is then to rule out the form in (3.60c), for which we couldadopt Andrews morphological blocking solution.A more interesting course of action would be to maintain the current analysis andsay that Irish and SG have a general agreement morpheme with a single slot. Forms likebhuaileadh, which cooccur with all overt elements except the rst person singular pro-noun are simply specied morphologically as being anything but rst singular in theirfeatural composition, as we can determine directly from their paradigmatic behaviour.We can implement this in a number of ways|either by allowing negation in the repre-sentation of featural information, or by encoding the featural structure of such a formas a disjunctive specication. Let us assume that it is specied disjunctively and thata disjunctive specication of -features will not result in the actual specication of anyparticular values of features in Agr, but rather will just constrain the possible values offeatures in Agr. Thus, in a register where bhuaileadh is used for all paradigmatic slotsexcept for rst singular, bhuaileadh will constrain the values of an agr it adjoins to tobe anything but rst singular. In a register where bhuaileadh is used for only secondand third persons (the formal register), then it will constrain the values of the featuresin Agr to be anything but rst person. The same comments apply to dialect variation.This will derive the paradigm we want in the following way: bhuaileadh moves toadjoin to Agr, and the subject argument moves into spec AgrP. Now if the subjectis pro, then we violate the constraint that the discourse referent is identiable, sincebhuaileadh just tells us what the discourse referent can't be, but not what it is, andthis is no good. If the subject is a rst person pronoun, then we have contradictoryinformation in Agr, since we have violated the constraints imposed by the disjunctivelyspecied verb form and again no discourse referent can be found. If, however, thesubject is a non-rst singular pronoun, then the structure will be well-formed, since theDR will be identied.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 46A problem arises in the case of overt DPs though, since they do not mark personfeatures. Let us assume that there is a further Agr head in SG which is lexically markedfor person features:(3.61) Agr A/F -featurespers 3numgendIf we choose this Agr head, rather than the more general one, then overt DPs will beable to occur with bhuaileadh, since the Agr itself will contribute the person featuresrequired to identify the discourse referent.What about bhuailinn, which is marked as rst singular lexically? Here, we appealto the general Agr head. The V supplies this with person and number features, rulingout any pronominal or overt element, leaving pro as the only possibility. Note that thechoice of the Agr head is free, with derivations ruled out by general principles if the\wrong" one is chosen.This analysis requires two extra stipulations: the rst is that disjunctively speciedparadigmatic information cannot contribute values to the feature slots in Agr, but canconstrain the values of those slots. That is, if we inspect the paradigm of an agreeingelement, and the optimal analysis is that the agreeing element is disjunctively specied(as is the case with bhuaileadh), then that element does not contribute actual featurevalues to Agr. This stipulation is necessary to ensure that the analytic forms do not con-tribute any information to Agr, except that they constrain values of the slots, ensuringthat they are compatible with pronouns.This supposes a theory of the extraction of features from a lexical item into Agr suchthat if a lexical item can be given a unique paradigmatic slot, then it can't contributefeature values, only constrain them.Looking at the actually extant paradigms of subject marking in Irish and SG, we ndthat in all dialects and in all agreement paradigms in those dialects (agreement para-digms typically vary depending on the tense and aspect of the verb), the analytic formsare haphazardly distributed throughout the paradigm. That is there are, for the mainpart, no paradigms where the analytic form is uniquely identied paradigmatically as,say, third person, or singular. This variation receives an explanation in the current fra-mework, since if there were a unique paradigmatically identied form, then the featurescharacterising that form could be extracted and specied in Agr. This would imme-diately preclude the use of pronouns, since there would not then be a complementaritybetween the paradigmatic richness of the agreeing element and the argument.Actually, this prediction is not fully conrmed. In past tense in West Munsterdialects we have the following paradigm:(3.62) pers/num singular plural1 chuireas chuireamar2 chuiris chuireabhair3 chuir se chuireadarHere the third person singular form is analytic but is paradigmatically unique. Infact, throughout Irish and SG dialects, the third person singular form of verbs is always
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 47analytic. I have no explanation for this fact, as yet, but it seems to act as a constrainingfactor leading to the anomalous Munster paradigm above.The second stipulation is that there exists in Irish and SG a functional head Agr thatis lexically specied for the feature person (with the value \third"). This stipulation isnecessary to allow the analytic forms to occur with overt DPs, as well as with pronouns.Such a stipulation seems justied in that there do appear to be two distinct agreementphenomena going on in Celtic, and this underlies the intuition that splits the paradigmsinto synthetic and analytic forms. However the claim here is that the analytic/syntheticdistinction is a rather supercial reection of the interaction between the one-slot Agrphenomenon, and the existence of an Agr lexically specied for third person.Moreover, we acually need to have a dierent Agr with lexically specied third personfeatures to deal with the anomalous Munster phenomenon noted above, where in partof the paradigm, Munster Irish appears to be acting just like a normal null-subjectlanguage. I repeat the data here for convenience:(3.63) a. Taidbe-PRES-3pl nathe bacows agPROG inniltgraze`The cows are grazing'b. Taidbe-PRES-3pl siadthey agPROG inniltgraze`They are grazing'(3.64) Taidbe-PRES-3pl propro agPROG imeachtleave`They are leaving'As we already noted, the usual complementarity between agreement and argumentbreaks down here. This is easily explained under the system we have outlined if theextra Agr in Munster Irish is more like the Agr we nd in standard null-subject langaugesin that it has two slots:(3.65) Agr A--features F--featurespers 3 3num pl plgendThis will predict that where the paradigms allow it, the inecting verb can take an overtor a null element.The argument just given is at least interesting, in that it allows us to maintain thegeneral system. One cautionary point is that the systems under consideration are inthe process of ux (both diachronic and dialectal) and the aberrations of West Munstermay be a reection of competing systems (especially since the data under considerationmakes no pretence to be from a single register or speaker).3.7 Applying these Results to ObjectsThe account outlined above extends naturally to a DP preposing construction found withnominalised verbs in Irish and Gaelic. In such constructions we nd the nominalised
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 48verb's internal argument coming preverbally when it is an overt DP and occuring with anon-inecting particle a. Null objects are marked with full agreement for person numberand gender. Pronouns are barred. These constructions appear with modals, attitudinalpredicates and certain classes of adjectives.(3.66) a. 's toigh leam do/a/a/ar/ur/am b(h)ualadhCOP liking with-1sg 2sg/3m.sg/3f.sg/1pl/2pl/3pl strike-VN`I like hitting you/him/her/us/you/them'b. 's toigh leam Daibhidh a bhualadhCOP liking with-1sg David Prt strike-VN`I like hitting David'c. *'s toigh leam tu (a) bhualadhCOP liking with-1sg you (Prt) strike-VN`I like hitting you'(3.67) a. Tha e doirbh mo/do/a/a/ar/ur/am b(h)ualadhBe-PRES it dicult 1sg/2sg/3m.sg/3f.sg/1pl/2pl/3pl strike-VN`It is hard to hit me/you/him/her/us/you/them'b. Tha e doirbh Daibhidh a bhualadhBe-PRES it dicult David Prt strike-VN`It is hard to hit David'c. *Tha e doirbh tu (a) bhualadhBe-PRES it dicult you (Prt) strike-VN`It is dicult to hit you'Modern Irish has a similar construction for which McCloskey 1980 and McCloskey andSells 1988 have argued that the particle corresponding to SG a is a transitivity marker.In fact it seems more likely that it is an agreement head and that the object preposingseen above is movement to the specier of this head (Dueld 1992 has independentlyclaimed, on dierent grounds, that this preposing operation is movement to the Spec ofAgrP in Irish. The SG data is interesting in that it provides less ambiguous evidencethan the Irish).Initial motivation that object preposing in such examples is movement to the specof AgrP comes from external sources. The most constrained theory of functional headsproposes that there is a universal set and that they come in a universal hierarchicalorder (a kind of Universal Base Hypothesis). Speas 1990a and Speas 1990b argue thatthis order involves an agreement node intervening between the VP and the projectionof aspectual information. Chomsky 1992 also adopts a structure where Agr dominatesVP, and this is the structure we assumed in Chapter 2. If such structures, which aremotivated on independent grounds are tenable, then the SG data receives a naturalinterpretation as movement to the spec of AgrP for Case|a well-known and widelyaccepted proposal (Chomsky 1992 and references there).We can further back up this claim in two ways. Firstly, we can show that thesequence Daibhidh a bhualadh (call it a Fronted Object Phrase (FOP)) is a maximalconstituent (we identify it as an XP) and secondly we can show that the relationship
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 49between the head a and the DP Daibhidh mirrors the relationship between the subjectagreement morphology and the subject DP (we identify the category of X as Agr).These FOPs may be clefted, pseudoclefted and right-node-raised which suggests thatthey are maximal constituents:(3.68) 's e a' cheist sin a fhreagairt a tha doirbhIt's that question Prt answer-VN Comp be-PRES dicult`It's anwering that question that's dicult'(3.69) 's e tha doirbh ach a' cheist sin a fhreagairtIt's be-PRES dicult but that question Prt answer-VN`What's dicult is to answer that question'(3.70) Tha e doirbh ach tha e math a' cheist sin a fhreagairtbe-PRES it dicult but be-PRES it good that question Prt answer-VN`It is hard, but it is good, to answer that question'We have now shown that FOP is an XP and it remains to show that the categoryof X is Agr.Recall the generalisation we made above that derives from checking theory:(3.71) The -feature set of the agreeing element is the complement set of the -featureset of the argument that is agreed with.If this generalisation were to hold for FOPs, then we would expect that pro would inducethe full range of agreement, that overt DPs would occur with a form that does not vary(it is marked only for 3rd person) and that pronouns are barred. This is precisely thecase as the examples above show. The particles mo, do etc encode only the -features ofperson, number (and for 3sg) and gender. We can take them to be heads agreeing withthe pro in their Spec under our generalisation. An overt DP occurs with only a, theneutralised agreement head, and pronouns are barred from the Spec of this agreementhead, as expected.Ramchand 1993 also takes the a particle to be a realisation of Agr, but she assumesthat it is merely a lexical marking on the verb with no independent syntactic projection.This means that the sequence of a+V counts as the head and projects into a VP. Thefronted object is then in the spec of this VP, or adjoined to it.This analysis has a number of problems. If the fronted object is in Spec VP thenthe Lexical Clause Hypothesis (the idea that all theta-marked elements are generatedwithin the maximal projection of the theta-marker and hence subjects are generatedwithin VP|see Koopman and Sportiche 1989) cannot be maintained for SG. Ramchandexplicitly claims that the LCH does not hold, but gives no argumentation.If on the other hand the fronted object is adjoined to VP other problems arise. VPadjoined positions are A-bar positions. We therefore predict that further movementto an A position is impossible (since it would violate the prohibition against impropermovement). But we have cases in SG of the following sort:(3.72) a. Faodaidhshould DaibhidhDavid IainIan aPrt bhualadhstrike-VN
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 50`David must hit Ian'b. * Faodaidhshould falbhleavec. Faodaidhshould IainIan aPrt bhualadhstrike-VN lewith DaibhidhDavid`Ian must be hit by David'The (a) example shows that the modal faodaidh has a subject position. Note that thissubject position cannot be a pro since it has no agreement marking. A null subject istherefore ruled out (b). This means that in the (c) example Iain occupies the subjectposition but is assigned the theme role from the V. Standardly we would assume thatthis is a case of NP movement from the complement position of the verb to the subjectposition. In Ramchand's theory the fronted object is base generated in this position.Movement to subject position would then be movement from an A-bar position to anA position and would violate the constraint against improper movement. Direct basegeneration in Subject position leaves it unclear as to why we have object agreement atall. An alternative would be to generate the object in VP complement position and thenmove it directly to subject position. The agreement on V could then be triggered atDS by the object and the object could raise to subject position to get Case withoutstopping o in VP adjoined position. This is not a possibility in Ramchand's system,since for her the object is base-generated in its fronted position. Let us put this asideand consider whether a more exible model that allowed base generation in complementposition to occur could still maintain that the object moved directly to subject position.There are two arguments against this: rstly, this would mean that the agreement onV would have to be generated at D-Structure, and it is well known that agreement isan S-structure phenomenon (which is why passives agree with their derived subject andnot with their object, for example). Secondly, even if this were not the case we canshow that there is a relationship between the preverbal object position and the subjectposition in certain constructions. Thus:(3.73) * Faodaidhshould tuyou aPrt bhualadhstrike-VN leby DaibhidhDavidThe ungrammaticality of this example is easily explained if the subject moves fromthe fronted object position, since we know that pronouns are ill-formed in this posi-tion. Given the grammaticality of such examples with DP subjects (see (c) above), anyother explanation would have to make additional stipulations about the distribution ofpronouns and DPs in the language.In addition, there is some further empirical evidence that the VP adjunction solutionis incorrect. This evidence comes from clefting.In SG there are two clefting particles: 's e and 's ann. The former of these typicallyclefts DP or CP (non-predicates) while the latter clefts predicates such as AdvP orAspP:(3.74) a. 's e/*'s annIt's amthe ministearminister athat thabe-Pres miI a'Asp ceilidhvisit-VN a-nochdtonight
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 51`It's the minister that I'm visiting tonight'b. 's e/*'s annIt's gunthat doPast bhuailStrike-Past thuyou anthe catcat athat thabe-PresmiI a'Asp ciallachadhmeaning`It's that you struck that cat that I mean'c. *'s e/'s annIt's a-nochdtonight athat thabe-Pres miI a'Asp ceilidhvisit-VN ministearminister`It's tonight that I'm visiting a minister'd. *'s e/'s annIt's a'Asp ceilidhvisit-VN ministearminister athat thabe-Pres miI a-nochdtonight`It's visiting a minister that I am tonight'It is possible to cleft FOP as we saw earlier, and in these cases we get 's e:(3.75) 's e/*'s ann a' cheist sin a fhreagairt a tha doirbhIt's that question Prt answer-VN Comp be-PRES dicult`It's anwering that question that's dicult'However, if we cleft a bare Verbal Noun with no agreement marker then we get 's ann,which is a clear indication that FOP diers categorially in some way from VP10:(3.76) *'s e/'s annIt's falbhleave-VN athat thabe-Pres doirbhdicult`It's leaving that is dicult'Under Ramchand's story there is no easy explanation for this contrast, whereas if Agrprojects syntactically then we have a clear categorial dierence that we can appeal to.In addition the clefting data gives us a further argument. The generalisation aboutwhich clefting particle ('s e or 's ann) occurs with which clefted constituent, ignoringFOP, appears to be that XP with referential features (DP, CP) clefts with 's e whilepredicative XP (VP, PP, AP) clefts with 's ann. That FOP clefts with 's e is unsurprisingunder the view that it is AgrP, since AgrP is headed by an element that consists entirelyof referential features.It seems fairly clear then that FOP in SG is an instantiation of movement to thespec of a syntactically projecting AgrP:(3.77) a. Feumaidhmust DaibhidhDavid amthe balachboy aAgr bhualadhstrike-VN10This data is actually more complex than it seems from this presentation. Some speakers havevery weak judgements here, often preferring 's e to 's ann and justifying this judgement with somestatement to the eect that the verbal noun is a noun and therefore must be used with 's e. Otherspeakers nd no contrast, deeming both to be marginally acceptable. Finally, the speakers who agreewith the judgements given here typically have no realisation for the aspectual particle a' and allow arange of complement types after adjectives like doirbh, suggesting that the appearance of 's ann may beattributed to the clefting of an aspectual phrase that happen to be homophonous with FOP. However,the point still holds that there is a contrast between (3.75) and (3.76) which is dicult to explain ifagreement is a feature of V.
CHAPTER 3. AGREEMENT IN CELTIC 52`David must strike the boy'b. AgrPNPiam balach SSSSAgr'Agra  TTTTVPSpec AAAAAV'Vbhualadh LLLLLNPtiOne problem with this structure is that it seems to disobey Holmberg and Platzack'sGeneralisation that object shift only occurs when the verb has raised to AgrS (Holmbergand Platzack to appear). This generalisation is captured in the system of Chomsky 1992via some technology that allows violations of the relativised minimality type only whena domain has been extended via head movement. In Chapter 7 we shall argue that thereis an alternative means of extending the domain here thus permitting object shift.3.8 SummaryIn this chapter we have argued that the proper way to understand agreement phenomenain Celtic is to see the complementarity between overt arguments and agreement asarising because both the agreeing element and the argument are competing for thesame slot in a morphological representation of the functional head Agr. Given thiswe derive a generalisation about how agreement works that justies the analysis of afronted object construction in SG as movement of the object to the specier of an Agrposition.
Chapter 4A Theory of DP InterpretationThis chapter discusses issues in the interpretation of DPs. The central question to beanswered is how to account for the systematic ambiguity of a particular class of DPs,which we shall term \weak" DPs, following Milsark 1977. An example:(4.1) a. Many foxes are in the gardenb. There are many foxes in the gardenExample (a) has two readings: the cardinality of the set of foxes in the garden is many(whatever contextually that might mean), or the proportion of foxes from a larger setof foxes that are in the garden is many (typically this latter interpretation occurs withstress on the quantier). In (b) the latter reading vanishes. We shall refer to this eectas the Quantication Eect. Cases such as the English existential, where a proportionalreading is not available, we shall term a case of Quantication Restriction, extendingterminology of Reuland and ter Meulen 1987. There are also cases where the cardinalreading is not available. We shall term these Cardinality Restrictions. A syntacticenvironment which enforces a cardinality restriction is the scrambled position in Dutch.For example, consider the following Dutch sentences adapted from de Hoop 1992:(4.2) a. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter altijdalways veelmany lmslms mooinice vindtndsb. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter veelmany lmslms altijdalways mooinice vindtnds`since Jan-Wouter always likes two movies'Both of these examples are grammatical with the reading of veel lms `many lms' inthe (a) example being ambiguous in the same way as the English example where \manyfoxes" is the subject in (4.1a) above. In the Dutch (b) example, the proportional readingis still available, but the reading where \many" is functioning as a cardinality predicateover the set of lms is not available.The actual nature of this ambiguity is unclear, particularly in terms of how to se-mantically characterise the proportional reading. One possibility would be to treatthe proportional reading as arising from an interpretation of the DP as a generalisedquantier (Partee 1988). Another possibility would be to treat it as deriving from pre-suppositionality in some fashion, so that there is no syntactic ambiguity. Furthermore,53
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 54it is unclear where to specify the ambiguity: should it be specied lexically, or shouldthere be twofold syntactic derivations leading two representations and ultimately to thetwo semantic interpretations?The answers we shall give to these questions take up this chapter and the next. Inthis chapter we shall show that the appropriate characterisation of the ambiguity isgiven by appeal to the familiarity of the DP. That is, weak DPs are not interpretedvariously as cardinality predicates and generalised quantiers. They are always inter-preted as cardinality predicates. However, when the set they predicate over is forced tobe a presupposed or familiar set, the proportional reading arises, and this may happeneither pragmatically or syntactically. The next chapter explores what the contributingsyntactic factors are, and argues that a structural relationship with agreement is one ofthem.4.1 DenitenessEnglish, and many other natural languages, mark a grammatical category of deniten-ess. Thus we contrast:(4.3) a. A man entered.b. The man entered.The obvious question is what is the semantics of such expressions. Russell 1905 claimedthat an expression like \a man" doesn't refer to anything but rather semantically isinterpreted as an existential quantier binding a variable of which the predicate manis true. The denite in (b), likewise is treated by assuming that there is an operatorbinding a variable and a uniqueness requirement that ensures that there is only oneman such that that man entered:(4.4) a. 9x(man(x) & entered(x))b. 9x;8y(man(x) & entered(y) $ x = y)Advantages of this account are that it immediately predicts the right truth conditionsfor sentences like:(4.5) It's not the case that a man enteredIf \a man" referred then this example would be read as a denial that a particular thingentered, and that thing was a man. However, it actually means that nothing that wasa man entered. This is immediately predicted by the Russell account.Such an analysis of the semantics of deniteness has a number of problems. Strawson1952 pointed out that if indenites don't refer then a diculty arises for dialogues like:(4.6) A man entered. He sat down.If the DP \a man" is analysed as suggested by Russell, then we have to give an accountof what the pronoun \he" refers to, since it can't refer to the same thing as \a man",because \a man" doesn't refer under this account.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 55In fact, such facts about antecedenthood are crucial for a proper understanding ofthe semantics of deniteness, as pointed out by Heim 1982. Note that denites andindenites behave the same, in contrast to true quantiers, with respect to pronominalanaphora:(4.7) a. A man entered. He sat down.b. The man entered. He sat down.(4.8) *Every man entered. He sat down.Denites and indenites, then, do not seem to be best analysed as quantiers. Butit would also appear that they should not be analysed as referential expressions, givenhow they behave under the scope of negation, for example:(4.9) a. It's not the case that a man came in.b. It's not the case that Anson came in.The indenite in the (a) example here is clearly behaving non referentially (cf thediscussion of (4.5) above), in contrast to the proper name in the (b) example.We have here then a case where deniteness seems to be a third semantic category,as opposed to referentiality and to quantication. The question, of course, is what isthe nature of this semantic category.4.1.1 Discourse RepresentationsKarttunen 1976 provides a way of answering this question. He argues that as well asreference, there is an alternative concept, discourse reference, which can be appealedto. A DP refers via discourse reference to a discourse referent (DR), which acts as anintermediary between the syntactic category DP and the semantic category referent. ADP is associated with a discourse referent at a level of representation. A pronoun isalso associated with a discourse referent. In some cases the discourse referent will bethe same, and the result is that the pronoun is understood anaphorically to the DP.This idea has been defended in detail by Heim 1982, Heim 1983 and Kamp 1981, andmuch subsequent work. They implement this idea by assuming a level of representation,a discourse representation structure (DRS) (termed a le by Heim) which contains auniverse of discourse, and a set of constraints on that universe. The universe containsDRs and the set of constraints contains predicates which apply to the DRs.The interpretation of a DRS is given by embedding that DRS in a model, of thefamiliar kind. The rule for accomplishing this states that a DRS is interpretable if thereis a way of embedding it into a model. The import of there is here is that any DR whichis not under the scope of a quantier in the DRS will receive existential interpretation.In eect, it is as though the entire discourse is scoped over by an existential quantierthat binds any free DR in the DRS. Indenites will receive existential force because ofthis.One of the important advantages of this type of approach (Discourse RepresentationTheory (DRT) or File Change Semantics (FCS)) is that truth conditions can be given
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 56for discourses, rather than just for sentences. This means that an account of cross-sentential anaphora can be given, as well as cases of anaphora where the antecedentdoes not c-command the pronoun.Consider the following discourse:(4.10) A man entered. He sat down.DRT analyses this by assuming that the DP \a man" is associated with a DR. Thismeans that the universe of discourse now contains a DR. A constraint on this DR isadded to the set of constraints to the eect that it is true of whatever the DR ultimatelyrefers to that it is a man and that it entered. Thus:(4.11) xman(x)entered(x)Here the upper part of the box represents the universe of discourse, while the lower partrepresents the constraints. Each DP causes the introduction of a DR in the universe sothe pronoun in the second sentence results in:(4.12) x yman(x)entered(x)sat  down(y)But what is the semantic contribution of the pronoun associated with the DR y? Onepossibility is that the pronoun refers to some entity that is in the DRS by virtue of somenon-linguistic act, such as deixis. Another possibility, is that the pronoun is behavinganaphorically, and that both discourse referents refer to the same referent. Thus:(4.13) x yman(x)entered(x)x = ysat  down(y)This DRS will be true if there is a means of embedding it in a model such that themodel has individuals that correspond to the DRs and the relationships between thoseindividuals in the model are compatible with the constaints in the DRS.Turning to denites, these also can behave anaphorically. Thus:(4.14) A cat and a dog were ghting. The cat miaowed.The rst sentence results in a DRS with two DRs. The DP in the second sentence isanaphoric, and so a condition is added which requires its DR to be equated with a DRof the rst sentence. Thus:
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 57(4.15) x y zcat(x)dog(y)fighting(x & y)cat(z)x = zmiaowed(z)This view of the semantics of indenites has yet another advantage. It allows us to givean account of the meaning of sentences like:(4.16) Every pig that found a true ate itHere we want the quantier every to have scope over the indenite a true. Understandard accounts, where the indenite is existentially bound, this is not possible. Undera DRT treatment we can allow the quantier every to bind all free elements in its scope,including the indenite and hence the pronoun. This provides a means of implementingLewis's quantication by cases (Lewis 1975) where the sentence is essentially interpretedas:(4.17) Always when a pig nds a true, it eats itThe binding of a free variable introduced by an indenite by a quantier that scopesover it is also termed unselective binding.4.1.2 The Novelty Familiarity ConditionGiven this model for dealing with the non-quanticational, but non-referential natureof denites and indenites, the question arises as to how a denite and an indenitedier. The answer seems to be that denites (including pronouns) are anaphoric, inthat they must refer to a DR that is already established in the DRS. Indenites, incontrast, cause the introduction of a new DR into the DRS. Denite descriptions dierfrom pronouns because they come with extra information attached; information whichmust be already available for the denite DP to be used felicitously.An example: consider the following dialogue:(4.18) a. A reman entered the cafe.b. All eyes turned to look at him.c. The reman ordered a coee, and sat downThe rst sentence contains an indenite, which is interpreted as an instruction to createa discourse referent. The pronoun in the second sentence then refers to this discoursereferent, as does the denite description in the third sentence. Pronouns require thatthere be a discourse referent for interpretation. Denite DPs, Heim argues, also require adiscourse referent. Intuitively, the use of \the reman" in the third example is licensedby the fact that there is an available discourse referent and that discourse referentalready has some information attached to it: namely that it is a reman. In Heim's
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 58terms, denites presuppose their descriptive content. So the following discourse wouldviolate this constraint under the interpretation where the indenite and the deniteexpressions corefer:(4.19) a. A reman entered the cafe.b. All eyes turned to look at him.c. The man with the striking eyes sat down.The requirement that pronouns and denite referring expressions require a discoursereferent to be available, while indenites require a DR to be new, is implemented byHeim by what she terms the Novelty-Familiarity-Condition (NFC). I provide a versionhere:(4.20) Suppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. Then for everyDP in  it must be the case that:Familiarity Clause (FC): the DR of DP must be in F if DP is denite, andNovelty Clause (NC): it cannot be if DP is indenite.Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.Heim's principle has to be slightly modied for our purposes. If we want to preserve thegeneral rule that every DP introduces a DR, then denites must also introduce a DR,but that DR is equated with some preexisting DR, in contrast to indenites. Firstly,the FC and NC here are given in rather intuitive terms based on the notions of a DR\of" a DP. Let us make this more explicit:(4.21) A DP is associated with a DR i the lexical content of the DP is identical tothe restriction on the DR.where the lexical content of a DP is just the main predicate of the DP. We can nowstate the NFC more precisely:(4.22) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every DP D in  it must be the case that:Familiarity Clause: If D is denite then there is a DR associated with Dand that DR is identical to a DR in U .andNovelty Clause: If D is indenite then there is a DR associated with D andthat DR is not identical to a DR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.We will take the locution \identical to" here to mean that two DRs are identical justin case they both map onto the same individual in the model into which the DRS isembedded, that is all predicates true of the individual refered to by one DR are true of
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 59the individual refered to by the other DR1. \Identical to" is represented in the conditionsof a DRS by the equality sign.4.1.3 Discourse Representations and Non-Linguistic InformationAn important point to note is that DRs may be in a DRS by virtue of non-linguisticacts, as well as linguistic ones. Heim 1982 (p405) quotes Karttunen 1968 on this point:Anything in the immediate environment of the speaker and hearer to-wards which their attention is directed becomes a discourse referent whetherit has been explicitly mentioned or not.the advantage of this view is that it singles out a property of denites which indenitesdo not share: denites, but not indenites, may be used deictically.Thus a denite DP or a pronoun may be felicitously used in cases where the referentis singled out deictically. This means that, to preserve the generality of our system,deixis may result in the introduction of a DR into a DRS.Consider, for example, a situation where someone walks into the room and I pointat her and say:(4.23) She's looking very grunge these daysThen my use of the pronoun is rendered felicitous by the fact that my act of deixis(pointing) has introduced a DR into the DRS. Context, in general, may aect thecomposition of a DRS.In essence then, the act of deixis causes the construction of the following DRS:(4.24) xNote that this DRS actually comes with a number of presuppositions attached to theDR. In this case the presuppositions are that the referent of the DR is female andthat there is only one of her. In general the presupposed properties of the deicticallyintroduced DR are a superset of the properties of the linguistically introduced DR thatis taken to be familiar to it. In fact this superset is the minimal such superset, in oderthat the utterance will satisfy Gricean conditions on felicity/Relevance. This will turnout to be important below.The linguistic information then adds to this DRS in the following way:(4.25) x ylooking  very   grunge(y)x = yand the Familiarity Clause of the NFC is satised.This means that we can view DRSs as representations built up from a conglomerationof contextual and linguistic information. In particular, DRSs may change without anyimput of linguistic information.1We abstract away from intensionality here.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 604.2 Quanticational StatusConsider a sentence such as:(4.26) Most pigs are lazyBarwise and Cooper 1981 show that it is not possible to treat this sentence in terms ofpredicate logic by assuming that most is a quantier just like 8 or 9. The problem is thatmost does not quantify over all the individuals in the domain but rather over just thoseindividuals of which the predicate pig is true. In fact this is also the case for naturallanguage determiners such as every, but the semantics of every is such that it makes nodierence whether we consider a restricted or an unrestricted domain. Quantiers thatare restrictive like this are termed generalised quantiers.We shall not discuss generalised quantiers in any great depth here (in particular weshall ignore their important model theoretic properties, see Barwise and Cooper 1981,Keenan and Stavi 1986), but the following points are important. As mentioned already,generalised quantiers are relations between sets. The two sets that are relevant are theset (call it A) dened by the predicate of the DP containing the quantier (the set ofpigs, in the case of (4.26)) and the set (B) dened by the VP predicate (the set of lazythings, in the case of (4.26)). The generalised quantier most says that if we have Athen we can infer that most of the elements in A are also in B.Generally, then, a sentence with a generalised quantier can be represented by thequantier itself, a restrictive clause dening A, and a nuclear scope dening B:(4.27) Quantier Restrictive-Clause Nuclear-Scope4.2.1 Strong and Weak DeterminersAn important distinction within the class of DPs is discussed by Milsark 1977. Mils-ark noticed that certain determiners, such as every, most, each were excluded fromexistential constructions with there:(4.28) a. *There is every person in the gardenb. *There are most people in the gardenc. *There is each person in the gardenHe termed these strong determiners. Other determiners are allowed in this environment(such as numerals, several etc) and Milsark termed these weak. Weak determiners areambiguous, as we have already seen. Consider the following examples with many:(4.29) a. Many people are in the gardenb. There are many people in the gardenAs we have noted already, example (a) has two readings: there are a lot of people in thegarden, or the proportion of people from a larger set who are in the garden is many. In(b) the proportional reading vanishes.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 61There are a number of accounts of the weak/strong distinction, many of them relianton the fact that strong quantiers are to a great extent coextensive with generalisedquantiers. The weak/strong distinction is then stated in terms of the model-theoreticproperties of generalised quantiers.Some accounts of this Quantication Eect in existential sentences have been givenwhich rely solely on these model-theoretic properties of strong quantiers. For example,Barwise and Cooper 1981 claim that a semantically uninformative proposition arisesfrom the interaction of the model-theoretic properties of DPs with strong quantiers(strong DPs) interpreted as generalised quantiers with the semantic requirements ofexistential sentences. This does not occur with DPs that have weak quantiers (weakDPs), because these are not interpreted as generalised quantiers. Keenan 1987 providesa similar account but one which is instead based on the model-theoretic properties ofweak DPs.One criticism that can be levelled at such accounts is that they seem to miss a ge-neralisation. Proper names are also excluded from existential sentences, as are demon-stratives and pronouns. Such elements do not seem amenable to analysis as generalisedquantiers2, and the treatment of denite DPs as generalised quantiers is subject tothe criticisms, given above, of the treatment of denite DPs as quanticational at all:(4.30) a. *There's Anson in the gardenb. *There's the man with the telescope in the gardenc. *There's that boy in the gardend. *There's he/him in the gardenThis data suggests that there is a Deniteness Eect, as well as, or subsuming, theQuantication Eect in existential sentences. It would be theoretically attractive if wecould collapse these two eects by showing that the proportional reading of weak DPsand strong DPs in general are denite, or at least are semantically characterised bywhatever characterises deniteness: ie familiarity. For such a treatment see Reuland1985. One problem with this is just why true generalised quantiers should be familiar.4.2.2 The Ambiguity of Weak DPsWe have noted already that weak DPs are ambiguous. They can be read as cardinalitypredicates, or they can be read proportionally. Partee 1988 argues that this proportio-nal reading is one where the weak DP is treated like a generalised quantier, relatingtwo sets. This means that we have two classes of DPs: strong DPs that are interpretedas generalised quantiers, and weak DPs that are interpreted either as cardinality pre-dicates or as generalised quantiers. It is important to note that strong DPs cannot beread as cardinality predicates.Another way of looking at this is to note that there seems to be a gap in thequantiers natural languages provide. We have strong quantiers which occur in DPsgiving an exclusively proportional reading; we have weak quantiers which occur in2Although they may of couirse be assigned a generalised quantier type, as Montague did. Of courseMontague assigned indenites this type too, so his treatment is not relevant to the empirical matter athand.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 62DPs that have proportional or cardinal readings; but there is no class of quantiers thatoccurs in DPs which have exclusively cardinal readings. Empirically this cashes outin that we have a class of quantiers that are barred from Quantication Restrictionenvironments (Deniteness Eect environments) but there is no class of quantiers thatare barred from Cardinality Restriction (Anti-Deniteness Eect) environments3. Whyshould this be the case? In what follows I will suggest that there are in fact only twoclasses: proportional (strong) and cardinal (weak) and that the proportional reading ofweak quantiers arises from pragmatic facts. In one sense then weak quantiers are notambiguous, but rather vague|its just that the vagueness has only two possible values!In DRT generalised quantiers are represented by the creation of substructures of theDRSs. Heim's implementation of this idea creates tripartite structures consisting of aquantier, a restrictive clause that carries the restrictions on the variables bound by thequantier, and a nuclear scope, that carries the main predicate of the clause. Kamp'streatment is similar in that it creates a sub-DRS with two parts and a relating quantier(Kamp's original treatment for every (Kamp 1981) which introduced a conditional andderived the quantier reading via the DRS embedding rule is replaced by a more generaltreatment of generalised quantiers by means of duplex conditions in Kamp and Reyle1993).We can represent this idea as follows:(4.31) a. Every pig entered.b. xpig(x)   @@  @@everyx entered(x)The leftmost box represents the restrictive clause, the rightmost box represents thenuclear scope, and the diamond in between species what relation the generalised quan-tier denotes, and what DR is quantied over. The substructures of the DRS are relatedby accessibility. This relation determines what anaphoric relations may obtain betweenDRs. In a generalised quantier structure the main DRS is accessible from all subor-dinate DRSs, but subordinate DRSs are not accessible from the main DRS. Thus if wecontinue the above discourse with a pronominal, anaphoric reference is not possible:(4.32) a. *Every pig entered. It grunted.b. yxpig(x)   @@  @@everyx entered(x)grunted(y)Here it is not possible to relate x and y, because x is not accessible to y.3There are classes of DPs that are barred from such environments and we will look closely at onesuch class in chapter 6 (Measure Phrases)|Gillian Ramchand (pc) has pointed out that classierlessnominals in Bengalli behave in a similar manner|but the important point is that there is no class ofquantiers/determiners.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 63If we assume that the restrictive clause is accessible to the nuclear scope then wehave an account of the anaphoric reference in our earlier example of unselective binding.the motivation for this assumption is that the nuclear scope can be seen as an extensionof the situation given by the restrictive clause (see Kamp and Reyle 1993):(4.33) a. Every pig that found a true ate it.b. x ypig(x)truffle(y)found(x; y)   @@  @@everyx zate(x; z)y = zPartee's analysis of many amounts to saying that it can be interpreted as a cardina-lity predicate or as a generalised quantier, giving the following two DRSs (we abstractaway from plurality for the moment):(4.34) a. Many pigs enteredb. xpig(x)entered(x)many(x)c. xpig(x)   @@  @@manyx entered(x)However, Partee's analysis simply stipulates that weak DPs are ambiguous between acardinality and a generalised quantier reading and brings us to the question of our gap.A more insightful account would give one meaning to a weak DP and then the othermeaning would arise from the interaction of independent factors on the DP. Also, as wehave already noted, treating weak DPs uniformly as generalised quantiers and thenappealing to the nature of generalised quantiers to explain the quantication eectdoes not deal with cases where denites, demonstratives, pronouns and proper namesbehave as strong DPs, suggesting that familiarity is the correct notion to appeal to inexplaining the restrictions on post-copular DPs in existential constructions.Suppose that this is indeed the case. Then to rule out generalised quantiers inexistentials, we must treat generalised quantiers as though they were subject to theFamiliarity Clause of the NFC. But is there any evidence that a generalised quantierrequires a previously established DR for its interpretation?In fact generalised quantiers actually establish a DR by virtue of their lexicalmeaning and subsequently quantify over this DR. In the examples above the DR in thediamond box is established already in the restrictive clause. It is as though we supposethe DR in the restrictive clause to exist before being able to use it as a hook with whichto relate the two sets (this is the standard existential presupposition associated withthe restrictive clause of a generalised quantier). We can claim then that generalisedquantiers are familiar by virtue of their lexical meaning (a similar claim is made byReuland 1985). This means that we can appeal to familiarity to rule out generalised
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 64quantiers in the post-copular position of English existentials. We take up this point inmore detail below.Consider again weak DPs. These are ambiguous; they admit a proportional inter-pretation in cases where they are not subject to a quantication restriction. I proposethat this proportional reading does not arise from the fact that weak quantiers canbe interpreted as generalised quantiers and hence give rise to a tripartite structure atthe DRS level, as does Partee. Rather, I suggest that the proportional reading of weakquantiers occurs when some other factor has caused there to be a DR in the DRS towhich the weak DP may refer. This will mean that we can maintain a unied familiarityaccount of existential sentences, while also not having to stipulate that weak quantiersare ambiguous.4.2.3 \Association" and Discourse ReferentsSo far we have assumed that the anaphoric link between denites and their antecedentsis given by adding the condition that the DR introduced by the denite is identical tothe DR introduced by some other DP. But the cases we considered already were caseswith singular DPs and hence singular DRs. Let us assume that plural DPs introduceplural DRs (which are interpreted as plural individuals, perhaps along the lines of Link1983). We will represent plural DRs by capital letters (this follows standard practice,following van Eijck 1983; we could just as well mark the discourse referent with features,as discussed in chapter 2). Thus:(4.35) a. Some men entered.b. Xmen(X)entered(X)Now anaphoric linkage to a plural DR typically does not need to assert identity of dis-course reference, but rather just the weaker linkage of subsethood. Thus if we continuethe discourse above, we want to allow possibilities that we refer to a DR with a denitebut that DR only needs to eventually refer to some subset of the men who entered:(4.36) a. Some men entered. The old men sat down.b. X Ymen(X)entered(X)men(Y )old(Y )sat  down(Y )Y  XGiven this treatment of plural anaphoric linkage4, we can provide an account of theproportional readings of weak DPs. Assume that the context, or some other factor, hascaused there to be a plural DR entered in the DRS. We then have a structure like:4Je Runner (pc) has pointed out that this treatment appears to allow anaphoric connection in*Some men entered. He sat down. We can assume that this is ruled out since there is no way ofidentifying the unique referent of the pronoun, given the paucity of information that a pronoun carries.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 65(4.37) XRecall that there is a set of presuppositions that must be made of this DRS which is theminimal superset of the conditions attached to any linguistically introduced DR thatwill be familiar to X.We then add to this DRS some linguistic information, such as a sentence containinga weakly quantied subject:(4.38) Many men entered.Now it is possible to construct an anaphoric link between the DR introduced by manymen and the contextually introduced DR, as long as we do not assume that weak DPs arenecessarily indenite because of the Novelty Condition (say that they are not speciedfor deniteness). This will give us:(4.39) a. Many men entered.b. X Ymany(Y )men(Y )entered(Y )Y  Xwhich gives rise to the proportional reading that many men of a preestablished set(now presupposed to be men) entered5. Crucially, we do not appeal to a generalisedquantier interpretation of the weak DP to achieve this reading. Rather we appeal tothe independently motivated fact that DRSs are representations that can be aected bynon-linguistic factors.Recall that Familiarity was represented by the equality sign when we were discussingsingular entities; here, discussing sets of entities, we have used the  sign. With bareplurals on a generic reading one suggestion would be to treat the DP interpretation asplural individuals and use equality again. This suggests that we can use a neutral signfor the formal relationship of Familiarity at the DRS level, the interpretation of whichis given via the embedding into the model. We also need some means to represent thepresuppositions. We shall not discuss there representational issues in any more depthhere but see Adger 1994b for more discussion and for an adaptation of Cooper and Kamp1991 and Barwise and Cooper 1993's Extended Kamp Notation to these purposes. Weshall continue to use the  sign here.Van Eijck (1983) (see also van Eijck 1985) notes another type of anaphoric referencethat he terms C(ommon) N(oun) anaphora. CN-anaphora involves cases where a pluralpronoun is used to refer back to a class of things introcuced by a common noun. Thusconsider (adapted from van Eijck 1983):5This discussion highlights the inappropriateness of the term presupposition here. What I am refer-ring to is the set of assumptions that has to be made pre or post utterance in order for the utteranceto be judged felicious.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 66(4.40) The chimp fell ill yesterday. He's on death's door. They don't adjust easily toour climate.Here the pronoun he refers to the particular chimp already introduced, while the pro-noun they refers to a class of chimp's introduced. Van Eijck notes that pronouns thatestablish CN-anaphora are always plural. He captures this fact by assuming that whatamount to strong DPs introduce two DRs: one is syntactically unspecied for numberand associated with the common noun head of the DP, and the other is syntacticallyspecied for number, and is associated with the DP itself. Weak DPs, on the otherhand, introduce one DR, unspecied for number. Van Eijck claims that whenever aCN-anaphoric link is established there is a presupposition that the set denoted by thecommon noun is of a cardinality greater than 1. In the cases we are interested in,this means that the DR unspecied for syntactic number associated with the commonnoun of a strong DP will be semantically plural. Thus the previous example would beschematically:(4.41) x X y Zchimp(X)x  Xfell  ill(x)y = xon  death0s   door(y)Z = Xdon0t  adjust(Z)If it is the case that strong DPs generally introduce two DRs, then we can begin toexplain why denites, strong quantiers etc are subject to the deniteness eect inexistential sentences.In the example above the DR that the DP the chimp is associated with is speciedas being  the plural DR introduced by chimp. We then dene familiarity as:(4.42)  is familiar i there is a DR  and the DR y associated with  is   (where is a variable ranging over singular and plural DRs).where  is an antecedent DR, and we state:(4.43) Deniteness Restriction: The DP in the postcopular position of an exi-stential cannot be familiar.Strong DPswill always be familiar since they introduce a DR that is the DR associatedwith the common noun of the DP. Weak DPs, however, do not introduce such a DRand therefore are not necessarily familiar.Returning to Milsark's examples, note that if the deniteness eect is explained interms of familiarity as above, then we expect only to nd the cardinal reading of weakDPs in the post-copular position, because post-copular DPs are necessarily unfamiliar.This, as we have already noted, is the case:
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 67(4.44) There are many foxes in the garden (cardinal reading only)One nal point should be made about indenites. These are weak DPs by Milsark'sdenition:(4.45) There is a fox in the gardenbut they may have proportional readings:(4.46) Anson talked to a student in the science facultyHere we can either mean one particular student out of the set of students in the sciencefaculty, or just some student in the science faculty. The former reading is the specicindenite reading, discussed by Fodor and Sag 1982, Enc 1991, among others. Wediscuss this in more detail below.4.2.4 Deniteness Features in the NFCThe NFC as we have formulated it so far relies on lexically specied features of a DPwhich then determine whether that DP is required to be familiar or unfamiliar to makethe utterance felicitous. But the analysis we have just given of weak DPs requiresthat these DPs are not specied for deniteness features. Furthermore, we have triedto derive the familiarity status of generalised quantiers not from particular featuresspecied on the DP, but rather from the lexical semantics of the quantier itself andthe structural realisation of that semantics.One way of formalising this idea would be to reformulate the NFC so that theNovelty Condition was completely general, and then the Familiarity Condition acted asa special case. This is motivated by the treatment of weak quantiers we have givenabove, where familiar readings of weak DPs arise from contextual factors. We can thusstate the NFC as:(4.47) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every DP D in  it must be the case that:Novelty Clause: there is a DR associated with DandFamiliarity Clause: If D is denite then the DR associated with D is  aDR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.where  is interpreted as discussed above. Generalised quantiers do not need to beincluded in the FC because their lexical semantics requires them to be familiar.What about the other cases of DPs: denite descriptions, proper names, demon-stratives and pronouns? The formulation of the NFC given here supposes that theseelements are specied lexically as denite. Should they be, though? It would seem thatthis question is best answered in a language particular fashion, since many languages donot mark the category of deniteness explicitly at all. In the next chapter we will arguethat a structural relationship with agreement is a determinant of familiarity in manycases (and is actually therefore directly implicated in the formulation of the NFC).
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 684.3 Some AlternativesWe now consider briey some alternatives to the treatment proposed here. These al-ternatives are of two sorts. The rst type assumes that weak DPs can be given ageneralised quantier interpretation, and are subject to the criticism that they do notfully explain the deniteness eect in existentials, and the corresponding indenitenesseect in Dutch scrambling constructions. The second alternative is much closer to myown, and derives the weak DP ambiguity from the NFC, but only via a stipulation thatweak DPs are lexically ambiguous.4.3.1 A Type-Theoretic AccountIn her treatment of the ambiguity of weak DPs, de Hoop 1992 relies on Partee 1987'sidea that DPs may shift their semantic type between hei, he,ti and he,he,tii. She arguesthat the Dutch cardinality restriction on scrambled objects (and non-expletive subjects)results from strong case being assigned to these positions. Strong Case causes a typeshift in the type of the DP, rendering it he, he, tii. Thus:(4.48) a. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter altijdalways veelmany lmslms mooinice vindtndsb. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter veelmany lmslms altijdalways mooinice vindtnds`since Jan-Wouter always likes many movies'The weak DP in (a) is simply of type hei. Scrambling moves this DP to a position thatis stipulated to be assigned strong case, and hence it becomes of type he,he,tii. Giventhat its type has changed to the type of a generalised quantier, it is interpreted assuch, resulting in a proportional reading, a la Partee.This treatment seems fairly well motivated by the facts of Dutch scrambled objects.The scrambled object is always treated as a strong DP. One problem is that denites,proper names, demonstratives etc are well formed in this position too, and it is notclear that we want to treat all of these elements as generalised quantiers semantically.However, it would be possible to appeal to Partee's type shifting principles to accomo-date this fact. A more serious problem is that a denite is possible in a non-scrambledposition, which, on de Hoop's story, is a weak case position and hence cannot have ageneralised quantier type:(4.49) a. datthat dethe politiepolice gisterenyesterday dethe taalkundigenlinguists opgepaktarrested heefthas`that the police arrested the linguists yesterday'b. datthat dethe politiepolice dethe taalkundigenlinguists gisterenyesterday opgepaktarrested heefthas`that the police arrested the linguists yesterday'De Hoop claims that the unscrambled denite can have type hei while the scrambleddenite has type he,he,tii. However, it is unclear what the semantic correlation here is.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 69Furthermore, although in (b) the only possible reading is a proportional one, in (a)both proportional and cardinal readings are available, just as both readings are availablefor English subjects. On de Hoop's story, this means that the unscrambled object mustbe able to type shift. De Hoop claims that it is simply of type hei, but this does notexplain why it can have the same reading as the scrambled object which is of typehe,he,tii.On the analysis presented above, the stipulation (which we will derive in the nextchapter) is simply that scrambled objects must be familiar. The ambiguity of non-scrambled objects falls out simply because there is no restriction on this position, mea-ning that the weak DP can be proportional in appropriate contexts, or cardinal.4.3.2 Semantic PartitionDiesing 1992 proposes an analysis of weak DPs that develops Partee's. She claims that,at, LF quantiers give rise to a tripartite structure of the type that Heim has arguedfor. She also claims that there is a straightforward mapping that obtains betweensyntactic structure and this quanticational structure. We shall examine in more detailthe nature of the mapping later, but the basic idea is that elements in VP map into thenuclear scope, while elements in IP map into the restrictive clause. This means thatweak DPs, to get a generalised quantier reading, must raise to adjoin to IP at LF andthen their quantier must raise further to give the tripartite structure. This tripartitestructure is then interpreted via a generalised quantier giving the relational and henceproportional interpretation. Additionally, weak DPs that are in subject position (whichis assumed to be a derived position (Koopman and Sportiche 1989)), must lower totheir D-Structure VP-internal position at LF in order not to be within IP when itcomes to constructing the quanticational structure. This means that they will not getinterpreted as generalised quantiers. Thus:(4.50) Many men entered(4.51) a. S-Structure: [IP [DP many men]i [I0enteredj [VP ti [V0 tj ]]]]b. LF1: [IP [DP e]i [I0enteredj [VP [DP many men]i [V0 tj ]]]]c. LF2: [manyk [IP [DP tk men]i[IP ti[I0enteredj [VP ti [V0 tj ]]]]]]We will show in the next chapter how Diesing's Mapping Hypothesis is straightforwardlyfalsied by some interesting data from Catalan. At the moment, it suces to note thatDiesing's approach relies on the construction of a generalised quantier structure forweak DPs on their proportional reading. Why weak DPs may remain in (or ratherlower to) their base generated position, while strong DPs may not, is unclear.4.3.3 SpecicityEnc 1991 provides an analysis of the semantics of specicity which essentially claimsthat specics are partitives. That is, a specic reading of a DP arises when that DPis one out of a familiar set already established in the discourse. Enc's analysis is verysimilar to the one proposed here, as far as weak DPs go.Enc's motivation is to provide a semantics for specicity that is not reliant on scopalproperties of the sentence as is claimed by Fodor and Sag 1982 among others. Fodor
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 70and Sag claim that the specic reading of an indenite simply derives from it havingwide scope over some other operator. Thus:(4.52) Every woman talked to a child in fth gradehas two readings: one where there is a single child to whom every woman talked, andanother where the child may vary from woman to woman. Enc shows that specicreadings arise also when there are no operators in the sentence for an indenite to takescope over and proposes instead that specicity has to do with linking to a discoursereferent. Some evidence from this comes from Turkish, where specics are marked byaccusative case:(4.53) a. AliAli birone piyano-yupiano-Acc kiralamakto-rent istiyor.wants`Ali wants to rent a specic piano'b. AliAli birone piyanopiano kiralamakto-rent istiyor.wants`Ali wants to rent some piano or other'Enc notes that in (a) the indenite can have wide scope over the propositional attitudeverb, but that it can also have narrow scope. She argues as follows:Suppose that (a) is uttered in a context where it has been established thatAli has decided to take home two of the pianos in a showroom. He does notcare which one he buys or which one he rents. In these circumstances (a)can still be true.This suggests that specic means essentially \from a pre-established set". Enc goeson to defend the view that accusative indenite objects in Turkish are subject to amore articulated version of the familiarity condition of the NFC. For the purposes ofthis thesis, it is only important to note that Enc proposes that specic indenites arefamiliar.Enc's theory is very similar to that oered here, although her concerns are dierent,and the motivation for some of the components of the two theories are dierent. Forexample, Enc stipulates as a universal principle that all quantiers (meaning generalisedquantiers) are specic, which in her system means they must refer to subsets of pre-viously established discourse referents. This stipulation is derived in the present theoryfrom the tripartite form of generalised quantiers. Also, Enc does not make use of theidea that DRSs encode non-linguistic information and hence she is forced to requirethat weak DPs are ambiguously marked in the lexicon. The theory under considerationhere requires no such lexical ambiguity but proposes instead that the ambiguity arisesfrom the generality of the Novelty Condition. Pragmatic factors then inuence the -nal interpretation. In fact, as we shall show in the next chapter, syntactic factors alsoinuence the interpretation of weak quantiers, a fact that comes as no surprise giventhe existence of the quantication eects in existentials and scrambling constructions.
CHAPTER 4. A THEORY OF DP INTERPRETATION 714.4 SummaryWe have proposed that the ambiguity of weak DPs surfaces because of the nature ofDRS representations. Specically, DRSs may contain DRs which are there by virtueof contextual fact, rather than linguistic specication. Proportional readings of weakDPs then arise because of the possibility of anaphoric linkage (in a very general senseof anaphoric) between the DR introduced by the weak DP and the contextually presentDR.The Novelty Familiarity Condition applies generally to all DPs requiring them tointroduce a DR. Denites, in addition, are required to anaphorically link this DR toa DR already present in the DRS. In this sense, denites are required to be familiar.Generalised quantiers also count as familiar, given the nature of their lexical semantics.This is not a familiarity that arises from the Familiarity Condition, but rather throughthe meaning of the generalised quantier.Given this picture, we can give a unied account of the quantication/denitenessrestiction on the postcopular position in English existential constructions, merely re-quiring that the DP in this position is unfamiliar (but see Ward and Birner 1993 whoclaim that the DP in this position need only be unfamiliar to the hearer). Chapter 5Agreement and ArgumentInterpretation5.1 IntroductionWe have so far motivated the idea that the agreeing element and the agreement con-trolling DP specify information about a discourse referent through the mediation of aprojected functional head Agr, and this is what accounts for the fact that agreementhas semantic eects. We have also shown that the determination of the semantics ofDPs is partially given by refering to notions such as familiarity. In this chapter we willtry to tease out what the role of agreement is more precisely in the determination offamiliarity. We will argue for the inclusion of reference to Agr in the principles thatspecify how DPs are interpreted in a DRS.We bring into consideration a range of evidence that shows that weak DPs, whichwe have shown to be ambiguous, often have only their familiar interpretation and thatthis is forced in particular syntactic contexts. It turns out that these contexts are bestdescribed in terms of the structural relationship between the DP involved and Agr. Thissuggests reformulating the Novelty Familiarity Condition as a condition that takes intoconsideration syntactic structure, as well as other information.The precise characterisation of how syntactic structure is implicated then remainsan open question. One possibility is to appeal to notions based on global position withina tree; elements within particular stretches of a tree being given certain interpretations.Another possibility is to appeal to local position within a tree, where the position isdetermined by a local governor. We show that the former position is untenable, givencertain crucial data from Catalan, and propose instead to determine the structuralposition of the DP in terms of its local relationship with Agr.5.2 Agr Partially Conditions FamiliarityIn this section we consider a number of cases where two alternative syntactic forms areavailable. In one form the object DP can be found in what can be assumed to be itsbase (VP-internal) position; In the other, the object DP occurs in a derived position,external to VP. In terms of thematic content, both forms are the same. However, interms of the familiarity of the DP, the derived position determines that the DP will beinterpreted as familiar (in the sense of the previous chapter).Consider again the clause structure we proposed in chapter 2:72




 JJJJAgrPSpec AAAAAAgr'Agr-[Agr] AAAAAVPVloves BBBBBNPJoNote that the AgrP dominating VP has a specier position, that according to Chomsky1992 is associated with assigning structural Case to the object (in some languages atLF, in others at S-Structure (pre-Spellout, in Chomsky's terms)). Given the clausestructure above, this spec AgrP position is the natural position to assume as the site ofa derived object, although other possibilities exist (the derived object could be adjoinedto VP, or AgrP, for example).The cases that follow will all involve the displacement of the object to a VP-externalposition. In some cases the VP-externality is clear, and we will assume that the positionis spec AgrP (bringing supporting evidence to bear, where it is available). In other casesthe agreement is clear, and we will suggest that the VP externality derives from this,
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 74given the natural assumption that agreement is triggered under the standard spec-headregime when a DP is in the spec AgrP position.We will also assume that Chomsky is correct in identifying the spec AgrP positionwith structural Case assignment. One motivation for this is that it generalises thestructural case positions for subjects and objects.5.2.1 Turkish Accusative ObjectsRecall the facts that we noted about Turkish, in the previous chapter. We acceptedEnc's analysis of the fact that specic indenites were marked by accusative case, whilenon-specics were unmarked. This analysis was essentially that specic indenites hadto be familiar.de Hoop 1992 cites further data from Turkish, which shows that the case markedindenites (hence the specic/familiar indenites) are in a VP external position. Sheprovides the following paradigm:(5.2) a. benI dunyesterday aksamevening [V Pcokvery guzelnice birsteak biftekate [VPyedim]]`Yesterday evening, I ate a very nice steak'b. * benI cokvery guzelnice birsteak biftekyesterday dunevening aksamate [V Pyedim]`Yesterday evening, I ate a very nice steak'c. BenI bifteg-isteak-Acc [VPdunyesterday aksamevening [V Pyedim]]ate`Yesterday evening I ate the steak'If we assume that adverbial expressions such as dun aksam, `yesterday evening' areadjoined to VP as shown above, then this data shows that the non-case marked objectDP cannot appear in a VP-external position. A case marked object, on the other hand,can appear in the derived position. Note also the dierence in interpretation between the(a) and (c) examples. The VP internal object is interpreted as unfamiliar (although itmay receive familiar interpretation if the context is appropriate), while the VP-externalobject is familiar. Note that we can also make sense of the case-marking facts given theidea that spec AgrP is associated with structural case marking. Thus, assuming thatthe position of the derived object is spec AgrP gives us a unied story to account forwhy the derived object is VP-external and case-marked.The important point, though, is that the derived object is interpreted as familiar.A very similar argument which assumes a dierent theory of DP interpretation is givenby Runner 1993.5.2.2 Clitic Doubling in Porte~no SpanishRunner 1993 also notes that clitic doubled objects in Porte~no Spanish are necessarilyinterpreted as specic. He provides the following contrast1:1There is a further restriction that only human objects may be doubled. This does not aect thisargument.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 75(5.3) a. Diariamente,Daily, la3sg-fem escuchabahe/she-listened-to aA unaa mujerwoman quethat cantabasang tangos.tangos`Daily, he/she listened to a (specic) woman who sang tangos'b. NoNot (*lo)3sg-masc oyeronthey-heard ato ningunany ladron.theif`They didn't hear any theives'The fact that the clitics associated with doubled NPs are agreement markers in thisdialect of Spanish is argued for in detail by Su~ner 1988. In this case it is not immediatelyclear that the DP object is in a derived position (although it does receive dierentcase marking from non-clitic doubled object) because V has raised through the variousfunctional projections in the clause, obscuring the position of the object. However,under the assumptions outlined already, agreement is triggered when the object DP isin spec AgrP. This means that the appropriate analysis of (a) would be one where theobject DP raises to spec AgrP and triggers the agreement marker la. The V also raises,in this case to AgrP, picking up the agreement marking, and then successively raisingthrough T and the subject Agr position.Again, the special case marking of the object here (with the particle a (glossed `A'))can be explained under the idea that the spec AgrP position is associated with structuralcase marking.This data is then further evidence that the spec AgrP position for objects is asso-ciated with a familiar interpretation of that object.5.2.3 Scrambling in DutchFurther evidence that syntactic information is relevant to interpretation comes fromscrambling facts in Dutch. We have already noted that objects may be displaced overadverbials in Dutch and that this correlates with a familiar interpretation (see alsoMoltmann 1991 for similar data on German, also de Hoop 1992 and Sportiche 1993 forDutch). In Dutch, VP adverbs are generally taken to be xed and to delimit the scopeof VP. Arguments of the verb that occur outside of a VP adverb can then be takento have scrambled across the VP. Objects that undergo this shift in position receive afamiliar interpretation (see Reuland 1988 for data on subjects). We repeat our formerexamples of object scrambling, taken from de Hoop 1992:(5.4) a. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter altijdalways tweetwo lmslms mooinice vindtndsb. omdatsince Jan-WouterJan-Wouter tweetwo lmslms altijdalways mooinice vindtnds`since Jan-Wouter always likes two movies'Along the same lines that we argued for Turkish, this scrambling phenomena may beanalysed as movement to spec AgrP (see Mahajan 1990, Webelhuth 1989 for explicitargument to this eect and van den Wyngaerd 1989 for a suggestion for how to dealwith the apparently problematic fact that scrambling licenses parasitic gaps).A further argument that scrambling in Dutch may be seen as movement to theSpec of AgrP comes from the placement of weak pronouns in this language. Stressed
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 76pronouns are possible in scrambled and in situ positions, but weak unstressed pronounsoccur only in scrambled position:(5.5) a. omdatsince TonjesTonjes HEMhim gisternyesterday geziensaw heefthasb. omdatsince TonjesTonjes gisternyesterday HEMhim geziensaw heefthas(5.6) a. omdatsince TonjesTonjes 'mhim gisternyesterday geziensaw heefthasb. *since omdatTonjes Tonjesyesterday gisternhim 'msaw gezienhas heeft`since Tonjes saw him yesterday'Assume that weak pronouns are actually heads heading an Agr projection and thisparadigm is accounted for. Unlike clitic doubling in Romance, these agr projections onlyallow pro in their Spec (much like Celtic)). They appear in what looks like scrambledposition simply because that is the position of Agr in the phrase structure. Strongpronouns, on the other hand are just like DPs. See Sportiche 1993 for a related proposaland more evidence.The interpretational dierences then provide us with further evidence that specAgrP is associated with familiar interpretation.5.2.4 Antecedent Contained DeletionsA further argument that familiar interpretation is determined by syntactic positioncomes from the phenomenon of Antecedent Contained Deletions (ACDs). Sag 1976 andWilliams 1977 argue that ACDs require that certain conditions on representation holdat LF. ACDs are a variety of standard VP-deletion of the sort shown below:(5.7) Anson saw some lms and Jenny did tooSag claimed that a general constraint on such VP-deletion was that the missing verb(marked by do) is neither c-commanded by nor c-commands its antecedent.In ACD constructions, however, this constraint does not appear to hold:(5.8) Anson saw every lm that Jenny didHere, the matrix verb c-commands the deletion site. Furthermore, if we try to interpretsuch structures by copying the missing VP into the deletion site we are left with theproblem of an innite regress:(5.9) [IP Anson saw [DP every lm that Jenny [VP e]]](5.10) [IP Anson saw [DP every lm that Jenny [VP saw [DP every lm that Jenny [VPsaw [DP every lm that Jenny [VP ]] ]] ]]] etc
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 77One way to get out of this problem would be to assume that the object moves outsideof the VP at some level of representation, either to the left or to the right. Thus:(5.11) a. [DP every lm that Jenny [VP e]]i [IP Anson saw ti]b. [IP Anson [VP saw ti][DP every lm that Jenny [VP e]]i]In such structures the c-command constrain is met, since neither of the matrix VP or theembedded VP c-commands the other. Furthermore, there is no problem with copyingthe matrix VP into the VP inside the displaced object:(5.12) a. [DP every lm that Jenny [VP[VP saw ti ] ]]i [IP Anson [VP saw ti ]]b. [IP Anson [VP saw ti][DP every lm that Jenny [VP[VP saw ti ] ]]i]There are two such proposals in the literature; one due to May and one to Baltin.May 1985 suggests that the independently motivated device of QR resolves theproblem of ACDs. QR takes a quantied DP and raises it to adjoin it to IP for reasons ofscope. Note that for ACDs this will mean that the c-command constraint is maintained:(5.13) [IP [every lm that Jenny [V P e]]i [IP Anson saw ti]]Here the deleted V and the matrix V are not in any c-command relationship. Moreover,the problem with an innite regress no longer holds since we can copy the matrix VPinto the VP inside the raised DP as shown above.The alternative, that there is rightward movement is proposed by Baltin 1987. Baltinargues that ACDs are best analysed as string vacuous extraposition, which means thatno appeal to abstract LF operations is necessary. In his account just the relative clausepart of the ACD moves out of the VP giving rise to a structure like the following:(5.14) [IP Anson [VP saw every lm][CP that Jenny [VP e]]]This kind of structure still allows the maintenance of the c-command constraint and away of sidestepping the innite regress problem. Moreover it is independently motivatedby overt extraposition structures. Extraposition standardly arises in cases like:(5.15) a. Some articles that were hostile to the practice of outing appeared in theGuardian.b. Some articles appeared in the Guardian that were hostile to the practiceof outing.Under Baltin's treatment, ACDs are simply cases where extraposition has taken placefrom the object position, but it is invisible, in that the structural change has no pho-nological eect.However, Larson and May 1990 argue that this analysis suers from the fact thatACDs dier in their internal syntactic composition from extraposed relatives in a num-ber of ways. In addition, Diesing 1992 provides a further argument against Baltin'sproposal based on the fact that extraposition of free relatives is impossible, while ACD
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 78free relatives are well-formed. Thus consider the free relative in the following (a) exam-ple:(5.16) a. Whatever piano Clara played needs tuningb. *Whatever piano needs tuning Clara playedc. *It needs tuning whatevver piano Clara playedNote that we can't extrapose the relative clause, whether it is construed as adjoined toN in (b) or internally headed (with a dummy subject) in (c). ACDs however, form freerelatives easily:(5.17) Robert played whatever piano Clara didFurthermore, extraposed relatives are ill formed with obligarorily strong quantiers,while ACDs appear to require them (Reinhart 1987, Carlson 1977b, Diesing 1992):(5.18) a. I read every book that you didb. I read many books that you did (only strong quanticational reading)(5.19) a. *Every review appeared in Vanity Fair that was hostileb. Many reviews appeared in Vanity Fair that were hostileGiven these arguments, Larson and May and Diesing conclude that the QR account ofACD which involves leftwards movement of the DP object is best supported.However, an alternative is possible that makes use of leftward LF movement butnot necessarily QR. Recall that we assume a system based on Chomsky 1992 in whichall NPs must be in the specier of AgrP at LF for reasons of Case. Hornstein 1993notes that if an ACD object is in the specier of AgrO at LF, it will be in the correctconguration to both satisfy the c-command constraint and escape the innite regressproblem, since it is outside of the VP antecedent. The following structure is relevant:(5.20) [IP Anson [AgrP[DP every lm that Jenny [VP e]]i [Agr0 Agr [VP ate ti]]]]Now given this idea, consider again the data where we have a weak DP object in anACD (5.18b). This weak DP object can only have a familiar interpretation. Similarexamples occur with other weak quantiers:(5.21) Anson saw some/few/a lm(s) that Jenny didNote that this interpretational eect is not due to the relative clause, since relativeclauses do not generally force a familiar interpretation on their DP:(5.22) Anson saw many lms that lasted two hours
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 79If the account of ACDs where the object moves to spec AgrP is well-motivated, thevn wehave further evidence that the specier of AgrP correlates with a familiar interpretationof objects.Hornstein's analysis essentially decouples quantier raising and ACDs and thereis evidence that this is the correct move. One of Lasnik and May's criticisms of theextraposition account is that it provides no way of accounting for the contrast betweenthe following sentences:(5.23) a. *I expect everyone you do will visit Maryb. ?I expect everyone you do to visit Marysince neither involve extraposition. The explanation they oer is that QR is boundedand cannot raise the embedded subject from a tensed clause but that it can raise thesubject from the non-nite clause. They motivate this with the following data:(5.24) a. At least one person expected every Republican would winb. At least one person expected every Republican to winIn the (a) example it is not possible to interpret the universal with wide scope overthe existential quantier, but this is at least marginally possible in the (b) example,motivating that QR is bounded by tensed clauses. However, there is a problem sincethere is also a contrast in the following examples:(5.25) a. At least one person considered every semantor to be smartb. At least one person considered every senator smartProblematically for Lasnik and May, the universal in the (b) example cannot take scopeover the existential subject, suggesting that QR is ruled out. If QR is ruled out, thenACDs should not be possible, predicting the illformedness of:(5.26) I consider everyone you do smartA prediction which is not borne out. Hornstein's analysis derives the contrast betweentensed and ECM ACDs since ECM constructions involve raising of the lower subject tothe spec of the matrix AgrOP. This is obviously illicit in cases where there is a tensedCP since there will be no motivation for the raising (the subject is case marked byTense/AgrS in the lower clause) leading to a violation of Economy principles. Hornsteinhas no analysis of the scope facts above, but he does predict the well-formedness of(5.26), in opposition to Lasnik and May.Given these arguments we can see the obligatorily proportional readings of weakquantiers in ACD constructions as being another instance of Agr conditioning fami-liarity.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 805.2.5 Specicity in FrenchAnother argument to the same eect comes from French past participle agreement.Kayne 1989 and Chomsky 1991 (drawing on Kayne's work and Pollock 1989) argue thatthe French past participle agreement phenomenon in (5.27) is a result of the trace ofthe moved Wh-Phrase being in a government relation with the functional head Agr :(5.27) JeI mere demandeask quelleswhich chaiseschairs PaulPaul ahas t'it AgrAgr repeintesrepaint-PPart-Agr3f.pl ti?`I wonder which chairs has Paul repainted?'In current terms the past participle repeintesmoves into the Agr node and its agreementfeatures are picked up from/checked with those of the chain in which the trace t'i iscontained (the chain headed by the moved wh-Phrase). The motivation behind this is toattempt to assimilate past participle object agreement with the more familiar subject-In agreement where the necessary government relation is the specier head relation(perhaps dened in terms of m-command rather than c-command). If this pre-Agrposition is available in (5.27), however, the question arises as to how to rule out:(5.28) * Paul a [ces tables]i repeintes tiPaul has these tables repaint-PPart-Agr3m.pl`Paul has repainted these tables'Kayne suggests that this is essentially a violation of a Case-requirement. He proposesthe following principle:(5.29) (Kayne's (20)) If a Case-marked chain is headed (where the head is the rstelement in the chain { DJA) by an A-position, then that A-position must beassigned Case.If we take the specier of AgrP to be an A-position, (5.28) will be ruled out ifSpecAgrP is not assigned Case. Kayne shows that the auxiliary avoir is indeed not aCase-assigner and that the active past participle does assign Case, but to its right. Itfollows that the SpecAgrP is not assigned Case by either avoir or the participle so thatthe chain (ces tablesi, ti) in (5.28) is not headed by a Case marked position. Note thatKayne does not consider the possibility that SpecAgrP is actually assigned Case by Agritself, which would be the most natural assimilation to subject-In agreement.Kayne then pursues this idea in connection with (5.27). In (5.27), the wh-Phrase isan operator and therefore not relevant for the application of (5.29). Of the remainder ofthe chain, by (5.29), if it were headed by an A-position, then that A-position would haveto be Case-marked. But we know that that position is not Case-marked (leaving asideAgr here) and so it cannot be an A-position. Kayne therefore takes it that the trace t'in this example is adjoined to AgrP, and that this is the government conguration thattriggers agreement.One major problem with this view is that it makes subject-In and past-participleagreement dissimilar to the extent that one is adjunction to XP while the other issubstitution into the specier of XP. Also, there seems to be nothing in Kayne's system
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 81that would rule out the possibility that ces tables in (5.28) be in an AgrP adjoinedposition. It would seem that we need a separate stipulation that rules out overt XPsthat are adjoined to AgrP (recall that such a chain would be assigned case by theparticiple under Kayne's system) but allows such adjunction when it results in a trace.We can solve these problems by assuming that Agr itself assigns Case to its specierand that t' in (5.27) is in SpecAgrP. This is what Chomsky 1991 proposes. This has theimmediate advantage of deriving uniform conditions for Case assignment to subjectsand objects in terms of the government relation required. Kayne's evidence that avoirdoes not assign Case then becomes irrelevant. That the participle assigns Case in Frenchno longer follows, since in the structures where Kayne has the participle assigning Case,now Agr will do the relevant Case assigning.In summary, proposing that SpecAgrP is always a Case assigned position allowsus to achieve Kayne and Chomsky's original aim of assimilating object and subjectagreement.A further consequence of assuming that the position of the intermediate trace isnot an adjoined position comes from the dierence between agreement in wh-extractionconstructions and agreement in passive/unaccusative constructions. Agreement is forcedwhen we have A-movement to the subject position, in contrast to it being optional withA-bar-movement:(5.30) a. CesThese tablestables sontare repeint*(es)repainted*(Agr)`These tables have been repainted.'b. LesThe llesgirls sontare arrive*(es)arrived*(Agr)`The girls have arrived'(5.31) quelleswhich maisonshouses a-t-ilhas-he construit(es)built`Which houses has he build'This receives a simple explanation in terms of Rizzi 1990's theory of Relativised Mini-mality. This theory basically proposes that in between a trace and its antecedent, theonly intervening positions must be positions of a dierent type. Thus, the cases thatare relevant here are that movement to an A position cannot skip an intervening Aposition, while movement to an A position may skip an intervening A position (but notan intervening A-position). This gives the following structures:(5.32) *A-positioni A-positionj ti(5.33) A-positioni A-positioni ti(5.34) A-positioni A-positionj ti(5.35) A-positioni A-positioni tiThis means that movement of an object to the A-position of subject must proceedthrough any intervening A-position, so agreement will always be triggered. However,
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 82movement to an A-position may proceed through an A position, or may skip one, sinceRelativised Minimality allows both. This means that agreement will be optional in casesof A-bar movement.However, we are still left with the ungrammaticality of (5.28)) to account for. Infact a fuller paradigm presents itself(5.36) a. *Paul a repeintes ces tablesb. *Paul a ces tables repeintesc. Paul a repeint ces tablesd. *Paul a ces tables repeintIf we assume that the condition on overt agreement in French is that at least part ofa DP chain must be in spec AgrP at S-Structure (pre-Spellout) in French, then weaccount for the ungrammaticality of (a) and (d), while still maintaining our account ofthe grammatical examples discussed above. We could then give an explanation for (b)along the lines of our discussion of Celtic, assuming that AgrO in French disallows overtrealisation of both Agr and the DP in the spec Agr position. Alternatively we couldpursue an Economy based account and rule out (b) as a violation of Procrastination(see Chomsky 1992).Given this view of participle agreement in French, we expect that extracted elementswhich are in principle capable of being interpreted as familiar or not, should only havethe familiar reading when agreement is overt.Obenauer forthcoming provides interesting evidence that this is the case. He showsthat the agreement of participles interacts with the interpretation of the extracted ob-ject across a wide range of types of extractee. Most tellingly for the proposal underconsideration, the wh-word quel can have two interpretations: it can mean \which" orit can mean \what type". Thus:(5.37) a. quellesQUEL-fem.pl maisonshouses a-t-ilhas-he construit?built`What type of houses has he built'b. quellesQUEL-fem.pl maisonshouses a-t-ilhas-he construites?built-fem.pl`Which particular houses has he built'Obenauer explicitly states thatla forme construites presuppose l'identication de maisons speciques\The form construites presupposes the identication of specic houses."Necessarily specic/familiar extractees such as lequel force agreement:(5.38) lesquelles a-t-il construit*(es)A similar point can be made about exclamatives. A number of languages distinguishmorphologically denite and indenite wh-words. Only the indenite forms can be usedin exclamatives. Obenauer gives the following examples from Russian:
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 83(5.39) a. Kakujuwhat masinucar onhe kupil?has-bought`What type of car has he bought'b. Katorujuwhat masinucar onhe kupil?has-bought`Which particular car has he bought'(5.40) a. Oi!Oh! Kakujuwhat masinucar onhe kupil!has-bought`Oh! What a car he bought!'b. *Oi! Katoruju masinu on kupilWe can make the same point for English exclamatives which allow \what a" but disallow\which a". French, as noted already, does not distinguish these two types of wh-wordmorphologically, but the same generalisation surfaces here too, since agreeing forms ofparticiples in French exclamatives are ill formed:(5.41) a. QuelleWhat-fem surprisesurprise elleshe m'ame-has fait(*e)!made(*fem)`What a surprise she gave me!'b. QuelleWhat-fem erreurerror ilhe ahas commis(*e)!committed(*fem)`What a mistake he made!'Putting these examples together with the argument we gave above that past participleagreement in French involves movement through the specier of an agreement predic-tion, we nd further support for the proposal that elements in the specier of Agr areinterpreted as familiar2.5.2.6 Hindi ObjectsA nal argument that supports the idea that interpretation is linked to syntactic in-formation comes from some work by Mahajan 1990. The arguments he provides arefairly complex but the basic data is clear. Mahajan 1991 and Mahajan 1990 claim thatspecic objects in Hindi are marked with object agreement on a past participle, whilenon-specics are not.(5.42) a. siitaa-neSita-Erg laRkaaboy-masc dekhaa.saw-masc2Note that this argument, if correct, is interesting evidence that a Relativised Minimality approachto conditions on movement has advantages over an economy account. If the intervening position is aspec Agr position then it is of the same type as the subject position. So if the object moves to subjectposition, then relativised minimality predicts that it must pass through AgrO, triggering agreement. If,however, it moves to spec CP, an A-bar position, then it may or may not pass through AgrO, which,being an A-position, is irrelevant. The Economy approach, on the other hand, would predict thatagreement is obligatory, since spec, Agr is a possible intermediate landing site.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 84`Sita saw the boy'b. siitaaSita-Abs laRkaaboy-masc dekhsee-prog-be-fem rahii hE.`Sita is looking for a (suitable) boy (to marry)'Assuming Enc 1991's position that specics involve familiarity, we have here furtherevidence that object agreement correlates with a familiar interpretation of the object.Mahajan actually has some fairly complex arguments that objects triggering objectagreement in Hindi are in a VP external A-position, but we shall not review these here.5.2.7 SummaryGiven the clause structure we motivated in chapter 2, the data above show that aweak DP object is necessarily interpreted as familiar (in the sense of chapter 4) whenit appears in a derived position. The most obvious candidate for this derived positionis the specier of AgrO, the agreement projection immediately dominating VP. Thisidea is supported by three types of evidence: rstly the derived position may correlatewith the presence of agreement; secondly it may correlate with structural case marking;thirdly it is VP-external, and appears to be an A-position.Now the question arises of why this correlation between being in the specier ofAgrP and familiarity should be the case. What is it about this position that leads to afamiliar interpretation of the object? We address this in the next section.5.3 Global or Local Determination of Familiarity?With respect to the question of what it is about the spec AgrP position that causesfamiliar interpretations of DPs associated with that position, two hypotheses presentthemselves: either the derived position is characterised by its global position in thetree (making use of such notions as VP-external, within IP etc), or the position ischaraterised by a relationship of a local nature with some head|in this case Agr. Theappropriate notions in the second case are those of X-theory and government theory.We shall refer to the frst option as the Global Position Hypothesis (GPH) and to thesecond as the Local Postion Hypothesis (LPH). The particular LPH we want to endorse,given the data above, is that the local head that conditions familiarity is Agr.A version of the GPH is argued for by Diesing 1992 in some detail, and we shalldiscuss this below and show that it suers from empirical and conceptual advantages,compared with the LPH.5.3.1 Diesing's ProposalDiesing 1992 argues that the kind of interpretative eects we have described above arebest captured in a global fashion. She bases her claims on data such as the Dutchscrambling data and the Turkish data which seem to correlate the interpretation ofan object DP with VP-externality. On this basis Diesing argues for what she termsthe Mapping Hypothesis. This assumes, following Heim, a tripartite quanticationalstructure for sentences containing generalised quantiers. This is represented as follows:(5.43) Q [Restrictive Clause] [Nuclear Scope]
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 85The Mapping Hypothesis claims that there is a strict correspondence between thesyntactic structure, and this quanticational structure and the correspondence is gi-ven as follows:(5.44) The Mapping HypothesisMaterial within VP is mapped into the nuclear scope while material within IP(external to VP|DJA) is mapped to the restrictive clause.How are nuclear scope and restrictive clause interpreted in this system? Diesing proposesthat nuclear scopes are subject to existential closure, so that any free variable withina nuclear scope will be treated existentially. In terms of the restrictive clause Diesingclaims thatthe presuppositions induced by the quantier are somehow incorporated intothe restrictive clause (Diesing 1992 p62)I am not quite sure exactly what this means, but I take it to be something along the linesof Reuland's proposal (Reuland 1985) that generalised quantiers require a contextuallyinduced set to quantify over. Essentially then, Diesing proposes that familiar discoursereferents are represented in the restrictive clause. There is of course a major dierencebetween Diesing's system and the one outlined in Chapter 4. In the latter system DRSsare taken to represent information that is contextually induced, as well as linguisticallyinduced, and it is the interaction between these two sources of information that resultin the proposition to be interpreted (where proposition is used in the technical senserequired by DRT (see Heim 1983)). In Diesing's system, the quanticational structurerepresents, it seems, linguistic information only (with the apparent exception of thepresuppositions induced by a quantier and incorporated into the restrictive clause).5.3.2 Problems with Diesing's ProposalConceptual ProblemsWe have already criticised Diesing's proposal on the grounds that it deals with thesemantics of weak DPs by assuming that they are represented syntactically (or at leastat the level of DRS/Heimian les) as generalised quantiers. In this section we shallshow that Diesing's approach to the relationship between syntactic structure and theDRS level structure is misguided, and should be replaced with an approach based noton such notions as VP-external, but rather on notions drawn from government theory.There are conceptual reasons why this should be the case. The notions of \materialwithin VP" and \materal within IP" have no conceptual status within our theory ofgrammar. \Material within VP" presumably could be rephrased in terms of govern-ment by V under m-command, but this is more dicult to do with \material withinIP". We do have the notion of functional head at our disposal, but C is a functionalhead, and Diesing explicitly excludes CP and its spec from consideration (without ar-gument). Furthermore, Diesing's proposal is not that elements associated with one ofthe functional heads in IP are mapped into the restrictive clause, but also all adjoinedelements in IP. To reconstruct Diesing's ideas in a framework which actually made useof the theoretical concepts we have would then involve a disjunctive statement that wasessentially a series of stipulations.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 86Empirical Problems: Spec IP in CatalanThere are also empirical reasons to doubt Diesing's proposal. To see what these are, weshould rst consider what distinct empirical predictions are made by the Local positionHypothesis, and Diesing's version of the Global Position hypothesis.The LPH account predicts that elements moved into the specier of AgrP are in-terpreted familiarly. Diesing's account predicts exactly the same thing since AgrO isexternal to VP (in fact this approach is explicitly taken by Runner 1993) and elementsexternal to VP are mapped into the restrictive clause (pace the dierences between theinterpretation of elements in the restrictive clause, and the notion of familiarity as wedened it in Chapter 4). However, the LPH account does not predict that all elementsthat are external to VP receive familiar interpretation, while Diesing's does. Specically,movement to a position within IP is predicted to result in a presuppositional (familiar)interpretation of the moved material by Diesing, but not by an account which appealsto the more ne grained distinctions of government theory.Here, however, a complication arises. In order to deal with the possibility of weakreadings for subjects in spec of IP in English, Diesing allows a rule of LF-loweringwhere the subject lowers into its VP-internal position (see Chapter 4). Adopting thesame rule for objects means that we could have an S-Structure where an object hasmoved VP-externally and then lowers at LF back into its VP-internal position. BecauseVP internal elements are treated by Diesing as part of the nuclear scope, they willreceive an existential (unfamiliar) reading.This means that to falsify Diesing's hypothesis we need to nd a case where a weakDP is outside of VP (so that it will map into the restrictive clause) and receives only anunfamiliar reading3. Essentially, we want a deniteness eect for some element withinIP. Furthermore, to support the LPH over the GPH, we must also show that whensuch an DP is locally governed by some particular element, then the familiar reading ispossible. The element we are referring to is, of course, agreement. We provide such acase from Catalan.Vallduv 1992 argues strongly that in Catalan certain quanticational phrases appearin the specier of IP, which is an A-bar position in this language. Such phrases receivean unfamiliar reading. Exactly the same class of phrases can also occur adjoined to IPwith a familiar reading, in which case they bind a clitic in the clause.Vallduv's evidence that these elements are in the specier of IP position is of 3sorts: rstly they occur below C:(5.45) Crecbelieve-1sg queComp poquesfew cosesithings farado-FUT-3sg ti`I believe it'll do few things'Secondly, they must occur after standardly left attached DPs, which Vallduv arguesare adjoined to IP. Thus:(5.46) a. Elthe governigovernment poquesfew cosesjthings farado-FUT-3sg ti tj3Of course Diesing could then claim that reconstruction in such a case is forced; but this robs hertheory of any predictive power.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 87`the goverment will do few things'b. * Poquesfew cosesjthings elthe governigovernment farado-FUT-3sg tj tiThe other evidence that Vallduv adduces is more complex. He shows that there is a classof elements that the quanticational elements discussed already are part of. This can bedetermined on the basis of complementary distributional evidence. The other elementsof this class are wh-phrases and negative universal quantiers. Vallduv shows that wh-phrases must occur in spec IP because of generalisations governing the distribution ofwh-phrases and subject verb inversion. Now, given that quanticational elements andwh-phrases are members of the same distributional class, and that wh-phrases are inspec IP on the basis of subject verb inversion, it follows that quanticational phrasesare also in spec IP. A similar argument can be made on the basis of negative universalquantiers.Now the quanticational phrases that appear in this spec IP position cannot beinterpreted as familiar. Thus there is essentially a deniteness eect in this position.The following examples show that strong quantiers, denite NPs, proper names anddemonstratives are barred from this spec IP position4:(5.47) * enIn aquestathis facultat,faculty, (a)ACC tot/cadaevery/each alumneistudent deusmust-2sg haverhave-inf seduitseduced, ti,withambthe elsyour teuscharms encants. 5`In this faculty, you must have seduced every/each student with your charms'(5.48) * Lathe mareimother acontentesmake-happy-2sg tivery lawell maryou de be, tu!`You're so good at making your mother happy!'(5.49) * L'Annaithe-Anna acontentesmake-happy-2sg tivery lawell maryou de be, tu!`You're so good at making Anna happy!'(5.50) * AquestThis clienticlient deuremmust-FUT-1pl visitarvisit-INF ti,right oi,today avui?`We'll probably visit this client today, right?'NPs with weak quantiers, however, are ne:4Many thanks to Carlos Carcare, Josep Quer and Enric Vallduv for help with the data and itsinterpretation.5In fact one strong quantier appears to be well-formed in this position for some speakers, la majoriade which corresponds to `most'. Other speakers only nd this good when modied by a relative. In factrelative clauses generally seem to dissipate deniteness eects. See the discussion below in Chapter 6.A further exception to this rule is tothom, `everyone'. This may be due to the fact that it quanties overa non-contextually established restricted domain, signalled by its morphologically compound status.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 88(5.51) enIn aquestathis facultat,faculty, unsa quantsnumber alumnesistudents deusmust-2sg haverhave-inf seduitseduced, ti,withambthe elsyour teuscharms encants.`In this faculty, you must have seduced several student with your charms'(5.52) Alguns/pocs/moltssome/few/many clientsiclients deuremmust-FUT-1pl ferdo-INF ti,right oi,today avui?`We'll probably make some/few/many customers today, right?'but in all these cases the weak DP must be interpreted as unfamiliar. Thus they cannotmean that there is a set of students/clients some subset of which is being referred to.Weak DPs with numerals are also well formed in this construction, on an unfamiliarreading:(5.53) EnIn lathe sevahis vida,life, tresthree errorsmistakes deumust-3sg haverhave-inf comes,made, comat aleast minim`He must have made at least three mistakes in his life'This data is precisely what we need to give an argument against Diesing's account.Here we have a case of an element that is clearly within IP. On Diesing's account thismeans that, even allowing LF lowering, this element must be able to be interpreted aspresuppositional. That is, in our terms, it must be familiar. But the data discussedhere show that the familiar reading is precisely the reading that is ruled out in thisconstruction.Furthermore, it appears that when a weak NP is associated with a clitic, it is theninterpreted familiarly. Thus Vallduvi contrasts the following discourses:(5.54) a. AquHere hithere hahas massamuch feina:work`There's too much work here'b. Algunasome cosaithing li'hauremCl-obj-fave-to-FUT-1pl dePart ferdo-inf tibefore abansPart deleave-infmarxar.`We'll have to do something before leaving'(5.55) a. ComHow hoAux solucionem,solve-1pl aixothis`How are we going to solve this?'b. AlgunaSome cosaithing faremdo-FUT-1pl ti,no noworry-SBJ-2sg pateixis`We'll do something, don't worry'The weak DP associated with the agreement clitic in (5.54b) is interpreted familiarly,ie with reference to preexisting DRs, while the weak DP in spec IP in (5.55b), whichis not associated with a clitic, is interpreted as necessarily unfamiliar. If the clitic is a
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 89realisation of agreement, as in the Porte~no Spanish case, then this data is expected onthe LPH.This data amounts to fairly clear evidence that Diesing's proposal is too coarse todeal with the facts. Diesing would predict that the weak NPs in the specier of IPshould have at least a strong reading (allowing for LF lowering to derive the weakreading). This does not appear to be the case, unless the quantier is associated withan agreement clitic within the clause. Such a clitic then allows a strong reading of thequantierSo here we have a case of an IP internal element that does not and cannot have anfamiliar reading. Now it would be possible to save the Mapping Hypothesis by assumingthat these quanticational elements appear in some functional projection above AgrSPbut below AgrOP and to reformulate the hypothesis so that it referred to the stretchof the sentence between AgrSP and VP. This means that the Mapping Hypothesis thenincludes the Specs of both AgrPs; the Specs of TP, NegP and AspP; and any adjoinedpositions. But note that the familiar reading does become possible in precisely thosecases where the quantier is coindexed with agreement features in the form of either anobject clitic, or subject agreement on the verb. This evidence forcefully supports theLPH view of the determination of interpretation by syntactic context.5.4 Revising the Novelty-Familiarity Condition5.4.1 A First TryThe data we have considered in this chapter gives us evidence that there is more to theFamiliarity Condition than just the lexical specication of deniteness. Specically, itallows us to draw the conclusion that the principle that maps syntactic representationsonto DRSs should make reference to the structural relationship that the relevant DPbears with agreement.Recall the version of the NFC that we left chapter 4 with:(5.56) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every DP D in  it must be the case that:Novelty Clause: there is a DR associated with DandFamiliarity Clause: If D is denite then the DR associated with D is  aDR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.Now in all the cases we have discussed above, the DP that was in a spec head relationshipwith Agr has to be interpreted as familiar. We can incorporate this directly:(5.57) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every DP D in  it must be the case that:
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 90Novelty Clause: there is a DR associated with DandFamiliarity Clause: If D is denite or in a spec-head relationship with Agrthen the DR associated with D is  a DR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.where \denite" refers to a lexically specied feature found on denite determiners,pronouns etc, and \in a spec-head relationship with Agr" can be dened in terms of theconguration:(5.58) [AgrP DPi [Agr0 Agri [ : : : ]]]5.4.2 Dening \Specier"Alternatively, if we wish not to make reference to specic congurations, we can denethe specier of AgrP in terms of basic X-Theory. Assume that X-structures are binarybranching and that categories are segmented, as in Chomsky 1986a, following May 1985.This will give us the following schematic structure (taken from Chomsky 1992):(5.59) XP1UP LLLLLXP2ZP1WP LLLLLZP2 SSSSX'X1H BBBBBX2 BBBBBYPWhat we want to dene here is the relationship between ZP1 and X1 (the specierrelationship). We can do this in the following way: following Chomsky, dene thedominates relation such that  dominates  if every segment of  dominates . Thismeans that the segmented category fXP1, XP2g dominates ZP1, but not UP. For a head, we then dene max() as the least full-category maximal projection dominating .So max(X1) is fXP1, XP2g. These denitions are the ones given by Chomsky. Finally,we dene the projection of , proj(), as all categories that dominate  and share themajor category features of . So proj(fX1, X2g) is fX',fXP1, XP2gg.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 91Given these notions we can now dene the relationship between X and fZP1, ZP2gas follows:(5.60) max(X) species Y i max(Y) dominates max(X) and9z:z 2proj(Y) and z does not dominate max(X).This will uniquely pick out the segmented category fZP1, ZP2g above as the specierof fX1, X2g.Now recall that in some of the cases we discussed above, the DP that was interpretedas specic was not actually in the spec AgrP position but had only passed through itduring a derivation. This means that the proper notion to appeal to is not DP, butrather Chain, where a Chain consists of a DP and its coindexed traces.We can now dene a particular type of chain that will receive a familiar interpreta-tion. Thus:(5.61) A chain C=(1: : : n) is an Agr-Chain i some i species Agr.This then allows us to reformulate the Familiarity condition in the following way:(5.62) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every chain C in  it must be the case that:Novelty Clause: there is a DR associated with CandFamiliarity Clause: If C is denite or an Agr-Chain then the DR associatedwith C is  a DR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.Consider now how this will work. Take the Catalan examples that were problematic forDiesing's account. In such cases we have an IP internal position that is not associatedwith agreement features (there is no agreement triggered on any element by the DPoccupying this position). By the novelty clause of the NFC a DP in this position willintroduce a discourse referent. The NFC does not require such a discourse referent tobe new (in the sense that it is not linked to a preexisting DR) or familiar. This meansthat we need an account of the deniteness eect found in this position, in the sameway that we need an account of the deniteness eect in English existentials. Let usjust stipulate that the DP in this position must be unfamiliar; the Novelty Clause allowsthis.Now when this DP has an associated object clitic, we can assume that it has movedfrom its base position, through the spec of AgrP to its nal position. Vallduv 1992argues on independent grounds that an object associated with a clitic is in an IP adjoinedposition, so we may assume that this is its nal resting place. Now the chain formed willbe an Agr-Chain since it has an element that is a specier of Agr, under the denitionsgiven already, therefore it will be subject to the familiarity clause of the revised NFCand hence be interpreted as familiar. Similar accounts can be given for all the data thatwe have already argued to involve a DP either being in spec AgrP, or moving throughspec AgrP in the course of a derivation.
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 925.4.3 Agreement by GovernmentNote that the crucial reference to the specier-related nature of Agr-Chains meansthat we allow cases where an agreement relationship is set up and yet the familiarityclause does not come into play. These will be structures where agreement occurs undergovernment, rather that under the specier relationship. One clear example is againgiven by existential constructions in English:(5.63) There *is/are few things that can be doneAgreement of the copula is with the postcopular DP. Note that the nature of this agre-ement appears to be dierent from spec-head agreement. Thus in my spoken ScottishEnglish the following are all well-formed:(5.64) a. There's still three tickets to be soldb. There's a lot of gorgeous actors in the Festival this yearc. There was tons of people at the opening nightbut they contrast with the non-there versions, which do require agreement:(5.65) a. Three tickets *is/are still to be soldb. A lot of gorgeous actors *is/are in the Festival this yearc. Tons of people *was/were at the opening nightThis suggests that the nature of the two types of agreement are dierent, with spechead agreement forcing feature matching. Since no spec head agreement obtains in thepost-copular case, we don't expect the Familiarity Clause to play a part, and so thedeniteness eect we nd here can occur.There is further evidence that there are two types of agreement relationship thatcomes from Arabic. Arabic is a VSO language with an alternative SVO order. Let usassume that VSO results from fronting the V into some head in the C-system. We thenhave the following paradigm (taken from Benmamoun 1992):(5.66) a. daxal-aenter-3.m T-Tullaab-uthe-students(Masc)-Nom`The students entered'b. daxal-atenter-3.f T-Taalibaat-uthe-students(Fem)-Nom`The students entered'(5.67) a. kaan-abe-3.m T-Tulaab-uthe-students(Masc)-Nom ya-drus-uunImp.3.m-study-pl.m`The students were studying'b. kaan-atbe-3.f T-Taalibaat-uthe-students(Fem)-Nom ta-drus-naImp.3.f-study-pl.f`The students were studying'
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 93Here we see that when the verb in C governs the subject we have agreement in personand gender. When, however, the subject is in spec AgrP then we have person numberand gender inection on the main verb, with again person and gender on the auxiliaryin C. This is fairly clear evidence that there are two types of agreement relation, onemediated by the specier head relationship and the other by a government relationship.5.5 Reconstruction and EconomyThe account presented here, and Diesing's account (and in fact that presented by Enc1991) all suer from one particular problem: how, in cases like (5.68) can we have anon-proportional (that is a cardinal, or unfamiliar) reading for the subject?(5.68) Many foxes are availableHere the subject is unquestionably in spec IP/AgrP and hence by the Mapping Hy-pothesis, or by the Novelty Familiarity Condition, it should be interpreted as fami-liar/proportional. Of course such a reading is available, but the cardinal/unfamiliarreading is available too. Diesing's solution (and Enc's) is to assume that at LF thesubject lowers to its D-Structure position in spec VP (reconstruction). It is then not inIP and hence, by the Mapping Hypothesis, does not necessarily receive a proportionalinterpretation. This lowering operation is not available for certain predicates that areassumed to not have a spec VP position. Such predicates are Carlson 1977a's individual-level predicates. Thus in the following example with a individual-level predicate only aproportional reading is possible:(5.69) Many remen are intelligentThis contrasts with the ambiguity when the predicate is stage level (5.68). This idea isargued for in detail by Kratzer 1988 who provides independent motivation that stage-level predicates lack a spec VP position, as well as by Diesing.Of course the mechanism of lowering the subject at LF out of the spec AgrP positionis available under the account we are considering here too. We need simply stipulatethat for a chain to count as an Agr-Chain, the head of the chain (the overt element) mustc-command the specier of Agr, but such a solution seems undermotivated, although itmimics precisely Diesing's account.Another case is the Scottish Gaelic FOP construction. This allows the fronting ofweak DPs into spec AgrP but such DPs remain ambiguous:(5.70) FeumaidhMust DaibhidhDavid catcat aAgr bhualadhstrike-VN`David must hit a cat'The DP object here can be interpreted either specically or non-specically.One of the problems with the idea of LF lowering is that often an element is in IP,or alternatively in spec AgrP and yet the cardinal/unfamiliar reading is not possible,regardless of the status of the predicate. Most of the cases we have discussed in this
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 94chapter (French, Turkish, Dutch, Hindi, Catalan, Spanish, English ACDs etc) are likethis.In fact if we examine the data more closely we notice a correlation between theavailable readings and the obligatoriness of movement to spec AgrP: if the argument isrequired to move to spec AgrP, then it is ambiguous. On the other hand, if the argumentmay raise to spec AgrP, or may skip this position or remain in situ, then whenever theargument does raise to spec AgrP, it is obligatorily interpreted as familiar.Consider the data we have discussed already. In Dutch, objects may scramble ornot|if they do they are interpreted as familiar. Subjects in Dutch may appear in specAgrP, or in the impersonal construction in spec VP. Again, in spec Agrp they are inter-preted as familiar. Turkish objects behave in the same way as Dutch objects except thatthey also case mark; the same situation holds with respect to their interpretation. InSpanish clitic doubling is optional, with a doubled argument being necessarily familiar.In French, extracted objects may induce agreement on a participle or not|when theydo they are obligatorily familiar.Conversely, as already noted English subjects, unlike Dutch (or Swedish|ElisabetEngdahl (pc)) subjects, are obligatorily in spec AgrP and are ambiguous. ScottishGaelic objects are also obligatorily in spec AgrP and are ambiguous. In French passives,where agreement is obligatory due to relativised minimality and improper movementconstraints, the element inducing the agreement is ambiguous.There appears then to be a correlation between optionality in the (S-Structure, orpre-Spellout) derivation, and obligatoriness of familiarity.Is this expected? I would like to suggest that it is. Let us rst accept the ideathat syntactic derivations should be minimal (Chomsky 1992, Chomsky 1991). For thecases in hand, to derive two LF representations that will map into the right DRSs,we need to have one derivation leading to a representation with an argument in specAgrP, and one with an argument that is not in spec AgrP. Assume that the pre-Spelloutrepresentation has an argument in spec AgrP, and that to derive the LFs, we may leaveit there, or reconstruct it. Technically, if we want both options, we need to reformulatereconstruction so that it involves copying and deletion, rather than movement|seeChomsky 1992 for motivation. This will mean that a weak DP in spec AgrP will receiveboth interpretations, essentially along the lines proposed by Diesing.Consider, however, if a language allows an alternative derivation to derive the re-presentation that leads to a non-familiar reading (of course such an LF representationmay lead to contextually induced ambiguity at the level of DRS, as argued in chapter4). Moreover, say such a derivation does not require the operation of deletion, or re-construction. If such a derivation exists, then the option of deriving this reading viareconstruction option is ruled out, since it will involve a lengthier derivation. That is, ifthere exists an alternative derivation for the non-familiar interpretation of the argument,then the reconstruction option is ruled out on grounds of economy. We therefore derivethe observation that languages with constructions that involve optional movement tospec AgrP allow only a familiar interpretation when the object is in spec AgrP. That isreconstruction is ruled out because there is an alternative and shorter derivation. Lan-guages which have no option have nothing which rules out reconstruction, and thereforehave ambiguous elements in spec AgrP. A particularly striking case is the French datawhich we have already discussed: A-movement involves optional movement throughspec AgrP and whenever this option is taken, reconstruction is ruled out since specAgrP could just have been skipped. A-extraction with agreement leads to a familiar
CHAPTER 5. AGREEMENT AND ARGUMENT INTERPRETATION 95reading of the extractee. A-movement, however, requires movement through spec AgrP,because if spec AgrP were to be skipped, a relativised minimality violation would result.Accordingly, there is no alternative derivation and the economy constraint does not ruleanything out. The moved object is therefore expected to be ambiguous (providing ofcourse that it is weak), and this turns out to be the case.There are a number of immediate problems with this account: how to deal withEnglish existentials which appear to allow an option, but have ambiguity in the derivedposition (a similar problem arises in Swedish (T. Hoekstra (pc))):(5.71) There arrived many men(5.72) Many men arrived (cardinal/proportional)For a fuller account of what motivates movement in these constructions and how theseproblems can be overcome see Adger 1994a. For a further application to Greek CliticDoubling constructions see Anagnostopoulou 1994, who also argues for the applicabilityof these ideas to subject postposing in Italian (optional with ergatives, with an eecton interpretation) and object agreement in Basque (obligatory in all cases with nointerpretative eect).5.6 SummaryIn this chapter we built on the theory of DP interpretation argued for in Chapter 4.We argued that the mapping principle that constructs DRS from LFs should be statedat least partially in terms of the local relationship that a DP chain bears to the func-tional head Agr. This is motivated by a range of data that shows that DPs that arein spec AgrP, or move through spec AgrP, are interpreted as familiar. We showed howan alternative view of the mapping, advocated by Diesing 1992, falls prey to some inte-resting data from Catalan, and we provided a revised version of the Novelty FamiliarityCondition that allowed us to derive the correct results. Moreover, we provided a way ofexpressing the cross-linguistic dierences that arise in the interpretation of weak DPsassociated with Agr in a theory based on Economy of Derivation.One nal point I'd like to make concerns languages like Chinese, which have noagreement in terms of -features, but do seem to have syntactic operations which leadto specicity eects (Rhys 1993 and references there). The evidence presented in thisthesis suggests that what is involved here is movement to the Spec of a projection wehave so far termed AgrP because of the link with -feature agreement; and yet there isno morphological agreement in Chinese whatsoever. I would like to tentatively suggestthat this projection is one with primarily semantic eect|term it Referential Phrase(RefP). The position of RefP in the phrase structure is just where we have been positingAgrP, and in many languages the content of RefP is in fact -features. In a language likeChinese the projection is still there, but it simply doesn't contain -features. It is anempirical question which features a language endows the head of RefP with. However,in the rest of this thesis we will maintain the link with Agr.
Chapter 6Measure Phrases and Agreement6.1 IntroductionThe aim of this chapter is to examine in more detail the implications of the NFC asit has been formulated so far. In particular, the Familiarity Condition is a one wayimplication that has an obvious contraposition: that if a chain does not introduce aDR then it cannot be an Agr-Chain. We show that there is indeed a class of chain(chains whose lexical content is a measure phrase) that does not introduce a DR andthat therefore the theory predicts that such a class should never be an Agr-Chain; thatis no element of the chain should specify Agr, where specify is dened as in the previouschapter. We then test this prediction by taking from Chapter 5 the contexts where wesupposed an Agr-chain to exist and looking to see if measure phrase chains can have anAgr-specifying element. The prediction turns out to hold.6.2 A Prediction of the TheoryThe NFC, as we have formulated it so far, takes the following form:(6.1) Revised NFCSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every chain C in  it must be the case that:Novelty Clause: there is a DR associated with CandFamiliarity Clause: If C is denite or an Agr-Chain then the DR associatedwith C is  a DR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.Let us focus on the Familiarity Clause for the moment. Moreover, we shall ignore thereference to the inherent feature of deniteness in this clause, as it will not concern theargument we make in this chapter. Then this gives us:(6.2) If C is an Agr-Chain then there is a DR associated with C and that DR is a DR in U . 96
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 97Given this formulation, we can show that if it were to be the case that a chain did nothave an associated discourse referent, then that chain could not be an Agr-Chain1. Letus state this as:(6.3) The No-DR Corollary If a chain C does not introduce a DR in U , then C cannotbe an Agr-Chain.where Agr-Chain is dened as before as a chain which has a member that species Agr.Now the No-DR Corollary has no eect if the Novelty Condition is correct as itstands, since it states that all chains introduce a DR. In the following sections, we showthat the Novelty Condition must be reformulated, since there is at least one class of DPsthat do not introduce discourse referents. This is the class of measure phrases (MPs):(6.4) a. Anson weighs 70 kilosb. The conference lasted three weeksc. The book cost 30 dollars6.3 Measure Phrases are ArgumentsWe have restricted our discussion about agreement so far to arguments, and the genera-lisations we have stated are intended to apply to arguments. Before showing that MPsdo not introduce DRs, it would be advisable to show that they are arguments and socome under the generalisations we are trying to state.Notions such as agent, experiencer, theme etc are useful in the descriptions requi-red in lexical semantics (see Jackendo 1990 and references therein). Such notions arealso useful in syntactic analysis since they allow us to characterise constraints on thecooccurence of items in a clause (for example, only verbs with agents allow adverbialmodication by voluntarily (McConnell-Ginet 1982); only verbs with themes allow re-sultative secondary predicates (Rothstein 1985)). We will follow Chomsky 1981 andterm these notions thematic roles and we will assume that the set of thematic rolesspecied by a predicate is given by its lexical semantics.1The proof is as follows: let P represent \C is an Agr-Chain"; let DR(x) represent \x is a discoursereferent associated with C", and let F (x) represent \x is  a DR in U". Let variables be representedby x etc. and constants by a etc.. Then we have:(Proof:) i. assume P ! 9x(DR(x)&F (x))ii. assume Piii. then 9x(DR(x)&F (x)) by Modus Ponensiv. then DR(a)&F (a) by Existential Eliminationv. and DR(a) by and-eliminationvi. then 9x(DR(x)) by Existential Introduction resting on assumptions (i) and (ii)vii. it follows that P ! 9x(DR(x)) resting on assumption (i) by Conditional Proofviii. now assume :9x(DR(x))ix. then :P by Modus Tollens resting on assumptions (i) and (viii). QED.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 98Armed with these ideas we can say that a transitive verb like devour has an agentand a theme role. In a sentence like (6.5):(6.5) Anson devoured a cakethe agent role is given its denotational content (ie what referent in the model/world willbe assigned the interpretation of agent of the devouring event) by the meaning of theDP Anson. We can therefore say that the denotational contents of the thematic rolesof a predicate are given by DPs and CPs that appear as satellites of that predicate. Infact there is a stricter locality condition than just syntactic satellite; the lexical itemspecied for the thematic role information must govern (m-command) the DPs thatspecify what the denotational content of those roles is. Moreover, there is a conditionrelating DP/CP satellites of predicates and thematic roles which species that there issome constrained relation between them. This will allow us to rule out cases like thefollowing:(6.6) a. *Anson devoured the cake the sandwichb. *An hour elapsed AnsonHere we have too many DP satellites for the number of thematic roles that the verbassigns. Let us term the DP satellites arguments, again following Chomsky 1981. Wecan then state the following condition, which will rule out the data above:(6.7) Each argument must receive a thematic role.Examples like the following suggest that the converse is also true:(6.8) a. *Anson devouredb. *Anson put the bookso we state:(6.9) Each thematic role must be assigned to an argumentThese conditions are essentially the Theta-Criterion of Chomsky 19812. The Theta-Criterion predicts that arguments are obligatory and that obligatory elements are ar-guments. This is the import of the must in the denitions. In fact this is too strong,since at least some arguments are optional:(6.10) a. Anson ate the cakeb. Anson ate2Chomsky's Theta-Criterion actually incorporates the condition that the relation between thematicroles and arguments is one to one. This is not relevant for the argument presented here.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 99We can overcome this by assuming these verbs allow the optional phonetic deletion oftheir argument (or alternatively that they allow a null argument). Note that at the levelof interpretation the argument is still present. Thus Dowty 1989 claims that it is stillan entailment of Anson ate that something was eaten. In order to capture this fact wecould claim that at LF the theta-criterion holds and that the theme theta-role of eat isassigned to an empty category.Given the Theta Criterion, it appears that the class of measure phrases are arguments3:(6.11) a. Anson weighs 70 kilosb. The conference lasted two weeksc. The book cost a dollar(6.12) a. *Anson weighsb. *The conference lastedc. *The book costNow given the fact that MPs are arguments, we can now proceed to show that theydo not introduce DRs and hence that the Novelty Condition should be reformulated.But the reformulation of the Novelty Condition will then have the eect that the No-DR Corollary will make an empirical prediction: that measure phrases should never beAgr-Chains.6.4 Measure Phrases have No Associated DR6.4.1 Anaphoric ReferenceConsider the following examples:(6.13) a. *Anson weighed 70 kilos and David weighed them too.b. Anson weighed two sacks of potatoes and David weighed them too.(6.14) a. *The conference lasted three weeks and the lm festival lasted them too.b. The conference bored David and the post conference meeting bored himtoo.(6.15) a. *This library cost a billion pounds and the books inside it cost them too.b. This library buys books but the individual departments buy them too.3In the example with the verb weigh the relevant interpretation is where Anson's weight is 70 kilos,rather than Anson being the agent of a weighing event of a 70 kilo weight. This other interpretation isclearer in examples like:(i) Anson weighed a sack of potatoesIn this case we have a canonical object rather than a measure phrase.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 100In each case it appears that the MP is not able to be anaphorically referred to by asubsequent pronoun. One possible explanation for this fact within the framework ofDRT would be that the MP introduces a DR but that DR is not accessible to thepronoun. Another possibility, of course, is that the MP does not introduce a DR andso there is no DR to make an anaphoric link to.There seems to be little motivation to take the rst route. As we have seen already,DRs become inaccessible to further anaphoric reference if they are in a subordinateDRS; but subordinate DRSs are always triggered by non-cardinal quanticational ele-ments (or by negation), and there is no appropriate non-cardinal quantier in MPs (andthere cannot be, in fact, see below). Discarding this option then, we are left with theconclusion that MPs have no associated DR.In fact, it is possible to use denite descriptions to refer anaphorically to MPs, aswe can see from:(6.16) a. Anson weighed 70 kilos and David weighed that too/the same.b. The conference lasted three weeks and the lm festival lasted that too/thesame.c. This library cost a billion pounds and the books inside it cost that too/thesame.This suggests that MPs do introduce a DR of some sort, but it is not the same sortof DR that canonical arguments introduce, since it can't be anaphorically referred toby the class of pronominals. This suggests that the NFC should be restricted in somefashion, so that it makes reference to the sort of DR that is introduced. The No-DRCorrolary would still hold, of course, but in a slightly dierent fashion. We shall nottake up this line of reasoning here, as it would lead us too far aeld. We will thereforemaintain the idealisation that MPs do not introduce any DR at all.6.4.2 A Consequence|Strong QuantiersRecall our discussion of the semantics of generalised quantiers in Chapter 4. Wefollowed the standard treatment in DRT which assumed that generalised quantiers giverise to tripartite structures. We also claimed that an essential component of generalisedquantiers was that they gave rise to DRSs where the DR restricted by the quantierwas familiar, as follows4:(6.17) a. Every pig entered.b. y Ypig(Y )y 2 Y   @@  @@everyy entered(y)This structure, where the DR restricted by the quantier is anaphorically linked toanother DR is motivated by van Eijck's data, discussed in chapter 4.4I have used the member symbol here for familiarity since unary subset appears to be the appropriatesemantics. Nothing rides on this (see the discussion in Chapter 4).
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 101Now recall that the analysis we gave of deniteness restrictions made use of thenotion of familiarity. Familiarity is a relation dened as:(6.18)  is familiar i there is a DR  and the DR y associated with  is   (where is a variable ranging over singular and plural DRs)where  is the antecedent DR. We claimed that the correct way to characterise a de-niteness restriction such as that on the post-copular position in an existential sentencewas to do so by stating that such a position forced the contextually supplied DR to beabsent:(6.19) Deniteness Restriction: The DP in the postcopular position of an exi-stential cannot have an antecedent DR.Thus, a DP containing a generalised quantier would be ill-formed in post-copular po-sition in an existential sentence because such a DP will necessarily give rise to thecondition that y  x, but the deniteness restriction ensures the absence of the antece-dent DR x. This rules out cases like:(6.20) *There is every pig in the parkThere is also, of course, another possibility for deniteness restrictions that arises be-cause of the relational nature of familiarity: that is if there is no DR y associated with .If the conclusion we arrived at above is correct, and MPs have no associated DR, thenwe expect to see a deniteness restriction on MPs, because the anaphoric link will bemissing one half. In this case there can be an antecedent DR, but there is no anaphoricDR.The following examples show that generalised quantiers are indeed ill-formed inMPs. This fact was rst noticed by Klooster 1972 who based his work on an unpublishedLSA talk by J.R Ross (1964):(6.21) a. * HetIt duurdelasted iedereevery minuut.minuteb. * JanJan weegtweighs elkeeach kilo.kiloThis data is replicated in English:(6.22) a. The conference lasted many weeksb. The conference lasted three weeksc. *The conference lasted every weekd. *The conference lasted most weeksHere we see that strong quantiers are ill-formed and that weak quantiers can onlyhave a cardinal reading. In essence, there appears to be a deniteness eect in thisenvironment.In fact the deniteness restriction is fairly general:
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 102(6.23) a. The conference lasted those weeksb. The conference lasted themc. *The conference lasted the weeksThe (a) and (b) examples here are only possible if the measure phrase is interpretednot as an amount, but rather as a specic reied time. This can be made clearer byconsidering examples with strong DPs which are further modied:(6.24) a. The conference lasted the week of the festivalb. The conference lasted every day of the festivalc. The book cost every penny I had in my bank accountHere the relative clause restricts the MP to mean a particular reied slot of time/physicalamount of money rather than an abstract amount. The deniteness restriction is over-ruled because the MP is interpreted as though it referred and is associated with a DR.6.4.3 A Further Consequence|Weak IslandsChomsky 1986a discusses a number of cases where extraction of an argument and anon-argument from certain domains results in dierent degrees of grammaticality. Heconsiders wh-islands, formed by verbs that take a CP complement that is introducedby whether:(6.25) a. What did you think that Anson saw t?b. ?What did you wonder whether Anson saw t?Extraction of the object argument of saw here results in a mild form of ungrammaticalitythat Chomsky attributes to the principle of Subjacency. Contrast this with(6.26) a. How did you think that Anson xed the bike t?b. *How did you wonder whether Anson xed the bike t?Here the extracted adjunct how cannot be interpreted as a modier of the verb x inthe lower clause. Chomsky attributes this to the Empty Category Principle, since thetrace of the adjunct is neither head-governed by the verb nor antecedent-governed bythe extracted phrase. The domains that show this eect are termed Weak Islands.Rizzi 1990 notes that this cannot be the correct explanantion since measure phrasesgive rise to the same eect, even though they are arguments and hence head-governed:(6.27) a. What did you think that the book cost t?b. *What did you wonder whether the book costIn fact Rizzi widens the data set (see also Cinque 1990) to include other types of islandsas well as wh-islands. The following examples show that the same eect obtains whenthe upper clause is negated (and hence forms an inner-island (see Ross 1983)), and whenit contains a factive:
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 103(6.28) a. What didn't you think that Anson saw t?b. *What didn't you think that the book cost t?(6.29) a. What did you think that Anson saw t?b. *What did you regret that the book cost t?Rizzi's explanation for this eect also relies on the ECP. He develops a view of theECP whereby a trace must be governed both by head-government and by antecedentgovernment. Government in general is blocked by any closer governor of the same type.Thus a closer governing head will block head antecedent government and derive the HeadMovement Constraint of Travis 1984 and Baker 1988. A closer governing A-position willblock A-antecedent government of a trace and thus rule out superraising structures ofthe following sort:(6.30) *Anson seems that it is likely to be in the gardenThe idea for the type of island violation we are considering here is that the trace mustbe both A-antecedent governed and head governed. Head government obtains, sincethe measure phrases are selected, but the A-antecedent government condition is notmet, since in each case there is a closer governor (the wh-specier of the lower CP, thenegative element or an operator induced by the factive5). Arguments, in contrast, donot need to be A-antecedent governed since they are referential and therefore may bedirectly A-bound by their antecedents.What does Rizzi mean when he says that arguments are \referential"? He claimsthat some arguments are assigned referential -roles, which induce a referential index.Adverbials, measure complements, idiomatic complements, etc. are not assigned refe-rential -roles; this precludes binding as a way of connecting a trace of such an elementwith its antecedent.Rizzi formulates binding as follows:(6.31) X binds Y i(i) X c-commands Y and (ii) X and Y have the same referential indexLet us tentatively construe Rizzi's referential indices with our DRs. We can then saythat:(6.32) X binds Y i(i) X c-commands Y and (ii) X and Y are associated with the same DRNow, if, as we have already argued, MPs are not associated with a DR, then underRizzi's system an MP will never be able to be bound. The only way of connecting thetrace of an extracted MP with its antecedent is by antecedent-government; but this isblocked by Relativised Minimality in the relevant cases. This slight reformulation of5This statement is anachronistic. Rizzi's actual explanation was that the factive moved into an A-position at LF. A more conceptually appealing idea is that factives introduce an operator in the specCP of the lower clause that serves as the minimality barrier. See Progovac 1988 for empirical evidenceto this eect
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 104binding then allows us to explain the restricted extractability of MPs if MPs do notintroduce a DR.Note that if this view is correct it provides an explanation for the contrast betweenthe following data (see Klooster 1972):(6.33) a. Anson kissed David and David kissed Ansonb. Anson and David kissed each othera. A hotel costs ve houses and ve houses cost a hotelb. *A hotel and Five houses cost each otherWhere the nal example is not even felicitous in a Monopoly game situation. This isexplained of course if binding has to involve DRs and the complement of a measurephrase verb doesn't refer to a DR thus making the reciprocal anaphor unbindable.6.5 SummarySo far we have shown that the Novelty Condition of the NFC should be reformulated,since there appears to be a class of argument chains that does not introduce a DR|MPs.We therefore give the nal version of the NFC as:(6.34) Revised NFC|Final VersionSuppose something is uttered under the reading represented by  and thediscourse preceding  has resulted in a discourse structure F. F contains a setof DRs, U . Then for every chain C in  it must be the case that:Novelty Clause: unless the head of C lexically species otherwise, there is aDR associated with CandFamiliarity Clause: If C is denite or an Agr-Chain then the DR associatedwith C is  a DR in U .Otherwise, the utterance is not felicitous under this reading.The evidence that MPs do not introduce DRs comes from the behaviour of pronominals,and is backed up by the fact that there is a deniteness eect in MPs that derives quitestraightforwardly from our earlier treatment of deniteness eects, coupled with thenon-DR-introducing nature of MPs. Furthermore, the claim that MPs do not introduceDRs allows us to explain whyMPs don't extract fromweak islands, given a reformulationof Rizzi's denition of binding which replaces referential indices with DRs. Given this,the contraposition of the Familiarity Condition comes into play, predicting that MPsshould never be Agr-Chains. This means that chains containing MPs as their lexicalcontent will never have an element that species Agr. We can test this prediction quiteeasily by considering the constructions which we have already argued to involve theformation of Agr-Chains and seeing if MPs participate in these constructions in thesame way that canonical arguments do6.6I have been unable to nd clear examples of MPs in Hindi, so I shall not consider the Hindi facts.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 1056.6 Testing the Prediction6.6.1 Measure Phrases in TurkishOur rst argument involved Turkish7. We showed that object NPs in Turkish scrambledout of their VP and were accusatively Case marked. We correlated this derived syntacticposition with specic interpretation. Now objects in Turkish undergo this process rathergenerally, with concomitant interpretational eects. MPs in Turkish are obligatory, andthus we may assume that they are represented in the argument structure of the verb:(6.35) a. Kitapbook 500500 liralira tutuyorcost-pres`The book costs 500 lira'b. * Kitapbook tutuyorcost-presa. KonferansConference ikitwo habtaweek surdulast-past`The conference lasted two weeks'b. * KonferansConference surdulast-pastHowever, unlike canonical arguments, MPs may not scramble over a VP adverb:(6.36) a. Kitapbook dunyesterday aksamevening 500500 liralira tuttucost-past`The book cost 500 lira yesterday evening'b. * Kitapbook 500500 liralira dunyesterday aksamevening tuttucost-past(6.37) a. KonferansConference gecenlast seneyear ikitwo habtaweek surdulast-past`The conference lasted two weeks last year'b. * KonferansConference ikitwo habtaweek gecenlast seneyear surdulast-pastMoreover, unlike canonical arguments which may receive accusative case in the scambledposition, MPs under their usual interpretation may not:(6.38) a. * Kitapbook 500500 lirayilira-acc dunyesterday aksamevening tuttucost-pastb. * KonferansConference ikitwo habtayiweek-acc gecenlast seneyear surdulast-past7Many thanks to And Turken for this data.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 106In fact such examples are possible, but they have a dierent meaning from the usualmeaning of measure phrases. In these cases the MP has to be interpreted as a physicallyrealised amount of some sort, in the same way as we saw for English MPs with strongdeterminers. This is in fact predicted by the theory outlined here, if the correct wayto interpret such data is by assuming that the MP here is exceptionally interpreted asintroducing a DR and hence referring like a canonical argument.6.6.2 Clitic Doubled Measure PhrasesUnfortunately it is not possible to test whether MPs can be clitic doubled in SpanishDialects that allow clitic doubling. This is because the doubled DP must be animate ina clitic doubling construction. Su~ner 1988 gives:(6.39) * lait-F compramosbought-1pl (a)(a) esathat novelanovel`We bought that novel'MPs are obviously not animate, so the fact that they do not clitic double tells us nothing.6.6.3 Scrambled Measure Phrases in DutchIn Chapter Five we argued that another example where a DP raises to spec AgrP isthe scrambling phenomenon found in Dutch. We assumed that an adverb like gisteren,`yesterday' marked the boundary of VP and that an object that appeared before thishad moved from its original position to spec AgrP. An example:(6.40) a. : : : dat Jan gisteren Tonjes gezien heeft: : : that Jan yesterday Tonjes saw has`: : : that Jan saw Tonjes yesterday'b. : : : dat Jan Tonjes gisteren gezien heeft: : : that Jan Tonjes yesterday saw has`: : : that Jan saw Tonjes yesterday'The object is interpreted as familiar only when it is in the scrambled position, butit can be either familiar or unfamiliar if it is in its base position. We attributed thisto the fact that the object moves into the specier of AgrP when it scrambles, andtherefore the chain of which it is the lexical content becomes an Agr-Chain. By theFamiliarity Condition, such an utterance will only be felicitous when there is a DR inthe DRS with which an anaphoric link may be made. This accounts for the necessarilyfamiliar interpretation of the object in this position. Weak DPs in the non-scrambledposition are, of course, expected to be ambiguous, since the NFC says nothing abouttheir interpretation.The following structure illustrates this process:




 JJJJVPAdvPgistern TTTTVPSpec LLLLLV'NPti BBBBBVtjNow observe what happens when we try to scramble a MP:(6.42) a. : : : dat Jan gisteren 70 kilos gewogen heeft: : : that Jan yesterday 70 kilos weighed has`: : : that Jan weighed 70 kilos yesterday'b. * : : : dat Jan 70 kilos gisteren gewogen heeft: : : that Jan 70 kilos yesterday weighed has`: : : that Jan weighed 70 kilos yesterday'MPs may not be scrambled, that is, under this analysis, they may not move to thespecier of AgrP. Given this, they are not possible Agr-Chains, as predicted.In fact MPs in this position may receive the reied referential interpretation thatwe saw for Turkish and in English MPs with strong quantiers. Again this is what weexpect under the theory developed already.6.6.4 Measure Phrases and Antecedent Contained DeletionOn similar lines we argued that Antecedent Contained Deletion structures in Englishalso involve movement of the object to spec AgrP. The motivation for this was that the
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 108object must escape VP to avoid a structure that would lead to innite recursion andhence uninterpretability. The following data show that MPs are unacceptable in ACDconstructions and furnish us with further evidence that they do not raise to spec AgrP:(6.43) a. *Anson weighed every/some kilo that David did.b. *The conference lasted every/some hour that the concert did.c. *The book cost every/some pound that the CD did.6.6.5 Measure Phrases and Participle Agreement in FrenchIn our discussion of French past participle agreement, which is optionally triggered bythe extraction of a WH-element from the complement position of a past participle, weargued that the morphological agreement on the participle was triggered by a lled specAgrP during the course of the derivation. The examples we considered were:(6.44) a. Combien de chaises a-t-il repeint?How-many of chairs has-he repaint-PPart`How many chairs has he repainted?'b. Combien de chaises a-t-il repeintes?How-many of chairs has-he repaint-PPart-Agr3m.pl`How many chairs has he repainted?'and the structures we posited were:(6.45) [Combien de chaises]i a-t-il [[AGR repeintj][V P tj ti]](6.46) [Combien de chaises]i a-t-il [t'i [AGR repeintesj][V P tj ti]]Smith 1992 provides data which show that MPs never trigger morphologically overtagreement, in contrast to canonical arguments. He provides the following exampleswith relative clause extraction:(6.47) a. LesThe douzetwelve francsfrancs quethat cethis livrebook avaithas co^ute(*s)cost-(*Agr)`The twelve francs that this book cost'b. LesThe vingttwenty grammesgrammes quethat cettethis lettreletter ahas pese(*es)weighed-(*Agr)`The twenty grammes that this letter weighed'We can provide similar examples for non-relative extractions:(6.48) jeI meme demandeask combienhow-many deof semainesweeks lathe conferanceconference ahas dure(*es)?last-PPart-(*Agr)`I wonder how many weeks the conference lasted?'We conclude from this that MPs do not move into spec AgrP during the course of thederivation.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 1096.6.6 Measure Phrases in Scottish GaelicFinally consider the Fronted Object construction in Scottish Gaelic. We argued atsome length in Chapter 3 that the position of the fronted object was spec AgrP. Thisis motivated by the analogous way that dierent types of objects behave in standardagreement constructions and in fronted object constructions. The examples were of thetype:(6.49) Feumaidh Daibhidh [AGRP [ am balach]i [AGR0 a [ bhualadh ti ]]]Must David the boy Agr strike-VN`David must hit the boy'as a tree structure:(6.50) AgrPNPiam balach SSSSAgr'Agra  TTTTVPSpec AAAAAV'Vbhualadh LLLLLNPtiThe data we have considered so far would lead us to expect that MPs in SG are barredfrom participating in fronted object constructions. This is the case:(6.51) a. Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt mairsinn seachdainnMust the conference last-VN week`The conference must last a week'b. *Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt seachdainn a mhairsinnMust the conference a week Agr last-VN
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 110(6.52) a. Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt cosg tri mile notMust the conference cost three thousand pounds`The conference has to cost 3000 pounds'b. *Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt tri mile not a chosgMust the conference three thousand pounds Agr cost-VNThis furnishes with further evidence that MPs do not raise to spec AgrP.In fact the data from Gaelic is more complicated. As we saw earlier, the objectfronts in a number of situations, including modal contexts such as those given above.However, the object also fronts obligatorily in the perfective and prospective aspectualconstructions. Interestingly, here a MP object may not remain in situ either, and aparaphrase must be given instead. We discuss these facts in Chapter 7.6.6.7 Further ConsequencesWe have so far restricted our attention to the specier of AgrO. But the No-DR Corollarymakes predictions for subjects and complements of non-verbal elements as well. Weexplore some of these here.A-Movement ConstructionsNote that passives, which involve movement of the object to the spec AgrP positionwhere the subject usually lies, are ill-formed when the object is a MP:(6.53) a. *Seventy kilos were weighed (by Anson)b. *A week was lasted (by the conference)c. *Thirty pounds were cost (by the book)Similar data can be found for tough-constructions:(6.54) a. *Seventy kilos is hard for Anson to weighb. *A week is tough to last in the outbackc. *Three dollars is easy for a book to costThis is of course predicted by our account which bars MPs from a Spec AgrP position.However, there may be other reasons why such sentences are ill-formed. Data fromlanguages which allow impersonal passives where no promotion of the object to subjectposition is required, and where the subject position is instead lled by an expletive,suggests that this is the case. Impersonal passives of verbs that take MP complementsare ill-formed in Dutch, for example:(6.55) a. * ErExpl werdbe-past doorby DennisDennis 5252 kiloskilos gewogen.weigh-ppartb. * ErExpl werdbe-past doorby hetthe congresconference tweetwo wekenweeks geduurd.last-ppart
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 111Another explanation for the fact that MPs do not appear in subject position mightinvolve the lexical structure of V's that take MP complements. Jackendo 1972 arguesthat the lack of passivisability of MPs follows from the interaction between the thematicstructure of the MP verb and an independent principle regulating the occurrence ofelements with particular thematic roles in a sentence. Although I am not inclined toaccept the details of this proposal, its spirit seems correct, given the Dutch data.Gerundive ConstructionsIf we accept Chomsky 1992's proposal that the specier of AgrP is a position of struc-tural case marking then we make another prediction. We expect to see case markingeects as well as agreement eects. We noted that this was true for Turkish above.Another interesting phenomenon which shows that MPs interact with Case dierentlyto other arguments is the following.English has two types of gerund, verbal and nominal. Verbal gerunds mark theircomplements accusatively, while nominal gerunds Case-mark their complements withthe preposition of. The complement marking can be forced by the type of modicationthat the gerund accepts | nominal gerunds are modied by adjectives, while verbalgerunds are modied by adverbials. This results in the following paradigm (see Adgerand Rhys 1991 for an account of these facts):(6.56) a. Anson's constant devouring of cakesb. *Anson's constant devouring cakesc. Anson's constantly devouring cakesd. *Anson's constantly devouring of cakesCompare this paradigm with the analogous one for QAs:(6.57) a. *Anson's constant weighing of 70 kilosb. *Anson's constant weighing 70 kilosc. Anson's constantly weighing 70 kilosd. *Anson's constantly weighing of 70 kilosIt appears here that MPs do not allow Case marking by of. At rst blush, this wouldseem to contradict our hypothesis that MPs do not raise to spec AgrP for structuralCase, since this Case marking by of is usually considered to be inherent (Chomsky1986b). I would like to assume, though, that it is actually structural, and thereforerelated to an agreement projection. This seems sensible, since this Case marking isthematically neutral, in the same way as nominative and accusative Case are themati-cally neutral. It also regularises the projection of an agreement head over all the lexicalcategories, and makes syntactic sense of the fact that many languages have inectingprepositions. If this is the case then the claim that the MP may not raise into thespec AgrP position would explain the ill-formedness of (6.57a) as a violation of Caselicensing.
CHAPTER 6. MEASURE PHRASES AND AGREEMENT 1126.7 SummaryIn this chapter we have shown that the Novelty Condition which causes all argument-chains to introduce a DR must be modied somewhat, since MPs do not introduceDRs. We have also shown how this fact interacts with a corollary of the FamiliarityCondition to predict that MPs can never participate in Agr-Chains. This predictionwas tested with respect to a number of constructions, and shown to be valid, supportingthe formulation of the NFC.
Chapter 7Syntactic Licensing7.1 IntroductionOne of the questions which runs through this thesis, but which has not been addressedas yet is whether there is a relationship between the syntactic licensing of an elementin a position and the interpretation of that element. De Hoop in her thesis answers thisquestion positively, arguing that there are two types of Case assignment, and that eachtype correlates with a dierent interpretation for the Case-assigned argument (de Hoop1992). Chomsky 1992 also argues that all DPs must be syntactically licensed at LF, bystructural Case, and he links structural Case assignment with the spec AgrP position.We have already seen that in the FOP construction in Scottish Gaelic all argumentsexcept measure phrases move to spec AgrP overtly. Under Chomsky's system they areall assigned structural Case in this position. Under de Hoop's story the Case assignedVP internally is what she terms weak and leads to a non-proportional (unfamiliar)interpretation. The Case assigned by Agr is generally parametrised, so that, in English,Agr assigns both types of Case, giving rise to both types of interpretation for weak DPsin subject position. Dutch on the other hand has an Agr that assigns only the type ofCase that leads to a strong (in our terms familiar) reading for the subject. Presumablythe preposed position in Scottish Gaelic is like English subject Agr in that it assignsboth types of Case.This account seems to me to be too stipulative by far, and essentially just describesthe data. We have already shown in chapter 5 that positions like the English subjectposition, or the SG preposed object position are associated with ambiguity for weakDPs because there is no alternative syntactic derivation that would allow the unfamiliarreading to emerge. We therefore don't need to have ambiguous Case assignment by Agr.We can adopt Chomsky's position that Agr assigns a structural Case which syntacticallylicenses the DP in its spec.However, this will not quite work. There are of course in situ DPs which we wouldlike to be structurally Case-licensed but which are not in spec AgrP. One solution wouldbe to allow them to raise between S-Structure and LF, but this does not seem parti-cularly satisfying theoretically, since it has only theory internal motivation. Moreover,this would mean that we have the NFC applying at S-Structure rather than LF, whichseems unintuitive. Moreover, we have argued that DPs in Spec AgrP have a particularinterpretation at LF, and that it is transparent from the S-structure which DPs are inSpec AgrP at LF because we can inspect alternative derivations. So we cannot adoptthe standard Minimalist assumption that all DPs are in Spec AgrP for reasons of Case113
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 114checking at LF. However, we are now in a position to adopt a version of de Hoop'sidea, since we do not require Agr to be able to assign two dierent types of Case. Wecan simply correlate one type of Case assignment with Agr, and the other with a VPinternal position.This however means that we lose the strict mapping between type of syntactic licen-sing, and type of interpretation. What emerges instead is that the apparent interpreta-tional eects of dierent types of syntactic licensing derive from other factors, such ascontextual factors, or general mapping constraints between LF and DRS.7.2 Licensing ArgumentsArguments then, following de Hoop are licensed either by structural Case assignedwithin the projection of their selecting head, or by structural Case assigned by someother functional head that the argument associates with via movement. SG evidencesboth types of licensing in non-nite verb constructions, with the obligatory movementof all objects to spec AgrP in FOP constructions, and in situ licensing of objects innon-FOP constructions:(7.1) a. FeumaidhMust DaibhidhDavid catcat-COM aAgr bhualadhstrike-VN`David must strike a cat'b. ThaBe-Pres DaibhidhDavid a'ASP bualadhstrike-VN catcat-COM`David is striking a cat'In both cases I have given the morphological case marking as the common (neutralisednominative-accusative) case. Actually, this is controversial for example (b), since whenthe object is denite, it is marked with morphological genitive case:(7.2) a. FeumaidhMust DaibhidhDavid anthe catcat-COM aAgr bhualadhstrike-VN`David must strike a cat'b. ThaBe-Pres DaibhidhDavid a'ASP bualadhstrike-VN a'the chaitcat-GEN`David is striking a cat'Ramchand 1993 argues that in both the indenite and denite examples, the case that isassigned is the same: partitive. She correlates partitive case assignment with a particularinterpretation of the object, much as de Hoop does. The reason that Ramchand canclaim the indenite example to be partitive, even though morphologically it is commoncase is that SG does not have a separate partitive paradigm. Ramchand claims thatthere is actually a partitive paradigm but that it is constructed out of the common caseparadigm for indenites, and the genitive for denites. I am skeptical of this claim, sincethe genitive form of the indenite does exist, and this is what is used in real partitiveconstructions.It seems more likely that what is happening here is something akin to a denitenesseect. In general denites are ruled out, but they can be saved by overt case assignment.
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 115Since it is not my concern to give an account of deniteness eects in this thesis, I willleave these examples for further analysis, noting only that there appear to be two typesof syntactic licensing via Case.7.3 Generalized VisibilityTypically argument NPs have to be licensed in two ways: they must be licensed by thetatheory and they must be licensed by Case. The link between these is made explicit inthe Visibility Condition, credited to Aoun by Chomsky 1986b:(7.3) Visibility:An DP chain can be interpreted as an argument i it has structural Case.This condition can be read as a licensing condition, given that an NP chain must belicensed at LF in order to receive an interpretation:(7.4) Visibility: (revised)An DP chain can only be interpreted if it is theta-theory licensed and Case-theory licensed.Measure phrases generally seem to engender problems for this conjunctive formulation ofVisibility, since they are theta-marked but don't seem to need Case. These appear to belicensed by argument structure, since as we have already seen, they are obligatory andthey are NPs in as much as they are projections of N. As we have already noted, theyseem to be Case-resistant, so they can never be marked by the inserted case-markingpreposition of in gerundive nominals. Thus compare:(7.5) Anson's constant devouring of cakes(7.6) *Anson's constant weighing of 70 kilosand as we have seen in chapter 6 they never raise to spec AgrP for structural caselicensing there. Given these facts the question arises as to how measure phrases satisfyVisibility.Two options are possible: either they are only theta-licensed, and need no Caselicensing to count as legitimate LF objects or they are licensed in some other fashion.The former option involves showing that measure phrases are exceptions to Visibilityfor some principled reason, or that Visibility is in some way falsied by the behaviourof these elements. The latter option involves generalizing Visibility so that it takes intoaccount other modes of licensing, rather than just Case theory. It is this latter optionwe will defend here.Consider the rst option. To argue that measure phrases are exceptions to Visibilitywe could show that they project only to NP rather than DP and provide evidence thatabstract Case is assigned only to DPs. Measure phrases do in fact only allow a restrictedset of determiners, as we showed in chapter 6. However, it would seem theoretically moreattractive to allow all nominals to project the full functional structure associated withthem and to rule out certain projections to D for independent reasons. Also allowing
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 116certain verbs to select NP rather than DP seems to place to great a burden on thetheory of selection since it allows selection for functional as well as lexical categories(see Grimshaw 1991 for discussion and for a theory that rules this out in principle).Discarding this option then, we would like to show that measure phrases are licensedin some other way. Let us term this X-licensing, for the moment.(7.7) Visibility:An DP chain can only be interpreted if it is theta-theory licensed and eitherCase-licensed or X-licensedThis formulation of Visibility resolves the problem engendered by measure phrases, butwe would like to eliminate the disjunction in the consequent since it undermines thegeneralisation.Consider what `Case-licensed' means. The type of Case we are interested in hereis structural. As we have noted already there seem to be two types of case-licensing:licensing by Agr, and licensing in VP. Specier-Head agreement, the progenitor of Case-licensing by Agr is a standard coindexation relationship, which allows us to reformulateVisibility as:(7.8) Visibility:An DP chain can only be interpreted if it is theta-theory licensed and eithercoindexed with Agr or case-licensed in VP or X-licensed.Case-licensing in VP seems to involve a morphologically marked type of case (partitivein Finnish, genitive for SG denites|see de Hoop 1992 for a thorough discussion ofthis type of fact). Let us assume that this type of case marking typically involvescoindexation with a case particle, K (see Fukui and Speas 1986). Visibility then can bereformulated as:(7.9) Visibility:An DP chain can only be interpreted if it is theta-theory licensed and eithercoindexed with Agr or K or X-licensed.This gives us a clue to the nature of X-licensing. We can eliminate part of the disjunctionin this formulation of Visibility by dening a notion of F-Licensing:(7.10) F-Licensing:An DP chain is F-licensed if it is coindexed with a functional headand then generalise Visibility in the following way:(7.11) Generalized Visibility:An DP chain can only be interpreted if it is theta-theory licensed and F-licensedThis theoretical move would suggest that X-licensing involves coindexation with a func-tional head. In the rest of this chapter we will argue that in the case of measure phrasesthe relevant functional head is Asp(ect).
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 1177.4 Licensing Measure PhrasesTurning to the syntactic licensing of measure phrases in SG, note that these never raiseinto the spec AgrP position (as we saw in Chapter 6):(7.12) a. Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt mairsinn seachdainnMust the conference last-VN week`The conference must last a week'b. *Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt seachdainn a mhairsinnMust the conference a week Agr last-VN(7.13) a. Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt cosg tri mile notMust the conference cost three thousand pounds`The conference has to cost 3000 pounds'b. *Feumaidh a' cho-labhairt tri mile not a chosgMust the conference three thousand pounds Agr cost-VNIn these examples with modals the measure phrase remains in its base position andpreposed measure phrases are ungrammatical. In the following examples the progressiveconstruction which allows VO order is well formed but the perfective construction whichforces OV order is ungrammatical.(7.14) a. Tha a' cho-labhairt a' mairsinn seachdainnbe-PRES the conference ASP last-VN week`The conference is lasting a week'b. *Tha a' cho-labhairt air seachdainn a mhairsinnbe-PRES the conference ASP a week Agr last-VN`The conference has lasted a week'(7.15) a. Tha a' cho-labhairt a' cosg tri mile notbe-PRES the conference ASP cost three thousand pounds`The conference is costing 3000 pounds'b. *Tha a' cho-labhairt air tri mile not a chosgbe-PRES the conference ASP three thousand pounds AgrO cost-VN`The conference has cost 3000 pounds'Preposing of measure phrases into the spec AgrP position is therefore ungrammaticalin SG, but they can remain in base position, at least when the AgrP is a complement ofa modal or of progressive aspect. Preposing of measure phrases is also ill-formed in theperfective construction, which essentially just seems to be another case of FOP. Here,however, an interesting dierence arises: the measure phrase is also ungrammatical inbase position in the perfective construction. Thus:
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 118(7.16) a. *Tha a' cho-labhairt air seachdainn a mhairsinnbe-PRES the conference ASP a week Agr last-VN`The conference has lasted a week'b. *Tha a' cho-labhairt air a mhairsinn seachainnbe-PRES the conference ASP Agr last-VN week`The conference has lasted a week'It seems then that measure phrases are simply not licensed in the perfective construction.The rest of this chapter is devoted to showing how an independently motivated analysisof tense and aspect in SG gives us reasons why this should be the case1.7.5 Aspectual ChainsWe will now consider how the functional categories Tense and Aspect aect interpre-tation. We will argue for the existence of Tense chains which are composed of smalleraspectual chains that instantiate the relationship between Reichenbachian temporal re-ference points and morpho-syntactic structure. We build on the work of Giorgi andPianesi 1992, Drijkoningen and Rutten 1991, and Stowell 1992, Hornstein 1990, Zagona1990.7.5.1 Lexical Specication, Selection and IndexationWe will follow much recent work (Williams 1981, Higginbotham 1985, Zwarts 1991,Zwarts 1992) and assume that lexical categories have both an argument structure(Grimshaw 1990) (or theta-grid) and a special distinguished argument that acts asa syntactically accessible variable and species the denotational type of the category.We will term elements of the former theta-arguments and we will term the latter the de-notational argument. We represent this type of information enclosed in angled brackets,with the denotational argument to the left and the theta-arguments, structured as anested list (following Grimshaw 1990), to the right. Thus the lexical specication of averb like `kiss' has the following structure:(7.17) kisshe; (a(b))iThe notion of theta-marking relevant for the theta-criterion involves matching elementsof the argument structure with XP sisters of the theta-marking head. We will followZwarts 1992 and represent this as coindexation between the appropriate theta-argumentand the denotational argument of the complement XP. Thus `kiss Anson' involves thestructure:(7.18) kiss Ansonhe; (a(bi))i hxi ; 0i1This work was already reported in Adger 1993a and in Adger to appear.
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 119where xi is the denotational argument of the head of the NP `Anson' which has a nullargument structure. We will refer to this type of indexing as `selection indexing'. Notethat this type of indexing involves the denotational argument of the N head, interveningfunctional categories are irrelevant. But it is well known that semantically N determinesthe range of the dominating determiner or quantier, thus we expect there to be anothertype of indexing where the operator associated with the determiner or quantier alsobinds the denotational argument of N. We will refer to this type of indexing as `bindingindexing' and represent it as super-indexation. Thus:(7.19) kiss every manhe; (a(bi))i Dj hxji ; 0iSelection indices are established at whatever point in the derivation lexical insertiontakes place (D-Structure in conventional theories and on application of the generalisedtransformation GT in Chomsky 1992), while binding indices are established at LF.7.5.2 Morphosyntactic Tense and InterpretationReichenbach 1947 provides an analysis of the tense/aspect system of English which usesthree temporal reference points: the speech time (S), the event time (E) and a referencetime relating the two (R). Reichenbach argues that R is implicated in the analysis ofall the tenses. If R precedes S then some variety of the past tense is involved; if Rand S are contemporaneous then we have a present tense variety and if R follows Sthen we have a variety of the future. Which particular variety is involved depends onthe relationship between R and E: E preceding R results in a perfect; E following Rresults in a prospective and E contemporaneous with R results in a simple tense. Weprovide some examples below (i, h, and = can be glossed as `follows', `precedes' and `iscontemporaneous with', respectively)2:(7.20) a. Anson sings (S=R, E=R)b. Anson sung (SiR, E=R)c. Anson has sung (S=R, EhR)d. Anson had sung (SiR, EhR)Recently, a number of authors have argued that this system of relationships is directlyinstansiated in the morphosyntax. Giorgi and Pianesi 1992 (hence G & P), for example,argue that past participial morphology (the functional head Asp) in Italian representsthe EhR relation while the nite tense (the functional head T) represents the relationbetween S and R (see also Drijkoningen and Rutten 1991, Stowell 1992). Thus:(7.21) avevo mangiatohave-Past eat-PPartSiR EhR`I had eaten'2This analysis ignores phenomena such as imperfectivity, for which it is necessary to view the Rei-chenbachian points as temporal intervals with internal structure.
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 120Here T is realised by an auxiliary verb while the main verb has moved into Asp. G &P argue that the denotational event arguments of the auxiliary verb and the main verbmust be coindexed for the structure to be interpreted. This means that a Tense chainis established via head movement of Aux to T and V to Asp.We will follow the thrust of G & Ps ideas, but we shall be more explicit about howthe tense chain is composed. G & P provide no way of ensuring that R in T and Rin Asp are coindexed, as they must be to ensure proper interpretation. Likewise, theyoer no insight as to how E in Asp is coindexed with the event argument in V, anotherprerequisite for correct temporal interpretation. The mechanisms we have outlinedabove to deal with theta-marking are in fact all that is necessary.Asp dominates and is sister to VP3. If the relationship between them is one ofselection, then Asp takes VP as its internal argument and coindexes the denotationalargument of VP with its internal theta-argument:(7.22) Asp VPhR; (Ei)i hei; (a(b))iWe thus establish the coindexation between E in Asp and e in VP via selection indices.Now the coindexation relationship between R and E in Asp can be read o the semanticsof Asp. If Asp is simple (R=E) then R and E are lexically coindexed. Otherwise theyare contraindexed. The relationship between R in Asp and R in T is likewise establishedby selection. AspP is the internal argument of T, and therefore T coindexes its internaltheta-argument with the denotational argument of Asp, establishing the coindexingrelationship via selection indices. Thus we have the following representation for a simplepresent tense:(7.23) T Asp VPhSi; (Ri)i hRi ; (Ei)i hei; (a(b))iThe indexing relationship between S and R can again be read o the semantics of T. IfT is present tense then S=R and coindexing occurs; otherwise we have contraindexing.We will refer to the substructures formed by Asp and V and by T and Asp asaspectual chains (trivially all three heads form aspectual chains singly). These arecomposed into a single domain via selection. The tense chain for the clause is formed,as seems semantically plausible, by binding from a temporal operator. The temporaloperator associated with the utterance time is projected in the specier of TP at LF(along the lines of Stowell 1992) and this operator binds the denotational argumentsthat it governs:(7.24) Op T Asp VPOpj hSji ; (Ri)i hRji ; (Ei)i heji ; (a(b))iThis system allows the temporal interpretation to run directly o the morphosyntac-tic structure with no further stipulations than are already required for canonical theta-marking. The Tense chain is composed of smaller aspectual chains via the mechanism of3Asp is actually probably sister to AgrP, but we shall abstract away from Agr in the discussion here.This abstraction is derivable from Relativised Minimality (see Roberts 1991).
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 121selection. One interesting point about this system is that it dissociates thematic struc-ture (associated with lexical heads) from argument structure (associated with bothlexical and functional heads). This is a position recently argued for by Adger and Rhys1991, Rhys 1993 and Cann 1993b among others.7.5.3 Tense and Aspect in Scottish GaelicCompound tensesSG appears to reect Reichenbach's analysis rather directly. The most common wayof marking the dierence between present and past tenses is to use a form of the verbbith `be' as an auxiliary with a nominalised form of the main verb which occurs withan aspectual particle. The verb bith marks the relationship between S and R (tha, bhaand bithidh are respectively the present, past and future forms of bith):(7.25) a. Tha Daibhidh a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp leave-VN`David is leaving'b. Bha Daibhidh a' falbhBe-Past David Asp leave-VN`David was leaving'c. Bithidh Daibhidh a' falbhBe-Fut David Asp leave-VN`David will leave'The particle a' here marks that E=R. This becomes even clearer if we inspect the perfectparadigm:(7.26) Tha/Bha/Bithidh Daibhidh air falbhBe-Pres David Asp leave-VN`David has/had/will have left'Here air marks that EhR. The paradigm is completed by the prospective:(7.27) Tha/Bha/Bithidh Daibhidh gu falbhBe-Pres David Asp leave-VN`David is/was/will be about to leave'where gu marks that EiR.The analysis of the SG tense/aspect system we propose is simply that the auxiliaryverb in T marks the S,R relation while the particle in Asp marks the E,R relation.The domain for the tense chain is composed as discussed above, by selection, from thesmaller aspectual chains. An example of this for the present perfect is given below:(7.28) Tha Daibhidh air falbhBe-Pres David Asp leave-VNhSi; (Ri)i hRi ; (Ej)i hej; (a)i`David has left'
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 122a bhithAs well as the simple compound tenses discussed above, SG allows the use of an auxiliaryto carry the aspectual particle:(7.29) Tha/Bha Daibhidh air a bhith a' falbhBe-Pres/Past David Asp be-VN Asp leave-VN`David has/had left'(7.30) Tha/Bha Daibhidh gu bhith a' falbhBe-Pres/Past David Asp be-VN Asp leave-VN`David is/was about to leave'This device allows the composition of aspectual particles:(7.31) a. Tha Daibhidh gu bhith air a bhith a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp be-VN Asp be-VN Asp leave-VN`David is about to have left'b. Tha Daibhidh air a bhith gu bhith a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp be-VN Asp be-VN Asp leave-VN`David has been about to leave'One constraint that emerges here though is that the simple aspect marker must comenally (this was rst noted by Cram 1981):(7.32) a. Tha Daibhidh air a bhith a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp be-VN asp leave-VN`David has left'b. *Tha Daibhidh a' a bhith air falbhBe-Past David Asp be-VN asp leave-VNRecall G & P's claim that, in order for a structure with an auxiliary and main verbto be interpreted, the denotational arguments of the auxiliary and main verb must becoindexed. If we accept this claim, we immediately provide an explanation for thecontrast in (7.32). The relevant structure for the well formed (a) is:(7.33) Tha Daibhidh air a bhith a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp be-VN asp leave-VNhRj ; (Ei)i hei(ai)i hRi ; (Ei)i heii`David has left'Here the denotational arguments of the auxiliary and the main verb are coindexed viathe normal selection process which passes up the index through the simple aspect marker(where the denotational argument and the internal theta-argument of a' are speciedlexically to be coindexed because of the meaning of a'). We can assume that the auxiliaryverb bith adds no extra aspectual information in terms of reference points (although it
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 123does tell us about the internal constituency of current reference points), nor does it addinformation that there is another event taking place; it simply serves to morphologicallycarry the aspectual marking of the particle air. The auxiliary then, basically requiresthat its internal argument and its denotational argument carry the same information,so that the internal argument of bith and its denotational argument are coindexed. Thisis a characteristic property of auxiliaries. Now consider the structure for the otherexample:(7.34) *Tha Daibhidh a' a bhith air falbhBe-Past David Asp be-VN asp leave-VNhRj ; (Ej)i hej(aj)i hRj ; (Ei)i heiiHere, because the lexical specication of air marks that EhR, E and R cannot be coin-dexed. A contra-indexation is then passed up to the auxiliary, which will then becontra-indexed with the main verb, in violation of G & P's constraint. We also predictthat gu, the prospective marker, will behave in the same way as air. This is the case:(7.35) a. Tha Daibhidh gu bhith a' falbhBe-Pres David Asp be-VN asp leave-VN`David has left'b. *Tha Daibhidh a' a bhith gu falbhBe-Past David Asp be-VN asp leave-VN7.5.4 SummaryThis section has motivated the idea that the Tense chain used in the licensing of measurephrases is composed from smaller aspectual chains via the mechanism of selection. Oncethe separate aspectual chains have been composed via selection indices the temporaloperator of the clause can bind all of the denotational arguments within its selectiondomain via binding indices to form the T-chain proper. The advantage of this system isthat it allows temporal interpretation to run directly from morphosyntactic structure.The system also predicts an unexpected constraint in the tense/aspect system of SG.7.6 Consequences for Licensing Measure PhrasesRecall that a tense chain is essentially formed via the mechanism of selection, encoded ascoindexation of the internal theta-argument of a head with the denotational argumentof that head's XP sister. This immediately predicts that internal arguments of verbsare possible elements of a Tense chain. Note, however, that the selection driven processof aspectual chain composition relies on a lexical indexing of the denotational argumentand internal theta-argument of either aspectual particles or auxiliaries. This lexicalindexing is read o the semantic properties of the head (see (7.23)). It follows thatthe internal theta-argument of a verb will only be part of an aspectual chain if thereis lexical coindexing of the denotational argument of the verb and its internal theta-argument that follows from the meaning of the verb. Any such verb we then expectto behave much like an auxiliary, since this type of lexical indexing is characteristic ofauxiliaries.
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 124In fact this is exactly the kind of property we would like to attribute to verbsthat take measure phrase complements. These can almost always be paraphrased bya copular verb. Crucially, this same copula is used as an auxiliary in the languagesconcerned:(7.36) a. Anson weighs 70 kilosb. Anson is 70 kilos(7.37) a. The book cost twelve dollarsb. The book is twelve dollars(7.38) a. ThaBe-pres datwo clachstone deugteen deof chudromweight ann anin(redup) DaibhidhDavid`David weighs twelve stone'b. ThaBe-pres trthree notpounds airon anthe leobharbook seothat`That book costs three pounds'We therefore specify the lexical entry of a verb like `cost' as:(7.39) costhei; (a(bi))iConsider then the licensing of measure phrases in postverbal position in SG:(7.40) Tha a' cho-labhairt a' mairsinn seachdainnbe-PRES the conference ASP last-VN weekhSi; (Ri)i hRi ; (Ei)i hei; (a(bi))i hxi ; 0i`The conference is lasting a week'Here the denotational argument of the measure phrase is coindexed with that of theverb and that of Asp. It therefore is part of a composed aspectual chain via selectionindices. Note that it also conforms to the generalised version of Visibility if we take`coindexed' in this denition to refer to selection indices.Now consider the structure with the perfective particle:(7.41) *Tha a' cho-labhairt air mairsinn seachdainnbe-PRES the conference ASP last-VN weekhSi; (Ri)i hRi ; (Ej)i hej ; (a(bj))i hxj ; 0i`The conference has lasted a week'Here the measure phrase is coindexed with the event argument of the verb but thesemantics of the aspectual particle means that the denotational argument of the aircarries a dierent index. This means that the measure phrase is not coindexed with afunctional head and that the generalised version of Visibility is violated since seachdainnis not F-licensed. The same explanation extends to the analogous structure with theprospective marker gu, which is also ill formed.
CHAPTER 7. SYNTACTIC LICENSING 125The question now arises as to why the corresponding English structures are gram-matical:(7.42) a. The conference has lasted a weekb. ?This book has cost twenty poundsWe will attribute the slight ill-formedness of the (b) example here to a semantic tensionbetween the perfective, which requires a nal bound on an event, and the measure verbcost which is lexically specied as some kind of unbounded state. Recall that we requirethe measure phrase to be coindexed with a T functional head. This requirement issatised by the head movement of V into the functional head realised by -ed, under thestandard assumption that head movement leaves a trace.One nal prediction is made by the system we have outlined in this paper. Wepredict that measure phrases in structures with the auxiliary verb bith and the R=Easpectual particle a' should be well-formed, even if the auxiliary carries the perfectiveparticle. This follows since the measure phrase will be coindexed with the aspectual heada', as above. This proves to be the case, and such structures are actually a paraphrasefor the ill-formed bare perfective structures:(7.43) Tha a' cho-labhairt air a bhith a' mairsinn seachdainnbe-PRES the conference ASP be-VN ASP last-VN week`The conference has been lasting a week'We can now turn to the problem that we noted in Chapter 3, when we argued thatthe fronted object had indeed moved into the Spec of AgrP. the problem was that thisviolated the generalisation that object shift is only possible if the verb has raised toAgrS. The verb here has obviously raised no further than AgrO.The way that Holmberg and Platzack's Generalisation is encoded in Chomsky 1992is that the raising of the verb to AgrS extends the domain of the verb so that itsarguments count as equidistant and therefore the subject position is not relevant for thecalculation of whether the object has moved economically. If the verb has not raised,then the domain is not extended and an economy violation results.We can capture this same intuition here since the domain of the verb has essentiallybeen extended by the independently motivated mechanism of aspectual chain formation,thus allowing object shift and maintaining Holmberg and Platzack's insight.7.7 SummaryIn this chapter we have briey considered the syntactic licensing of arguments, andclaimed that it is constrained by a generalised form of Visibility. This interacts with anindependently motivated analysis of tense and aspect in Gaelic to explain why measurephrases are not licensed in simple perfective structures.
Chapter 8Concluding RemarksThis thesis has shown that the functional head Agr is at least one of the contributingfactors in determining the semantics of an argument. Other factors, such as lexicalspecication for deniteness, or focal factors undoubtably enter into the equation too(see Partee 1991), but the crucial point is that something we recognise as a functionalhead has semantic eect. More to the point, it has a semantic eect on another elementin the sentence, its specier. This is a new and interesting observation, given that anysemantic eect attributed to a functional head before has been seen as either a directeect of the head on its complement (such as is the case with Tense, see chapter 7), oron its maximal projection (as is the case with D determining the deniteness of DP).Furthermore, the case for the independent projection of Agr is strengthened, given thatthere are now semantic, as well as syntactic and morphological motivations.More generally, the thesis has argued for a DRS level of representation, and hasconstrued this level as one which can contain contextually supplied information, thusextending the notion of the interpreted proposition from one where purely linguisticfactors are relevant. The consequence that the thesis has for views of the relationshipbetween syntactic and semantic categories is that the denitions of these terms mustmake reference to functional heads on the syntactic side, and to contextually suppliedinformation on the semantic side. Of course the thesis says nothing about the actual se-mantic interpretation (mapping the DRS structures to a non-linguistic representation);I think that this work is important, especially with respect to determining why it is thatmeasure phrases introduce no discourse referent, and a more adequate account of theweak island facts almost certainly will involve examining aspects of the model structuredenoted by measure phrases (see eg, Szabolcsi and Zwarts 1992).The main points of the thesis can be summarised in a number of slogans: The mapping from LF to DRS makes reference to Agr Checking theory can be constrained by semantic factors The ambiguity of weak DPs in situ is contextually induced Economy considerations constrain the possibility of reconstruction Measure phrases aren't associated with a discourse referent Tense/Aspect as well as Agr are involved in syntactic licensing126
CHAPTER 8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 127One further point that the thesis makes is that there does not have to be a specialmapping hypothesis, but rather the more general theory of deniteness has to be exten-ded. This opens up interesting possibilities for exploring deniteness eects. Is there aspecic syntactic conguration that leads to these eects in the same way that the specAgrP position leads to a kind of anti-de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